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Abstract
The field of ubiquitous computing envisages an era when the average consumer owns hundreds or thousands of mobile and embedded computing devices. These devices will perform
actions based on the context of their users, and therefore ubiquitous systems will gather, collate and distribute much more personal information about individuals than computers do today.
Much of this personal information will be considered private, and therefore mechanisms which
allow users to control the dissemination of these data are vital. Location information is a particularly useful form of context in ubiquitous computing, yet its unconditional distribution can
be very invasive.
This dissertation develops novel methods for providing location privacy in ubiquitous computing. Much of the previous work in this area uses access control to enable location privacy.
This dissertation takes a different approach and argues that many location-aware applications
can function with anonymised location data and that, where this is possible, its use is preferable
to that of access control.
Suitable anonymisation of location data is not a trivial task: under a realistic threat model
simply removing explicit identifiers does not anonymise location information. This dissertation
describes why this is the case and develops two quantitative security models for anonymising
location data: the mix zone model and the variable quality model.
A trusted third-party can use one, or both, models to ensure that all location events given
to untrusted applications are suitably anonymised. The mix zone model supports untrusted
applications which require accurate location information about users in a set of disjoint physical
locations. In contrast, the variable quality model reduces the temporal or spatial accuracy of
location information to maintain user anonymity at every location.
Both models provide a quantitative measure of the level of anonymity achieved; therefore
any given situation can be analysed to determine the amount of information an attacker can
gain through analysis of the anonymised data. The suitability of both these models is demonstrated and the level of location privacy available to users of real location-aware applications is
measured.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Most people no longer own just one computer, but a dozen; soon people will own a hundred
or a thousand computational devices. For the most part, computer-enabled consumer products
available today operate in isolation. However, since wireless network connectivity is becoming
cheap and ubiquitous, devices will soon start to inter-operate.
The field of ubiquitous computing envisages an era where the average consumer owns a
hundred or thousand inter-connected computing devices. Management of these devices will be
impossible unless methods are developed to automate the vast majority of the tasks these devices
are designed to perform, and reduce the cognitive load placed on users through improvements
in human-computer interaction. In order to achieve these goals, computers need to collect and
apply knowledge about the context of the user in the real world.
Providing computers with knowledge of the context of users means that computers will
gather, collate and distribute much more personal information about individuals than they do
today. Such personal information is often considered private. Therefore, there appears to be a
fundamental clash between the needs of context-aware computing and a user’s desire to retain
control over the distribution and dissemination of private information.
In the field of ubiquitous computing, location information is one of the most common pieces
of contextual data, and it is used to drive a wide variety of applications. Yet, when location systems track users automatically and continuously, an enormous amount of potentially sensitive
information is generated. Users do not necessarily wish to stop all accesses to their location
information, because some applications can use this information to provide useful services, but
the user wants to be in control.
Technology is not privacy neutral: the precise design and deployment of a technology can
have a dramatic effect on the level of privacy enjoyed by the users of the system. Much of the
current research into the protection of location privacy for ubiquitous computing has concentrated on defining mechanisms that allow users to control access to their location information;
however, explicit and detailed configuration of access parameters runs counter to the aims of
ubiquitous computing (namely that of low cognitive load, and automation of tasks whenever
possible).
In principle, privacy can be enabled by anonymising all data released to a third-party.
Anonymisation has several advantages over access control: users may prefer to remain anonymous; configuration of access control parameters can be difficult and error-prone; and anonymised location data means location-aware applications do not have to be trusted, thus increasing
confidence in the protection of location privacy.
9

This dissertation explores anonymisation as a method of achieving location privacy in ubiquitous comptuing. In particular, it examines whether location-aware applications can function
with anonymised location data. In addition, the dissertation demonstrates that, under a realistic threat model, successful anonymisation of location events is often difficult, since removing
explicit identifiers is usually not sufficient to protect privacy.
As with many issues in security, a thorough analysis of location privacy through anonymisation is only possible by examining the solutions from the perspective of both attack and defence.
Therefore, providing a quantifiable metric of the level of location privacy in a particular situation is a prerequisite for analysing exactly how much information an attacker has learnt in a
given situation.
Therefore, this dissertation develops two novel security models which provide location
anonymity for two different classes of location-aware application. Both methods produce a
quantifiable metric to estimate the level of anonymity available. These two security models
are used to assess the suitability of enabling location privacy through anonymity for real-world
applications deployed using the Active Bat system.

1.1

Dissertation outline

Chapter 2 describes the major challenges in the field of ubiquitous computing and outlines why
location information concerning people, places and things is a primary source of context. The
chapter provides an overview of the current methods used to capture, process and use location
information in a ubiquitous computing environment.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to privacy and the particular problems presented by the
development of ubiquitous computing. The chapter goes on to describe how encryption, access
control and anonymisation have been used to protect location privacy in the literature.
Chapter 4 describes several different architectures that support location-aware applications;
each architecture represents a different trade-off between the type of applications it supports
and the level of trust required for the user to be certain that their location privacy has not been
invaded. The chapter concludes with an analysis of how location privacy through anonymity
might work with the proposed architectures, and how applications may be adapted to function
with anonymised location data.
Chapters 5 and 6 examine in detail the mix zone model and variable quality models respectively. These models anonymise location data for two different classes of location-aware
application and provide a quantitative measure of the level of information an attacker can infer
through analysis of the (anonymised) data. The algorithmic complexity of generating the quantifiable metrics is assessed, and heuristics are used to improve the performance of the mix zone
model.
Chapter 7 describes how the mix zone model and variable quality model can be applied to
measure the level of location privacy available in a real-world setting. In particular, the models are used to measure the level of location privacy available for location-aware applications
deployed using the Active Bat system.

10

1.2

Goals

In summary, this dissertation aims to:
• describe why location information is important, and how it is used in ubiquitous computing applications;
• review previous techniques used to protect location privacy;
• describe how many location-aware applications can function with anonymised location
information;
• develop two novel security models for anonymising location information which provide
quantifiable metrics of location privacy; and
• apply these models to an example set of location-aware applications to assess the feasibility of the approach.

11
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Chapter 2
Location-aware computing
“Where you are and who you are with are closely correlated with
what you are doing.”
—Ulf Leonhardt and Jeff Magee, 1998. [76]

This chapter provides a survey of work from the field of location-aware computing. The
chapter starts by exploring the possible effects small and cheap computing devices interconnected with ubiquitous wireless communication may have on future methods of humancomputer interaction. As the cost of computing diminishes, users are going to own larger numbers of devices, so tasks need to be automated whenever possible. In this domain the use of
sensor data is important in order to allow applications to model the context of the user and
therefore adapt to their needs. In many cases location data is one of the most important pieces
of contextual information; this chapter outlines the technologies developed to capture, analyse
and distribute location information in an efficient manner.

2.1

Context-aware computing

Traditionally, computing focused on static home and office scenarios, but mobile and pervasive
computing1 allow us to move beyond these restricted domains. Weiser noticed these trends over
ten years ago and used them to provide some predictions about human-computer interaction in
the 21st century. He coined the term ubiquitous computing [143] to describe a world in which
computers “weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable
from it.” Ubiquitous computing is driven by reductions in the cost, size and power requirements of computers together with the integration of wireless networking. Weiser claimed that
“the most profound technologies are those that disappear.” He noted that other technologies
have done this before. For example, at the beginning of the 20 th century a factory contained
1

The integration of computers into everyday objects is often referred to as pervasive computing, a term which
does not have a consistent definition. In the Communications of the ACM, Lyytinen and Yoo define pervasive
computing as embedded but static infrastructure, in comparison with ubiquitous computing which, in addition
to pervasive computing, also supports mobile hosts and mobile code [79]. In contrast, the editor in chief of
IEEE Pervasive Computing declares in the inaugural issue [114] that ubiquitous computing and pervasive computing are synonymous. The expression pervasive computing in this dissertation takes the former definition in
preference to the latter.

13

a single motor which drove all the machines, but nowadays small and cheap electric motors
give every tool its own motive force; many everyday objects have several electric motors and
only a detailed examination of the object may reveal how many motors are installed, where and
for what purpose, but the exercise would be pointless. Weiser envisioned computing becoming sufficiently embedded into our world that users would often interact with computers at a
subconscious level, much like we do today with the written word on signs, billboards, books
and magazines; “in essence . . . only when things disappear in this way are we freed to use them
without thinking and so to focus beyond them on new goals” [143].
Humans use their five senses to interact with the environment; they share a rich common
language with others and have an implicit understanding of how the world works. In contrast,
traditional computer systems have a very restricted set of communication channels (i.e. screen,
mouse and keyboard). Context-aware computing [115] or sentient computing [53] augments
computers with sensors and actuators in order to achieve a better understanding of, and interaction with, the physical environment. Such systems collect sensor data, build a model of the
environment or world model [3] and use the model to provide more useful and intuitive services
to users by triggering actuators or automating tasks. Effective context-aware systems should
therefore be easier to use than the traditional computing infrastructure commonplace today. In
this way, context-aware computing provides a stepping stone toward the ultimate goal of ubiquitous computing.
Automating the collection and interpretation of contextual data relevant to a particular
service is essential. Without such a system the user would have to explicitly provide the
information—a burden we wish to avoid, since the emergence of mobile and wearable computing combined with pervasive computing often results in rapidly changing user context. Furthermore, users may have difficulty knowing what information is relevant or even know the
required data.
A lot of ubiquitous computing research currently focuses on improving human-computer
interaction. Tennenhouse argues that, since humans may soon own a hundred or a thousand
computers each, more research effort should focus on proactive computing [133], taking humans “out of the loop” and reducing human-computer interaction to a supervisory role. Proactive computing aims to extend the application domain and reduce direct human involvement
by connecting computers directly to the physical world via sensors and actuators. Data should
be processed in real-time, using closed loop operation where possible (allowing the removal of
the delay inherent with user confirmation) and user needs should be anticipated using statistical
modelling to deal with uncertainty. Proactive computing has similar aims to IBM’s autonomic
computing [54]; Want et al. provide a discussion on the similarity between proactive and autonomic computing [138].

2.1.1 Context
Researchers have struggled to provide a precise definition of context. Context is often defined
by example; López de Ipiña describes some of the common attributes, including user identity, location, time, features of the natural environment (temperature, light level, air quality),
physiology (blood pressure, heart rate), activity (talking, reading, walking), social interaction
(including who we are with) and nearby resources [23]. Dey and Abowd provide a thorough
analysis of context and context-awareness [26] and provide a useful definition:
Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity.
14

An entity is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between the user and an application, including the user and the application themselves.
Dey and Abowd proposed2 four primary context types for characterising the particular situation
of an entity:
Identity: the identity of relevant entities.
Location: the geographical position of relevant entities.
Activity: the activity or activities being performed.
Time: the time period at which the entities perform the activity.
All other types of context information are declared secondary because they often require association with one or more pieces of primary context to be meaningful. For example, a phone
number, address or date of birth is usually associated with an identity; similarly temperature
information is only useful when combined with a location, time and possibly activity. It is usual
for secondary context to require more than one piece of primary context in order to identify
unambiguously a single piece of information; in database parlance, the primary contexts must
be combined to form a composite key.

2.1.2 Context-awareness
Schilit et al. defined four types of context aware applications on two orthogonal axes [115]:
whether the task gets information or executes a command and whether the task is executed
automatically or manually. Four classes of application are then developed for each of these
categories; Table 2.1 contains the classifications together with short examples.
Pascoe analysed context-awareness from the perspective of wearable computing and derived
four types of context-awareness [96]:
Sensing: detecting states from the environment and presenting the data to the user; for example,
presenting the current location of a user on a map.
Adaption: allowing wearable applications to alter their state in response to data from the environment; for example, turning on a back light to the wearable computer when it is dark.
Discovery: combining the context of the current user with information about the environment
to determine resources which are available and accessible; for example, printing to the
nearest printer or finding the closest open supermarket.
Augmentation: associating digital data with the real world; for example, a tourist guide may
associate maps and details of historical artifacts with specific locations.
2

Dey and Abowd claim another paper [108] by Ryan et al. defined these primary context types, but used the
term environment rather than activity—Dey and Abowd correctly point out that environment is often used as a
synonym for context and the word activity more directly describes what an entity is actually doing. The referenced
Ryan et al. paper however does not provide a definition of four primary contexts types, so their derivation is
attributed to Dey and Abowd here.
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Information

Command

Manual
Proximate selection: a user interface technique where objects
nearby are made easier to select.
Contextual information:
direct provision of context, such
as “Where is Alastair?”.
Contextual commands: actions
are altered by context, for example the print command always selects the nearest printer.

Automatic
Automatic contextual reconfiguration:
adding, removing or altering connections between existing components;
components are typically servers and
connections are communication links,
but components may also be loadable
device drivers, mobile agents, graphical user interfaces, etc.
Context-triggered actions: for example, simple if-then rules automatically execute a command when the
predicate is true.

Table 2.1: Schilit’s definition of context-aware applications (in italics) together with short examples.
The definitions derived by Pascoe and Shilit et al. are very similar. Dey and Abowd claim a
clear mapping between three of the four classes defined by Pascoe and Schilit et al., namely,
sensing ⇔ proximate selection, adaption ⇔ context-triggered actions, discovery ⇔ automatic
contextual reconfiguration; in reality there is some confusion, particularly in the relation between adaption and context-triggered actions. Dey and Abowd derive their own classification
of context aware features: (1) presentation of information and services to a user, (2) automatic
execution of a service, and (3) tagging of context to information for later retrieval; they define
context-aware as:
A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task.

2.1.3 Augmented reality
Augmented reality is a specific form of context-aware computing concerning the integration of
virtual reality with thereal world. Augmented reality systems combine real and virtual components in an interactive, real-time fashion by superimposing virtual objects on the real world in
three-dimensions. Many augmented reality systems use head-mounted displays to overlay text
or graphics information to aid humans in everyday tasks; almost all augmented reality systems
display visual information to the user, but it is conceivable that audible or olfactible augmentations could be used. Azuma describes some of the many application domains which have been
explored [7], including systems for the medical, military, manufacturing, visualisation and the
entertainment industries.
The aim of augmented reality is to enhance user perception of the real world; virtual objects
are used to convey information which cannot be detected directly (or at least to a comparable
resolution) by the five human senses. A lot of augmented reality research has focused on registration, or correctly aligning virtual objects with the real world and sensing or motion tracking [144] which detects the presence (i.e. relative location and orientation) of relevant entities.
In order to achieve accurate registration, very accurate sensing of the environment is required.
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Historically, context-aware systems have gathered location data from large areas with coarse
granularity, whereas augmented reality systems have concentrated on fine-grained location systems with small coverage areas. The two research areas are heading for convergence: augmented reality is now pushing the boundaries of coverage, and context-aware applications are
demanding better quality location information in order to permit more accurate, high-level inferences of activity.

2.1.4 Location-awareness
Traditionally, computers have only had methods of determining and sharing two of the four
primitive context types: identity (e.g. authenticating individuals or computers via passwords,
digital certificates, Kerberos tickets etc.) and time (e.g. network time protocol, Lamport time,
etc.). Location awareness is something which has become important only recently. Knowledge
of identity and time have well-defined applications within the traditional (fixed) computing
paradigm, whereas location does not. Location information is most useful in combination with
mobile and pervasive computing (made possible through the availability of small, portable and
cheap hardware), where context information can provide more intuitive human-computer interaction and more aggressive levels of automation.
Welch and Foxlin categorise location systems as being either [144]: (1) “inside looking out”
shortened to inside-out; or, (2) “outside looking in” shortened to outside-in. An inside-out location system calculates the location and orientation by measuring a physical property of the
environment with sensors placed on the device which is attached or carried with the entity; in
contrast an outside-in location technology calculates the location of entities from sensors placed
in the environment. A tagged location system requires components be added to both the (moving) entities and the (static) environment; conversely a tagless location system needs only a
sensor or sensors in the environment (outside-in) or entity (inside-out). For example GPS is an
inside-out, tagged location system, since satellites are placed in the environment and transmit
(via radio) an environmental property that each mobile device (the GPS receiver) can measure to
determine location information. Conversely, Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) systems combined with movement detection software form an outside-in tagless system since the network
of static cameras placed in the environment detect the movements of entities centrally.
Hopper describes the three methods usually used to record location information [53]: (1) coordinates: a two- or three-dimensional vector of real numbers representing the distance 3 of an
entity from a well-defined origin; (2) proximity: a real number (usually thresholded to a binary
value) representing how close two or more entities are to one another; and, (3) containment:
a ternary value representing the positive, negative or partial intersection of containers (usually
circles or polygons) representing the interaction space of two or more entities (e.g. a laptop is
inside a room).

2.2

Location technologies

Understanding the operation and accuracy of a location system is central to the thorough assessment of the risks such a system presents to location privacy, the subject of the next chapter.
3

For small-scale location systems an Euclidean distance measure is common. Distance measurements on larger
scales can often be more complex; see the World Geodetic System (http://www.wgs84.com/), an (approximately) spherical polar co-ordinate system.
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Static
Spatial distortion: level of systematic and
random error in measuring position over a
defined spatial region.
Creep: long term change in spatial distortion due to changing environmental conditions or moving an object and returning it
to the same pose.
Orientation: level of systematic and random error in measuring orientation along
three Cartesian axes.

Dynamic
Latency: amount of time taken to collect
a reading from (possibly multiple) sensors
and estimate the position of the entity.
Update rate: number of updates per second. Sometimes simultaneous or semisimultaneous updates are possible when
measuring multiple entities.
Dynamic spatial and orientation error: location error not found in static spatial distortion, orientation or creep. Dynamic errors of this type include effects of Doppler
shift and inaccuracies in any prediction algorithms employed by the system.

Table 2.2: Six accuracy properties of a location system.
Assessment of accuracy and function is also an essential element of providing a solution to
some of the privacy problems presented by both location technologies and their corresponding
location-aware applications.
In order to locate an entity we must use one or more physical properties of the environment
to calculate its position. Many physical properties are amenable to providing location information, but no single technique is suitable for all purposes nor provides all the properties required
for every application. Researchers have provided detailed reviews of location technologies in
the literature: Hightower and Borriello provide a survey from the perspective of ubiquitous
computing [50], Azuma analyses the state-of the-art in augmented reality [7] and Welch and
Foxlin assess performance of location systems for motion tracking [144].
Table 2.2 outlines the basic accuracy metrics which can be used to measure the performance
of a location system. Other important factors include size, weight, installation requirements,
robustness to environment (including visual occlusion, heat, sound, magnetic and radio waves),
freedom of movement (e.g. wireless operation), power, coverage area and cost.
Currently no location system performs well in all cases; application designers must therefore
make a decision about what location system best suits their application domain. A survey
of physical media suitable for providing location information to context-aware or augmented
reality applications is described next.

2.2.1 Mechanical
Mechanical measurement is the oldest form of location; rulers and tape measures provide a
simple method of locating one item with reference to another. More sophisticated mechanical
techniques have been developed, including the construction of measurement arms with two
or more rigid components interconnected with joints. Measurements of the angles of joints
with potentiometers or shaft encoders combined with knowledge of the dimensions of the rigid
components allow accurate calculation of the position of one end of the arm relative to the other.
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FaroArm4 and Boom 3C5 are two examples of high-accuracy mechanical measurement arms.
Ivan Sutherland was one of the first to develop head mounted displays and used mechanical
measurement arms in early research [129].
AT&T Labs Cambridge developed a mechanical measurement system to survey the Active
Bat ceiling receivers. The system employed three ASM WS19 one-dimensional measurement
sensors6 which contained retractable steel cables whose current extended length is measured
with shaft encoders. The measurement sensors were mounted at known locations on a large
rigid metal frame to triangulate the position of objects in three-dimensional space.
The Active Floor [1] measures the force placed on an array of load cells located under the
adjoining corners of four floor tiles; data from the load cells is used to estimate the vertical
component of the ground reaction force of humans walking on the floor. Headon describes
how a Hidden Markov Model can be used to extract higher-level context information such as
walking, running and jumping from raw sensor data [47]. Lee and Mase attempted to build an
inside-out system by placing accelerometers on users rather than load sensors on the floor [75];
motion is detected and distance travelled from a known location is estimated by detecting the
foot striking the floor.

2.2.2 Magnetic
Magnetic location systems measure either a static direct-current field using magnetometers or an
alternating-current field using an electromagnetic coil. The natural magnetic field of the Earth
can be used to estimate orientation, but accurate measurement of position is not possible. Active
systems have been developed which require a source to generate magnetic fields along three
orthogonal axis in quick succession. A tag is attached to the entity containing three orthogonal
magnetic field sensors which measure the field vector from each of the three generated fields;
position and orientation of the sensor with respect to the generator can then be calculated.
Polhemus have produced several generations of magnetic tracking systems; their most recent is
the Liberty Tracker.7
Magnetic tracking suffers from limited range and distortions caused by metal or other electromagnetic fields; Welch and Foxlin claim this effect can often be reduced by using directcurrent magnetic fields as opposed to alternating-current systems [144], but this requires any
sensor measurement to wait for the transient effects of a change in field strength to die down
and careful calibration to remove the effect of any background field.
The Pinger [55] provides proximate location information from tags by detecting the presence of their near-field radio broadcast8 at a set of receivers; the data transmitted encodes an
8-bit tag identifier using pulse-width modulation. Range is approximately 3 m (95% confidence
interval) using an 8 MHz carrier and 60 mm × 90 mm antenna.
4

http://www.faro.com/
http://www.fakespacelabs.com/
6
http://www.asm-sensor.de/
7
http://www.polhemus.com/LIBERTY.htm
8
Radio systems usually operate in the far-field of the antenna, however all antennae have a near-field region
with an operating range which is much less than a wavelength; if a loop antenna is used then energy transfer
between transmitter and receiver is via magnetic field component.
5
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2.2.3 Radio and microwave
Radio and microwaves can be used to estimate the distance between a transmitter and a receiver
either by measuring received signal strength or time-of-flight. Both methods are hindered by
the complexity of the indoor and urban radio environment: signal strength estimation is hard to
predict in environments containing attenuation due to water (e.g. humans) and solid structures
such as buildings and moving vehicles; similarly, timing delay methods are impaired by multipath effects and line-of-sight difficulties.
One measurement is sufficient to provide an estimate of proximity or containment; three or
more measurements are required to triangulate or multilaterate 9 an estimate of position. Orientation information can be derived either by placing multiple tags on a rigid entity or using past
movement history to infer likely current orientation.
Signal strength techniques
Passive RFID tags contain a digital signal processing unit, radio transmitter and inductive loop
to provide enough temporary power to transmit the tag identity over the air interface. The tags
are queried by a battery or mains-powered tag reader, or interrogator, which powers the tag
via induction and records the resultant tag identity. Since all power for the tag is provided by
induction, the dimensions of the tag’s inductive loop restrict the maximum distance between
interrogator and tag. Texas Instruments TIRIS tags provide one example of small and low-cost
passive RFID tags.10
Active RFID tags include a battery power source in order to extend the communications
range between transmitter and receiver. 3D-iD [145] provides a scalable cell-based interrogator architecture designed to be deployed in hospitals and factories. A simple roll out would
permit location containment measurements by placing interrogators on entry and exit to buildings or specific offices or work areas; additional interrogators can be added until three or more
interrogators11 can query the location of each tag.
There has been substantial interest in using existing wireless LAN networks to determine
the location of laptops and PDAs. In order to model the attenuation due to fixed building
infrastructure, RADAR [8] collects a set of training data to produce a radio map of transmitter
signal strengths and signal-to-noise ratios for a regular grid of positions and across the coverage
area. When tracking, several of the most recent samples are combined to produce a mean signal
strength estimate. The signal strength estimate is compared against the training set and the
location of the nearest match12 determines the estimate of user location.
Smailagic and Kogan developed a set of approaches including inside-out and outside-in
methods combined with pattern matching and multilateration techniques to estimate location
of wireless LAN users [122]. Youssef et al. provide a good, up-to-date overview of existing
techniques and present a novel and computationally-efficient statistically-based solution [150].
9

Multilateration generalises triangulation by using measurements of distance from four or more known locations to provide an estimate of the location of a previously un-located entity. For example, Ward uses regression
analysis to remove spurious distance measures and provide an estimate of location error [139].
10
http://www.ti-rfid.com/
11
Careful placement of just two readers may often be sufficient to determine a three-dimensional position of
assets in cases where inventory is placed on shelves or moved down long thin corridors [145].
12
If there are n installed base stations, a mobile device seeking a location estimate will have n signal strength
readings. The estimated position of a mobile device is then calculated by finding the position in the radio map
which best matches the n signal strengths recorded by the mobile device.
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Timing techniques
Timing data can be combined with speed of signal propagation to estimate geographical distance
between transmitter and receiver. Timing-based solutions traditionally suffer from difficulties
in accurate timing and multi-path propagation effects in built-up and indoor environments. Direct sequence spread spectrum techniques can be used to mitigate the timing problems, and
ultra-wide band systems, such as those from Ubisense,13 have been proposed and test-systems
demonstrated.
The GPS system [38] uses twenty-four satellites circling the earth twice a day to deliver
highly accurate and synchronised time and satellite location information to outdoor users with
GPS handsets via spread-spectrum radio. The handsets combine location and timing data from
four or more satellites via multilateration to determine user location anywhere on the earth. Inbuilding reception is very poor, but since the removal of selective availability, outdoor accuracy
is usually better than fifteen metres.14
Radio bandwidth is a scarce resource, so mobile phone networks subdivide the service area
into many cells, each containing a fixed transceiver called a base station; a frequency reuse
pattern is used to ensure adjacent cells do not use the same transmission wavelength, while
cells further apart reuse frequencies to reduce bandwidth requirements. Therefore, in order to
receive incoming phone calls, the mobile network should forward an incoming call request to
the correct cell.
Since the phones are mobile, users can move; therefore a handover mechanism is required
to keep track of the mobile phone’s current cell location. This is accomplished in GSM by a two
level hierarchy. A mobile phone network provider has a central Home Location Register (HLR)
which stores a record for each subscriber of the network, containing (among other details)
an International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI) number and the current local Mobile
Switching Centre (MSC).
An MSC manages a number of base station controllers (which in turn manage several base
transceiver stations) covering a contiguous geographical area. The MSC maintains a Visitor
Location Register (VLR) containing each subscribers IMSI and HLR as well as the current
Location Area (LA), a small number of cells, one of which contains the mobile phone. Movement between LAs controlled by the same MSC updates the location information in the VLR;
movement between MSCs requires an update of the HLR to reflect a change in local MSC.
Mobile phone location systems are still very much in development; most location-based
services available today can now provide cell-sized location information determined from the
MSC VLR record.15 Drane describes some of the more accurate sub-cell solutions [28] which
rely on: (1) measuring the propagation delay via round trip timing from a base station to the
phone and back (or vice-versa); (2) Measuring the time-difference-on-arrival of signals transmitted from synchronised base stations at mobile phones (or vice-versa); or, (3) measuring the
angle of arrival of mobile phone signals at base station (or vice-versa). These techniques are
often combined to provide enhanced performance.16
13

http://www.ubisense.net/
http://www.garmin.com/aboutGPS/
15
e.g. http://www.traceamobile.com/
16
See http://www.appliedgenerics.com/
14
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2.2.4 Acoustic
Multi-path reflections affect sonic transmission in a similar fashion to radio; however, unlike
radio, simple narrow-band pulses can be accurately timed to provide a measure of distance
because the speed of sound in air is many orders of magnitude slower than radio transmission. Physically larger transducers are capable of radiating higher amplitude acoustic waves and
therefore have a larger range when compared with smaller devices. However, a signal-strength
distance-measurement approach prohibits long-range location sightings in sonic systems because a wide beam width is required for orientation invariance and this necessitates a small
microphone and speaker. Sonic transmission in the range of human hearing is often avoided
because of the unwanted distraction it causes,17 so ultrasound is often used.
The Active Bat system [140] is a high-accuracy outside-in location system capable of tracking over a large coverage area. It uses radio transmission to schedule entities carrying active
tags or Bats to emit conical-shaped uncoded narrow-band pulses of ultrasound in a forward
and upward direction from the tag. Time synchronised receiver units positioned at known locations in the ceiling receive the ultrasound pulse from Bats; a multilateration algorithm is then
used to calculate a position and error estimate for the Bat location. An estimate of orientation is
achieved either through positioning multiple Bats on a rigid entity or analysing the constellation
of visible receiver units with respect to the calculated Bat location. The Bats also contain two
control buttons which allow simple control messages to be transmitted over the bidirectional
radio link.
The Cricket system [99] is an inside-out location system; ceiling units transmit a narrowband ultrasound pulse and radio transmission (containing the location of the receiver) simultaneously; receiving tags measure the time delay between radio and ultrasound arrival to determine their distance from the ceiling transmitter and multilateration can be used at the receiver
to estimate location.
The Dolphin system uses a novel transducer capable of spread-spectrum ultrasound transmission; this enables data to be encoded over the ultrasound channel, eliminating the need for a
radio link. The Dolphin system can work in both inside-out [45] and outside-in [46] modes.

2.2.5 Optical
Optical systems consist of light sources and optical sensors. Light sources may be entities which
reflect ambient light or emit light directly (e.g. LEDs, lasers, fluorescent tubes or light bulbs).
Optical sensors detect the presence or absence of light; both analogue and digital varieties exist
and detect light level in one or two dimensions. Light sensors come in three overall varieties:
(1) photo sensors, which detects the level of incident light on the sensor; (2) position sensing
detectors (PSDs) are analog devices whose output(s) are proportional to the centroid of light
intersecting a one- or two-dimensional sensor; and (3) charge-coupled devices (CCDs) which
provide an array of pixel data representing a quantised image of the scene sampled over a short
duration. A photo sensor has the advantage of being cheap and easy to integrate and PSDs can
provide a much higher update rate than CCDs, which must transfer all the pixel data off the
device before another sample image can be taken.
Lenses alter the field-of-view of the sensor and filters can be used to select only the wave17

car.

There are occasions when audible location systems are useful; for example, a siren helps people locate a police
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lengths of light produced by the light sources (reducing background interference and thus simplifying detection). Optical systems require line-of-sight to operate and photo sensors and PSDs
suffer from partial occlusion problems, where some of the incident light level is obscured, producing a plausible but inaccurate result.
Photo sensor systems
The Active Badge system [137] uses an infrared communications link to transmit a unique
identifying code approximately every 10 seconds from a wearable badge to a network of room
receivers connected to a central location service. The diffuse infrared broadcast initially offered
room-scale location information, but this was refined to desk scale with the addition of a passive
tuned circuit in the badge [44]. Radio transmitters are installed at desk locations and the transmit
power and antenna design is controlled so that badges transmit when approximately 1 m from
the transmitter. Badges retransmit the radio broadcast over the infrared channel so the system
knows when a user is contained within a radio zone. Badges contain two buttons to allow
basic interaction between the user and the environment. The PARC TAB system [136] enhanced
the functionality of the Active Badge by incorporating a touch-sensitive display, three buttons
and a speaker. The infrared system was augmented to provide data communication to allow
PARC TABs to act as thin clients.
In contrast to the Active Badge’s outside-in system, the Locust Swarm [124] uses small,
solar powered nodes attached directly under office light fittings to announce their location via an
infrared communications link to users equipped with wearable computers. Users can determine
their own location and share this location information via the wearable computer’s radio link.
PSD systems
Ward et al. developed an optical tracker for head-mounted displays [141]. The system detects light from 960 LEDs mounted in ceiling tiles via four analogue PSDs attached to a headmounted unit. An LED manager turns on each LED in turn and measures the output of the
sensors; previous sightings and careful grouping structure of LEDs is used to prevent a scan
of the entire coverage area in most cases. Position and orientation of the head is reconstructed
using the position of LEDs contained in the field of view of each PSD combined with the physical juxtaposition of the photo diodes on the head using a technique called space resection by
collinearity.
CCD systems
Visual location estimation has traditionally been done with active or passive markers, often
called fiducials, which are attached to the entities to be tracked and viewed with a CCD. A
marker-based approach is attractive since fiducials can be designed to minimise computational
overhead and ease mathematical analysis of their detection.
Infrared LEDs can be spotted quite easily with CCDs provided any infrared filter is removed; an infrared pass filter can be used to remove unwanted natural light. Ribo uses a pair
of cameras mounted on a 2 m baseline to detect three retro-reflective markers attached to a
head-mounted see-through display [104]. Knowledge of the relative position of the fiducials
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mounted on the display combined with the intrinsic18 and extrinsic19 parameters of the cameras
allow the orientation and position of the display to be accurately calculated. Phicons [81] are
small programmable devices with IR transceivers, several buttons and a small LCD; phicons
communicate with a host PC via a camera, which obtains data via analysis of inter-frame presence or absence of an infrared spot from (possibly multiple) phicons in the image. The host PC
can calculate the two-dimensional location of phicons in the field-of-view of the camera; the intended application is augmentation of a white-board to allow users print or email relevant areas.
Arguably, Brightboard provides an enhanced system, detecting and interpreting handwritten
commands drawn directly on a white-board [123].
Passive, paper-based markers have proved very popular with researchers. Rekimoto and Nagao describe one of the first paper-based fiducial systems [102] and developed a colour barcode
system to annotate real-world objects with additional data which could be viewed with the aid
of NAVI C AM, a PDA equipped with a camera to capture images, a processing unit (to detect
barcodes), and a display to annotate the processed image with additional context information.
Rekimoto and Ayatsuka developed the barcode method further [101], producing C YBER C ODE,
a two-dimensional matrix marker containing 24 bits of data; the camera can determine the position of the marker relative to the camera by analysing the distortion of the fixed-sized fiducial.
The ART OOLKIT system [64] also uses a square marker system, but allows arbitrary images
to be contained within an outer-black frame; markers are differentiated by template matching
fiducials against a set of previously configured images. A template system is useful for users
interacting with markers directly, since fiducial images can provide intuitive meaning to users.
Owen et al. extend ART OOLKIT marker design with the use of orthogonal discrete cosine transform basis images [95]; markers were designed to minimise the probability of misidentification,
particularly in noisy and partially occluded scenarios. ART OOLKIT can extract the target pose
(i.e. transform from camera to targets in the scene) and therefore is ideally suited for use in
augmented reality applications.
Several systems use circular markers, taking advantage of the fact that circles appear as
ellipses under any three-dimensional affine transformation. The TRIP system [24] uses circular
markers with a solid (inner) ring for marker detection and pose extraction, combined with a
series of code rings to provide a large address space of uniquely identifiable tags. The BBC
developed the Free-D system [134] to ensure alignment of real and virtual components of a
television studio set. The system uses an auxiliary camera pointing up to coded circular markers
mounted on the ceiling.
Recently, inside-out scene analysis methods have been explored to locate humans and robots
equipped with cameras connected to wearable computers. Starner et al. describe a method of
using the mean light colour and luminance (as measured from head mounted cameras) combined with a Hidden Markov Model to provide an estimate of location [125]. Aoki et al. use
colour histograms of a sequence of video frames to detect specific locations [5]. Both of these
approaches attempt to sight landmarks in a video sequence and therefore only offer a notion of
containment or proximity.
Dellaert et al. have developed a coordinate-based approach which uses a visual map of the
ceiling of an indoor environment generated by aligning multiple images with a map-building
algorithm [25]. To determine location information, a camera measures the mean light intensity
18

Intrinsic parameters represent the field-of-view and optical distortion pattern of the camera.
Extrinsic parameters represent the three-dimensional position and orientation of the cameras with respect to
world coordinates.
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of the ceiling from a vertically mounted camera; comparison of the current intensity value with
the ceiling map results in a complex, multi-modal distribution; a condensation algorithm is
combined with a Bayesian model and a sampling-based representation of possible locations
of the entity to iteratively refine an estimation of location. Rungsarityotin and Starner take a
similar approach but use a colour histogram and an L2 norm from an omni-directional camera
to provide location estimation [107].
More complex analysis of inter-frame pixel movements in a stream of continuous video,
often referred to as optical flow, has been extensively researched. Optical flow can be analysed
from both an outside-in (i.e. static cameras and moving objects) as well as an inside-out (i.e.
static scene and moving camera) perspective; the latter case is often referred to as ego-motion.
General approaches taken include differential methods, correspondence methods and regionbased matching in two or three dimensions. Irani et al. describe a robust ego-motion algorithm
which relies on measuring the two-dimensional motion parameters of a static planar surface to
recover the three-dimensional motion of the camera [56]. Neumann and You combine region
detection and the differential method to provide an improved estimate of optical flow [89].
Rekleitis takes a novel approach, using motion blur as an estimate of dilation and translation of
the video image [103]. Jiang and Neumann propose augmenting fiducial tracking with natural
line detection methods to improve registration in augmented reality demonstrations [61].
The Pfinder [149] uses multi-class statistical model to detect and interpret the movement of
people with a static colour camera. The system assumes a static background and single user in
the scene in order to make the vision task tractable. In this limited domain, accuracy in tracking
position and orientation is very high (< 3 pixels for location and < 5 degrees orientation error).
Stillman et al. use two wide angle static cameras to calculate the location of individuals and
locate the position of pan-tilt-zoom cameras on faces to enable face-recognition [127]. The
EasyLiving [69] project detects the location of multiple users passing into and out of the field
of view of three stereo cameras; depth information from the stereo cameras is used to help with
scene analysis and solve (some) occlusion problems; colour histograms are used to maintain
user identity.

2.2.6 Inertial
An inertial sensor contains three gyroscopes and three accelerometers. Traditionally, gyroscopes and accelerometers are mounted on a gimballed platform, with feedback from the gyroscopes used to ensure the the gimballed platform maintains a fixed orientation in all three axes
whatever the motion of the entity; this ensures the accelerometers remain aligned to the world
coordinate system whatever frame of reference the entity happens to be in. After removing
the effect of gravity from the vertical accelerometer, data are then double-integrated to provide
a measure of the offset between initialisation and current position. Traditional gimbal-based
systems are large and cumbersome and are too heavy to mount on the human body, but these
systems have been deployed in ships, submarines and planes.
More recent systems fix three gyroscopes and three accelerometers to a backplane which
moves in the frame of reference of the entity. The accelerometer measurements are combined
into an acceleration vector which is then rotated by the current entity-world transformation
matrix (obtained from current gyroscope measurements). The resulting acceleration vector is
then double-integrated and gravity compensated to provide a position in world coordinates.
This design of inertial sensor combined with microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS)
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integration have led to the development and use of small and very portable inertial sensors. The
InertiaCube20 product is one example popular with augmented reality projects and measures
just 34 mm × 24 mm × 41 mm.
The major drawback of inertial systems is drift: minute bias errors in accelerometer measurements quickly lead to large positional errors because double-integration makes the errors
cumulative. Inaccuracies in gyroscopes have a similar effect; any orientation error results in
erroneous correction of gravitation from the accelerometers; again this results in cumulative
positional error.
Inertial systems have been combined with other tracking systems to produce a hybrid location system which combines the high update rate of inertial sensors with the long-term stability
of other sensor systems. Inertial sensors can be used to reduce the fiducial search space in a
visual system by providing an estimate of movement since the last frame to bound the areas of
image which are examined [126]. The VIS-tracker [84] provides wide-area tracking in a similar
fashion, using the inertial sensor to provide a high update rate and estimate of the location of
each fiducial. The tracker is wearable and can even automatically calculate the location of fiducials as long as four seed target positions are provided and initially visible in the field-of-view
of the camera.21

2.2.7 Summary
Researchers have explored mechanical, radio, acoustic, optical and inertial methodologies. No
single approach is suitable for all applications, although hybrid methods which combine fiducial or optical flow detection with inertial sensor systems are starting to show great promise,
particularly for the augmented reality domain. Outside-in tagless tracking of humans is now
becoming possible with CCD based systems and tagged tracking is available in the wide area
with the near ubiquitous deployment and use of mobile phones.

2.3

Location-aware applications

Applications can be split into two broad categories: personal applications, which use only the
location information of a single individual and shared applications which share location information with several individuals or other applications. Subdividing location-aware applications
along any dimension is somewhat artificial, however the division used here clarifies discussion
of the relevant privacy issues presented in the next chapter.

2.3.1 Personal location-aware applications
Personal location-aware applications use location information (perhaps in conjunction with
other pieces of context) to provide a service to a single user whose location is being tracked.
Example services include “Where am I” applications which locate users on a map or convert coordinates into symbolic locations with semantic meaning. The MoBIC project [97] uses a GPS
receiver to guide blind users on self-generated routes around Birmingham city centre. Audio
20

http://www.isense.com/products/prec/ic2/
A video of the tracker is available at http://www.isense.com/support/downloads/
vistracker.zip
21
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data provides direction and proximity information about places of interest along the route (e.g.
post box, coffee shops etc.). The Touring Machine [33] uses GPS, a magnetometer and a twoaxis inclinometer (detecting head pitch and roll) to provide location and orientation information
of the user; relevant local information is superimposed on a see-through head-mounted display
using OpenGL [148], and web pages containing local information are displayed on a handheld computer. Tourist guides have been a popular location-aware application; the Lancaster
GUIDE project is the arguably the most complete prototype system [16] using cell-level location information from 802.11 wireless LAN base stations to display relevant tourist information
via web-based software on handheld computers.
An electronic information lens [34] uses the location and orientation of a handheld screen
to augment the screen’s display with extra information relevant to the current position. For
example, pointing the electronic lens at a map allows additional information about particular
landmarks to be displayed; the distance from the map can be used to zoom in on particular
features. Displayed data could be weather information for the local region, traffic congestion,
restaurants etc. This metaphor was later extended by Rekimoto and Nagao by using passive,
colour barcodes to detect the location of objects in the environment and attach virtual information annotations to them (and therefore coping with moving objects as well as moving displays) [102]. Information aids represent a common application domain and prototype systems
range from computer repair [51] to aeroplane production [88], allowing head-mounted overlay
displays of useful information such as the name and function of computer components or the
itemised list of screws to be attached to a particular set of holes in an aircraft fuselage.
Personal location-aware applications can be used to control or automate tasks. A simple
example is desktop teleporting [105], where location information is used, in combination with
a button press on an Active Badge or Active Bat, to initiate a transfer of the desktop of a user
from one particular screen, mouse and keyboard to another using VNC [106]. The Reactive
Room [17] was developed to automate and simplify the control of audio and visual presentation equipment; for example, the presence of documents on a tabletop is tracked by a video
camera which automatically displays any document on an overhead projector and inserts a copy
in the video stream presented to remote participants. An Active Poster [2] allows a Bat under
coverage of the Bat system to control devices and set application state. For example, the “sentient” scanner consists of an ordinary scanner connected to a networked computer and printed
instructions containing icons representing common controls for the scanner (e.g. colour/black
& white, glass/sheet feeder etc.); the printed instructions are placed near the scanner and users
interact with the scanner by placing their Bat within the icon area and clicking a button on the
Bat. Scanner software records a series of selections and uses them to control the scan and even
transmit the results back to the user via email.
Personal location-aware applications rely on the location of a single individual and as a
consequence often use location systems built for inside-out operation. Other context relevant to
operation is often fairly static and therefore can be stored on the locating device and operated
without network connectivity. Some applications would benefit from updates, for example
Fawcett and Robinson demonstrate that traffic navigation could be improved if up-to-date traffic
congestion data are available [31].
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2.3.2 Shared location-aware applications
Sharing location information of entities with applications such as “Where is Alastair?” introduces the need for distributing up-to-date location information. Sharing location data with
others can also be used to infer some types of secondary context information.
Bulk location-aware applications use location data collected from all entities to infer anonymous secondary contextual information; in other words, context which is solely a function of
location and time, and not of identity. Traffic congestion can be predicted and measured using
bulk location data collected from the Trafficmaster system,22 mobile phone network23 or highway agency induction loops. Congestion information can then be used as a piece of secondary
context in personal applications, for example, to reschedule meetings and adapt travel plans.
Location information from positioning systems which use multilateration techniques can be
used to estimate environmental surroundings such as the position of desks, chairs and computer
screens in an office. For example, Harle and Hopper model ultrasound transmissions from the
Active Bat system as rays intersecting a set of cubes stacked at regular coordinates forming a
three-dimensional lattice [42]; given an accurate location of the entity (determined by multilateration) reception of an ultrasound transmission implies there are no obstacles between Bat and
ceiling receiver, and all intersected cubes along such a Bat-receiver path are marked as visible.
Using ray-tracing methods to process a large collection of location sightings allows accurate
updates of environmental surroundings to be performed automatically.
Location information can be used to infer identity-based secondary context information; in
this scenario, a notion of identity is an essential component of the generated contextual information. One of the earliest examples is PEPYS [90], which generates a retrospective diary of
meetings and movements of users from location data generated by an Active Badge network.
The diary is designed to aid recall of gatherings24 and meetings. More recently, manpower, fleet
or asset scheduling and management tasks, as well as localised dating and chatting services have
been proposed using location data from the mobile phone network. 25
Shared location-aware applications favour an outside-in location system because this greatly
simplifies the collection, processing and dissemination of location data and derived anonymous
and identity-based secondary context information. Working, tagless, outside-in location systems maximise the recovery of location sightings from as many entities as possible, and as such
could be seen as an ideal system design for delivering shared location-aware applications.

2.3.3 Providing user feedback
Users of location-aware applications must be provided with appropriate feedback. The use of
sensors to enrich the context made available to humans can easily result in confusion on the part
of the user when things go wrong. Simple examples of user feedback include the use of rising
22

http://www.trafficmaster.co.uk/
System trials have been conducted in Finland (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/
2680561.stm) and companies are now offering products; one example is Applied Generics (http://
appliedgenerics.com/) RoDIN24 system which tracks user movement along highways and collates road
traffic reports suitable for presentation to users via WAP.
24
The original paper uses the term gathering in preference to meeting when referring to a casual collection of
people; a variety of criteria are used to determine whether a gathering is a meeting, including number of people present, the location of the gathering, the speed at which people grouped and departed and the stability of
attendance.
25
http://www.umtsworld.com/technology/lcs.htm
23
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and failing audio tones to signify the success or failure of configuration using Active Posters [2].
The usefulness of the “sentient” scanner is severely curtailed if, ten minutes after a supposedly
successful scan, no scanned image appears in the user’s email inbox.

2.3.4 Middleware
The overlap of functionality in many location-aware applications has not gone unnoticed. Researchers have developed middleware systems to integrate much of the common processing
features of many location-aware applications into a centralised service. This approach reflects
the dominance of outside-in approaches to location sensing for shared location-aware applications.
Common features of location-aware middleware include: (1) transformation between different (local and global) frames of reference and between co-ordinate and symbolic representations; (2) abstraction of location information from a distributed set of heterogeneous sensor
systems; and (3) limiting communication to relevant changes in location information. Applications typically interact with location-aware middleware in one of two modes: (1) a proactive
query for the current position of particular entities; and (2) an event-based interaction in which
applications register interest in a particular geographical region and receive notification when
an event of interest occurs. Often location-aware middleware is part of a more general contextaware system, where other primary and secondary forms of context are recorded, processed (to
generate derivative forms of context, for example PEPYS) and delivered to applications.
The stick-e note [12] architecture allows applications to attach virtual documents to physical
spaces, aiding the construction of personal applications (e.g. tourist guide) as well as collaborative services, such as Collaborage [82], which allows users to advertise pieces of context with
each other such as an in-out board denoting their absence or presence in the office. Attaching virtual data or information to physical environments is also discussed as motivation for the
development of the Locust Swarm [124], which has the ability to attach information labels to
physical locations. Cooltown [67] develops a similar idea, connecting the physical and virtual
worlds by embedding URLs and web-servers into people, places and things.
The Situated Computing Service [55] presents an event-driven model to program with space.
Location-aware applications register interest in particular room-scale location predicates and
receive a callback when a (previously false) predicate becomes true or vice-versa. The SPIRIT
system [2] utilises the high-resolution of the Bat system and uses a quad-tree based indexing
method to allow applications to register interest in positive or negative intersection of polyhedral
containers attached either to entities or the environment. Fawcett develops a location service
to manage location information from a heterogeneous collection of sensors, translate location
information between multiple reference frames and allow applications to register interest in
proximity and containment of entities [32].
The Situated Information Service [96] represents entities as objects and context information is attached to objects as member variables. State can either be read directly from sensors
or synthesised from one or more sensor states; state information is drawn from sensors by a
monitor and stored in the relevant objects’ member variables. Finally, relationships are used to
create entity dependant state; for example each human entity object has a relationship “nearby
printers” which uses human location and a list of printers (and their locations) to determine a
list of printers most proximate to the human.
The Context-aware Toolkit [109] is based on the graphical user interface event-driven
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model; widgets hide the complexity and heterogeneity of a set of sensors (providing a common API), abstract context information (allowing new, higher-level context data to be derived)
and provide re-usable building blocks. For example an IdentityPresence widget has attributes
for its location, time and identity of the last user detected; applications can either query the widget for information, or can register for a callback to notify the application of any state changes
in IdentityPresence (i.e. a change in either the time or identity of the user last present). Widgets
can be composed into a hierarchy where the state of one widget is dependant on another.
Katsiri and Mycroft have formalised the calculation and distribution of context in FirstOrder Logic (FOL) [65]. High-level context is derived from primitive context (i.e. context
obtained directly from sensors) by expressing a series of implications where the LHS is a FOL
formula and the RHS is the higher-order context of interest. For example, the mathmatical
expression ∀loc(∃user UserAtLocation(user, loc) ⇒ Occupied(loc)) derives a higher form
of context (namely, location loc is occupied) by using the universal quantifier to consider all
locations and the existential quantifier to determine if any user exists at any particular location.
Rules are instantiated into predicates, and all predicates which are true are stored in a knowledge
base; a Rete network [36] is used to ensure the knowledge base is updated as new primitive
context arrives from sensors. Applications can query the knowledge base directly or register for
changes in state through an extended publish/subscribe protocol.

2.4

Summary

This chapter has introduced the field of ubiquitous computing and outlined why improved
human-computer interaction and automation of tasks are important requirements in this new
computing environment. In order to improve interaction and implement automation, applications of ubiquitous computing need knowledge of the context of the user. There are four primary
types of context information (identity, time, location and activity); the traditional (fixed) computing paradigm only required information about identity and time, however a notion of location
is a requirement in many ubiquitous computing applications.
A survey of location technologies demonstrated many physical properties of the environment can be used to calculate position, but no single technique is suitable for all application
domains. Location information can be measured using a coordinate, container or proximity
metrics and sensing technologies can be outside-in or inside-out. Location applications are either personal or shared and are often written with the aid of location-aware middleware which
offers either query-based or event-based modes of interaction with location data.
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Chapter 3
Privacy
“Instantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have
invaded the sacred precincts of private and domestic life; and
numerous mechanical devices threaten to make good the
prediction that ‘what is whispered in the closet shall be
proclaimed from the house-tops.’”
—Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis, 1890. [142]

Privacy has traditionally been viewed as the right to solitude [142] but, with the development
of society and democracy, privacy is increasingly seen as “a key value which underpins human
dignity and other key values such as freedom of association and freedom of speech” [68].
Almost all countries now recognise privacy as a fundamental right and have attempted to
codify privacy in law. The first known piece of privacy legislation was the 1361 Justices of
the Peace Act (England), which legislated for the arrest of eavesdroppers and stalkers. In 1890
Warren and Brandeis argued that citizens should have the right to prevent disclosure of personal
information as a separate right to that of copyright law or of slander or libel [142]. The 1948
Universal Declaration of Human Rights [85, Article 12] states everyone has a right to privacy
at home, with family and in correspondence. This declaration was reaffirmed in The European Convention on Human Rights [93, Article 8] and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights [86, Article 17].
Many other more recent pieces of legislation aim to protect citizens’ privacy; some modern
constitutions even go as far as expressing the specific rights of access and control of personal
information. Lessig argues that we should go further than just protection and recognise (certain
pieces of) information about individuals as “real property” in order to provide individuals with
the ability to control the dissemination of their data [77, Chapter 11].

3.1

Defining threats to privacy

Providing a single definition of privacy is difficult. An extensive survey of personal privacy [74]
was first carried out by Privacy International as part of The Global Internet Liberty Campaign.
The original 1998 report is now revised and extended on a yearly basis by both Privacy International and the Electronic Privacy Information Center (for the 2003 report see [74]). The report
identifies four broad personal privacy categories:
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Information privacy: protection of data containing personally-identifiable information; examples of personal data include medical records, bank statements and governmental data.
Bodily privacy: protection of people from physical invasion; examples of bodily invasion include drug tests, cavity searches and genetic testing.
Privacy of communications: protection of all forms of communication from interception; examples of interception include monitoring telephone, email and written correspondence.
Territorial privacy: protection of domestic, work and public space from intrusion; examples
of intrusion include search warrants, video surveillance and identity checks.

3.1.1 Technological threats to privacy
As society evolves, new threats to personal privacy continue to appear. The development and
advancement of science in the 20th century has empowered governments and companies with
many ways of invading personal privacy. The goals of governments and companies do not
always agree, but the technologies and techniques applied are the same.
As computer systems have developed, their capacity to collect, analyse and distribute personal data is increasing exponentially. At the same time advances in medicine, transportation,
finance and communications have resulted in the recording of much larger amounts of sensitive personal information. High-speed networks allow the compilation of substantial personal
dossiers of information from widely distributed data centres and geographical locations.
Globalisation has accelerated analysis and distribution of personal data through the development of a growing number of interoperability standards. Examples include the use of the
Internet Protocol, facilitating ubiquitous network connectivity, and standardised data storage
formats and meta-formats such as XML.

3.1.2 Reasons for privacy invasion
The reasons for privacy invasion are wide and varied. Governments, while wildly varying in
political constitution, all demand information from citizens; examples include earnings, family
make-up, religion and qualifications (everything from driving ability to medical training). The
stated goal of data gathering is that of collective good for society; in many cases the benefit
is clear (for example, the regulation of medical practitioners) but in some cases the societal
benefits are less obvious, for example, the record of racial origin. 1
Commercial organisations are primarily concerned with profit, yet companies are often
much more invasive than their governmental counterparts. Traditionally, marketing, advertising
or brand loyalty2 have been suggested as the major motivation, but more recently price dis1

Stanford students provide an excellent review of the use of computers to aid the the oppression of the black
African majority in apartheid South Africa (1948-1994), see http://www-cs-students.stanford.
edu/˜cale/cs201/
2
The Clubcard was the first major loyalty card introduced in the UK in 1995 (http://www.guardian.
co.uk/weekend/story/0,3605,999866,00.html) and many major retail outlets have now followed
suit. The cards record a history of all purchases and can be used to encourage loyalty to a particular company,
allow analysis of customer spending and tempt customers with introductory offers on high-profit branded products
which their previous spending pattern has shown they may like. In order to do this, the data collected is analysed
to determine such factors as the number of householders (estimated by the amount of toilet roll used) whether you
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crimination—the act of charging individuals a personalised price based on the amount they are
prepared to pay—has been suggested as a strong motivating factor.
Odlyzko provides a good introduction to price discrimination and the Internet [92]. Discriminatory pricing works best in markets with large, fixed, up-front costs and low marginal
costs. With the centralisation of services and reduced cost of communication and transportation, more and more industries fit this model. Price discrimination is not a new phenomenon:
it was used extensively throughout the early development of the railways in the US and Britain
until a customer backlash introduced extensive regulation. Traditionally its use has been limited
by the lack of technology to perform detailed customer profiling.
More recent price discrimination examples include flights, computers and even DVDs. 3
The ability to automate the collection and analysis of consumer profiles (often referred to as
data mining or data profiling) has greatly enhanced corporations ability to dynamically and
differentially price products. Odlyzko uses economic theory to suggest that price discrimination
combined with efficient customer profiling results in a more efficient market and thus without
regulation its use will become widespread [92].
Data mining or profiling (whether for marketing, brand loyalty or price discrimination) will
have a stark impact on consumer privacy. Not all users appear to be concerned with data collection and retention policies; provided a majority of users are content with such processing,
industry-wide practise may force other less content consumers into participating either through
lack of any choice or high discriminatory prices for those wishing to retain privacy.

3.2

Methods of privacy protection

Lessig describes the four basic methods of regulating the behaviour of individuals [77, Chapter
7]: architecture, social customs, market and law. Figure 3.1 provides a visual representation of
the interaction between the individual and the four basic methods of regulation; each regulating
constraint poses a distinct but interdependent cost on the individual. Constraints can be complementary or opposing, yet all can ultimately be governed by the rule of law. Architecture and
the market regulate behaviour before an action can take place: a locked door prevents unwanted
entry and the cost of cigarettes deters consumption. Social customs and law regulate behaviour
after the event: diners may scorn if you smoke while eating and the police may arrest you for
trespassing on private property. Most individuals feel the threat of social customs or law before
the action even though social customs or law cannot actually prevent the act (unlike architecture
or market forces).
Law is able to directly regulate behaviour through statute, and indirectly by regulating architecture, social customs and the market; examples of indirect regulation include building
regulations, sex education in schools and cigarette taxation. Such indirect regulation does raise
questions of transparency, particularly in the regulation of architecture. For example Lessig dehave just had a baby, or even when you are about to go on holiday. Companies in different markets are joining
forces (e.g. the Nectar card) to track consumer spending across sectors in order to offer good customers of one
company discounts to become (hopefully good) customers of another.
3
The region coding scheme on DVDs was (in part) motivated by the desire to enforce a price differential
on discs sold in different areas of the globe. In September 2000, Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/)
experimented with price discrimination of DVDs on a more personal level (http://zdnet.com.com/
2100-11-523742.html): this practise was quickly discovered by Internet users and was widely reported
in the press. The situation had the user community split—some thought the practise was fair, others abhorred it.
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Figure 3.1: Four methods of regulation for the individual I. Each regulation represents a distinct
but interdependent cost on the individual.

scribes how Robert Moses commissioned the bridges constructed on Long Island to prevent the
passage of buses—the primary transportation of African Americans—preventing the progress
of public transport to the beaches [77, Chapter 7 (p.92)].
There are occasions when breaking regulation may be morally justifiable (such as speeding
to hospital with the seriously ill); law and social customs are good at adapting in this situation,
but architecture and the market are not (a vehicle’s speed limiter always limits). Therefore
architectural and market forces are arguably more powerful but less adaptable regulators.
This distinction has important implications for the regulation of privacy. Law alone is not
sufficient as it is not the most efficient method to prevent unwanted intrusion into the private
lives of individuals because: (1) privacy is very subjective—what is acceptable to one person
is unacceptable to another; (2) post-action retribution through law may not be able to provide
any good remedy—“the cat may already be out of the bag.” This does not mean law-makers
provide no aid in protecting privacy; quite the opposite is true—law has a crucial role to play in
controlling architecture, market forces and social customs to foster privacy.

3.2.1 Methods of regulating privacy
Techniques for protecting personal privacy differ markedly across the globe; four broad approaches have emerged:
Comprehensive: Europe, Australia, New Zealand and Canada have a comprehensive regulatory model with a public official in charge of enforcing data protection legislation.
Sectorial: the United States has not defined general data protection legislation, but has instead
enacted a series of specific laws to deal with problems as they arise; specific regulation
often lags behind technology, and can leave vast areas of commerce insufficiently regulated.
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Self-regulation: various industries have attempted self-regulation through codes of practice,
however many of these bodies suffer from a lack of effective enforcement and therefore
have less impact than legislation; furthermore, industry-wide consensus does not necessarily result in good consumer privacy, although the threat of government intervention for
poorly performing industry codes of practise may have some positive effect. The Press
Complaints Commission4 is an example of a self-regulatory body representing the British
press.
Technological: technology can provide solutions as well as threats to personal privacy; Pretty
Good Privacy (PGP) is a well known example of a technology enabling privacy of communications, and was so good at this, the United States government disliked its use and
distribution immensely.5

3.2.2 The comprehensive model
The European Union provides the biggest example of comprehensive data protection legislation regulating collection of and access to personally-identifiable information. The 1995 Data
Protection Directive [135] was designed to harmonise data protection law across all member
states and embodies Westin’s principles of privacy legislation [146], namely openness and transparency, reasonable security, accountability, collection and limitation, data quality, usage limitation and individual participation.
Accountability, openness and transparency is ensured through the supervisory authority
[135, Article 28] which has the power to investigate, intervene, temporarily or permanently
stop processing and ban the use of, or order the erasure of data. Further, the supervisory authority has the power to initiate legal proceedings in cases where the directive has been violated. All
companies and individuals collecting and processing personal data must notify the supervisory
authority [135, Article 18] of their intention to process data.
The directive demands that personally identifiable data are [135, Article 6]: (1) collected
for explicit and legitimate purposes, and not further processed in a way incompatible with the
original purposes; (2) accurate and kept up-to-date (inaccurate data must be either erased or
rectified); (3) relevant and not excessive with respect to the purpose of collection; and (4) stored
for as long as is necessary for the purposes for which the data was collected.
The directive also requires explicit consent [135, Article 7] or a demonstration of necessity
of processing—this can include legal or contractual requirement where the data subject is a
party, or for the protection of vital interests of the data subject (for example, emergency recovery
of medical records in the event of an accident). Furthermore, data subjects are also entitled to
access their personally identifiable information “without constraint, at reasonable intervals and
without excessive delay or expense” [135, Article 12].
The directive requires any countries receiving data from within the EU to have enacted a
similar level of data protection legislation [135, Article 25]. This last requirement has had far
reaching implications for other countries wishing to do business with any European Union country. In particular, the United States has enacted the Safe Habor principles 6 to permit business to
transfer personal data from the European Union.
4

http://www.pcc.org.uk/
http://www.cdt.org/crypto/current_legis/960626_Zimm_test.html
6
http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/
5
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The comprehensive model proposes an architecture, backed by legal punishment, to regulate
and control data processing of personally identifiable information. The directive however does
not dictate choice; as Langheinrich notes [72], notice and consent are of little good if consumers
have no choice.
Privacy is a dynamic concept—with the introduction of new technologies, social customs
and patterns of use develop around it and acceptable behaviour changes. Technology is not
privacy neutral: the details of the design and implementation of computer systems have a profound effect on personal privacy. Technological (and in particular computer) developments
have hugely increased the possibilities for invasions of privacy by governments, corporations
and individuals.

3.3

Access control

Access control can be used to protect information privacy by building an architecture which
allows one principal to impose restrictions on the ability of other principals to retrieve information. For example, the EU Data Protection Directive describes a legal architecture (which can
be enforced through an appropriate software system) to protect the privacy of an individual’s
personally identifiable data. A wide variety of access control methods have been developed and
many of these have been applied to control access to location information (with varying degrees
of success).
Mandatory access control or multilevel security [4, Chapter 7] was initially developed by
governments and military organisations to ensure confidentiality of data. The Bell-LaPadula
model [9] defines a partially ordered set of security labels attached to each object or data file,
denoting their level of classification (e.g. restricted < classified < secret < topsecret); users
are authorised to read or write to files up to a specific level of security label (e.g. ≤ secret),
often called their security clearance.
The system then enforces two restrictions on an executing user process (which is invoked at
a fixed security level the user has clearance for): (1) a process cannot read any objects or files
with a higher security label than itself (no read-up); and, (2) data cannot be written to an object
or file with a security label lower than the security level of the user process (no write-down).
An alternative to a fixed user process security level is the high-water principle: a process
inherits the security level of the highest data file read since execution began. Notice that if a
process’ security level increases (e.g. because the process started at the classified level but then
read a file with a secret security label) any file handles open to classified level files with write
permissions must be closed (to prevent violation of the write-down property). The Biba model
uses a similar system to enforce integrity, ensuring no data can be read from a data item with a
lower label and information can only be written from a higher level to a lower one.
Discretionary access control has traditionally been used to control access to, or usage of,
resources in distributed systems. Users are individuals typically authenticated using passwords
or Kerberos [60] and their access to program or data files is mediated by an access matrix. An
access matrix [71] has a row for each domain (or user) and a column for each object (e.g. file);
each element in the matrix Mij represents the access attributes (e.g. read, write, append) for a
particular domain i and object j.
The access matrix is usually large and sparse, so the matrix is indexed by objects (access
control lists) or by domains (capabilities) and the system checks access attributes when a domain
(e.g. user process) attempts to access an object. Adding or removing users in the case of access
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Figure 3.2: RBAC adds a layer of indirection between users and privileges.

control lists (or objects in the case of capabilities) requires each row (column) to be checked.
For this reason, an access control matrix is not suitable for representing systems where both the
objects and users change frequently.
Multilevel security is designed to allow centralised enforcement of secrecy or integrity. It
is not suitable for protecting personal privacy because users of the system do not have ultimate
control over the dissemination of their personal data. An access matrix (as represented by
ACLs or capabilities) is also not suitable for context-aware computing because: (1) both the
user community and availability of resources (objects) are highly dynamic and (2) the plethora
of devices means that manually configuring access parameters for each individual entity would
be impossible.

3.3.1 Role-based access control
Role-based Access Control (RBAC) allows both the user community and object permissions to
be dynamic by introducing a layer of indirection between users and privileges; see Figure 3.2.
At first glance roles appear to be merely groups of users, but there is a difference: groups contain a list of principals whereas roles are a set of permissions which one or more authorised
users may assume for a period of time (for further information see [4, Chapter 4 (p.54)]). Furthermore, Osborn et al. demonstrated RBAC can be used to represent both discretionary and
mandatory access control models, and as such generalises both schemes [94].
Sandhu et al. develop the NIST model of role-based access control [113], and divide current
research and commercial systems into a hierarchy of four categories (each category includes the
preceding category as part of its functionality):
Flat: user-role and permission-role assignment is a many-to-many relation and users can activate more than one role simultaneously; user-role review should be possible, in other
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words, an administrator (or the user themselves) should be able to determine both the
roles available to a particular person, and the people permitted to activate any given role.
Hierarchical: roles are organised into either a restricted hierarchy (usually some form of tree)
or a general hierarchy (i.e. graph); permissions associated with a role are inherited, reflecting the authority and responsibility structures of an organisation.
Constrained: the assignment of roles is restricted in order to ensure separation of duty; enforcement can be static (e.g. a user with the role Billing Clerk cannot also be assigned
the role Accounts Received Clerk) or it can be dynamic, in other words, a user cannot
activate the two roles simultaneously (e.g. one of two users with the role Billing Clerk
can switch roles to Accounts Received Clerk to cover an absent colleague); to enable
effective dynamic behaviour, users activate roles in a session.
Symmetric: the flat model required user-role review and symmetric RBAC extends this by
requiring role-permission review, allowing an administrator to determine which roles can
access any given object or vice-versa; effective role-permission review is difficult when
role permissions are established over multiple administrative boundaries, requiring the
cooperation of several administrators.
Covington et al. describe the generalisation of RBAC to allow environmental roles as opposed to the subject roles found in the traditional RBAC scheme described above [19]. Subject roles granted to a particular user are activated when a user presents the correct credentials
required to authenticate their identity. In contrast environmental roles are activated when environmental conditions (e.g. the location or activity of particular users) are met and therefore
contextual information about the environment must be collected from sensors in a secure fashion. Therefore environmental roles have the potential to be used as a method of enforcing
privacy constraints based on the current state of the environment (e.g. “only users located in the
same building as me can access my location information”).

3.3.2 Multi-subject, multi-target policies
Section 2.3.4 described two dominant modes of access for location information: proactive
queries and event-based callbacks. Two common types of query to a location-aware middleware
are “Where is X?” and “Who is at location Y?”. Leonhardt and Magee demonstrated that using
an access matrix to control access to location information is not efficient, since representing the
access matrix by capabilities makes access control by location inefficient [76]; similarly, representing the access matrix by ACLs makes specifying access control by user identity inefficient.
Access control parameters for location information often require specifying both location-based
and user-based access restrictions. Leonhardt and Magee’s solution to this problem is to permit
multi-target policies of the form:
Alastair
{accessCoLocation}
Frank, WilliamGatesBuilding
< subject >
< action >
< target >, < target >, . . .
(Alastair is given access to Frank’s location when Frank is co-located within the William Gates
Building.) The solution can also describe multi-subject policies; for example:
Margaret, Richard {access} Alastair
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(Mother (Margaret) and father (Richard) can together access the location of their son, Alastair).
Policies with up to n multiple targets and m multiple objects are possible; note that in this
generalisation, we end up with an m × n dimensional matrix to represent the access parameters.
Therefore the policies are very expressive, but can be hard to efficiently check at run-time and
difficult for users to understand. In an attempt to rationalise the complexity, the proposed system
defines three layers of policy control (access to data is denied or modified by each layer in turn):
Access layer: all unauthorised requests are rejected here (e.g. Alastair {accessCo−location}
Frank, WilliamGatesBuilding rejects any requests Alastair makes for Frank’s location except when Frank is located in the William Gate Building). Access requests meeting the
access precondition may have visibility (accuracy) and identity constrained by visibility
and anonymity levels.
Visibility layer: the resolution of location accuracy is reduced here (e.g. Alastair
{reduceResolution} Frank, WilliamGatesBuilding/Floor2 states that if Frank is located
within William Gates Building, Floor 2, his precise location should be replaced with
“Floor 2”).
Anonymity layer: the identity of subjects can be anonymised here (e.g. Alastair {replaceID}
Anon, WilliamGatesBuilding states that Alastair should receive anonymised location information concerning anybody located within the William Gates Building).
The paper says nothing about time-based constraints, although these may be introduced into
the model at the visibility level. Similarly, the system does not mention roles (as opposed to
explicit identities in the subject clause); adding a level of indirection provided by roles has the
potential to reduce the number of rules needed significantly.

3.3.3 Encryption and digital certificates
To protect the confidentiality of messages sent over an untrusted channel, messages can be encrypted. Formally, an encryption function is a bijection between a set of plaintext messages and
ciphertext messages. To encrypt a message the encryption function is applied to the plaintext,
yielding the ciphertext; to decrypt, the inverse function of encryption—decryption—is applied
to the ciphertext, returning the original plaintext.
Encryption and decryption functions are usually parameterised by a key, producing a set
of encryption and decryption pairs. Kerckhoffs’ Principle states that the security of a system
should reside solely in the key, not in the obscurity of the system; this principle provides several
benefits: (1) if the system is compromised, only a new key must be selected, rather than a
new cryptography system, (2) placing all secrecy in the key enables an open peer-review of
the cryptography system, which may improve the scheme by revealing faults or weaknesses;
Anderson provides several examples of badly thought-out closed systems which may well have
been improved if the design had been open to peer-review [4].
An attacker can mount a brute-force attack by attempting to decrypt a given piece of cipher
text with all possible keys. A well designed cryptography system will ensure the keyspace, or the
number of unique bijections (or encryption-decryption pairs) between plaintext and ciphertext,
can be made large enough to make any brute-force attack computationally infeasible. Shannon
demonstrated that only one cipher offered perfect secrecy [121] (every possible plain text of
length n is equally likely to be the decrypted result of a given ciphertext of length n); this cipher
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is called the one time pad and works by applying an exclusive-or function on the plaintext and
a key (a random number used once) to generate the ciphertext. Unfortunately, the one time pad
has the cumbersome property of requiring as much key material as plaintext, making its use very
expensive in key material (which is therefore difficult to distribute safely and economically). In
his paper, Shannon also described two properties a more practical cipher algorithm must have:
(1) confusion (each key bit influences as many ciphertext bits as possible); and (2) diffusion
(each plaintext bit influences as many ciphertext bits as possible). These two properties make
a known-plaintext attack (a cryptanalyst has access to a particular message in both plaintext
and ciphertext form) or a chosen-plaintext attack (a cryptanalyst can choose his own plaintext
message and read the resulting ciphertext) difficult.
Traditionally, ciphers have been symmetric—anyone in possession of the key can encrypt
and decrypt messages. A cryptography system with a single secret or shared key requires users
to distribute the key securely before they are able communicate confidentially; this is difficult
if users have never met or the number of users is very large. Diffie and Hellman introduced
the notion of public key cryptography to solve this problem [27]. Public key cryptography uses
different keys for each pair of encryption and decryption functions with the property that given
the encryption key it is infeasible to infer the (paired) decryption key.
The key used for encryption, or public key, can be distributed to everyone; conversely, the
decryption key, or private key, must be kept secret. The system can be used in reverse (provided
that the domain of plaintext messages and ciphertext messages is identical): the decryption
function applied to a plaintext message yields a ciphertext message that anyone can decode
using the corresponding encryption function, but can only have been created by the person with
the private key; in other words the message has been digitally signed.
Diffie and Hellman proposed users publish their public keys in an on-line directory binding
names to keys; users can then look up the public key for the person with whom they wish to
communicate and encrypt a message to the person, safe in the knowledge that the only person
who can decrypt the message is the one with the private key. Similarly, users who receive a
digitally signed message can retrieve the public key of the user and check the message was
indeed written by them.
The major problem with this scheme is that a single on-line public directory quickly becomes a performance bottleneck. Kohnfelder proposed digitally signed directory entries, or
certificates to overcome this difficulty; well-known and trusted third parties, or certificate authorities (CAs) sign (name, key) pairs and these certificates are then distributed by untrusted
servers. Provided the certificate authority is trusted and its public key well known, the public
keys of other entities can be downloaded from untrusted sources and their integrity checked (by
checking the certificate is indeed signed by a trusted certificate authority).
The ITU-T Recommendation X.500 describes a globally distributed method of defining
unique names of principals (e.g. people, computers, companies, countries etc.) called distinguished names. Principals are organised into a tree structure, and a distinguished name is derived from the path between the root node and the principal. In order to make the scheme scalable, trust for managing the structure is distributed. The ITU-T Recommendation X.509 [58]
describes a hierarchical certificate scheme originally developed to grant access to manage a
particular sub-tree, however it is now more often used to bind a public key to a individual
or company identified by a distinguished name. X.509 is most widely used in authenticating
websites using Transport Layer Security (formally known as Secure Sockets Layer).
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) favours a decentralised approach over the hierarchical trust built
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Figure 3.3: The four primary Geopriv components.
with X.509. Users authenticate with each other in a peer-to-peer fashion and a chain of trust
is built from people you directly know to their peers, and peers of peers, and so on, to validate
certified public keys from previously untrusted sources. User can assign a trust level to their
friends (depending on how carefully they believe friends will have vetted their peers) in order
to provide a quantitative measure of the amount of trust which should be placed in a particular
chain. Trust can then be evaluated to decide whether to accept a certified key as valid or not
(e.g. two independent verification certificates from well trusted sources may be sufficient, but
five independent verifications may be required from less trusted informants).
The X.500 directory structure is unlikely to be ever fully realised; managing a single (albeit
distributed) naming scheme is an extremely difficult thing to co-ordinate and manage. In the
light of this difficultly, two projects were born: Rivest and Lampson developed the Simple
Distributed Security Infrastructure (SDSI) at MIT and Ellison developed the Simple Public Key
Infrastructure (SPKI) [30]. The commonality of the two approaches resulted in a combined
solution: SPKI/SDSI described in RFC 2693 [29].
In a similar fashion to PGP, SPKI/SDSI does not have a global name-space. In the cases
where a globally unique identifier is required, a hash of the public key of the principal is used.
To aid human recollection (and to define authorisation polices, described later) a local namespace is defined for each principal. Principals can refer to another name space by qualifying
it with a global identifier; the same name can bind to more than one key to form a group of
subjects.

3.3.4 IETF Geopriv Working Group
The Geopriv Working Group7 define a location services architecture designed to protect location
privacy. The requirements draft [21] defines four (logically distinct) main components and two
data objects (privacy rules and location objects); see Figure 3.3.
A location object is used to represent location information (and possibly privacy rules)
associated with a particular identity. A location generator determines the location of the target
(a tag or object in the case of a tagless system) and constructs a location object to describe the
7

http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/geopriv-charter.html
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location of the tag.
The location generator then publishes the location object to one or more location servers
which receives location objects from (possibly multiple) location generators; the location server
may receive subscriptions for location information from location recipients.
The location server applies any privacy rules it learns from the rule holder to the location
objects it receives and then notifies the location recipient of the location object as necessary.
The rule holder object initially stores privacy rules on behalf of the rule maker. The rule
maker is usually the owner of both the location device and the location information; there are
exceptions however (e.g. parents may be rule makers of their children’s location information and
employees may be rule makers for corporate mobile telephones). A location server may query
the rule holder for a set of rules or rules may be pushed from the rule holder to the location
server. Rule delivery must be authenticated and encrypted since the contents of rules may be
confidential.
The location object has a number of fields, including target identifier, recipient identity and
credentials, location (a symbolic or co-ordinate based region), location type (format of location
information), time taken, time-to-live,8 privacy rule (either a URI to a rule, or an included rule),
security headers and trailers (for confidentiality and authentication).
The Geopriv Working Group envisage the location object being used both to send and request location information (e.g. a location object with target identifier but no location information could be passed from the location recipient to location server to indicate a request for
location information about the target identifier); currently the completed fields needed for a
common set of requests and publications are not defined; the IETF draft declares “this is probably out[side] the scope of Geopriv.”
The rule maker can amend any of the parameters in the location object to increase the privacy of the target; common adjustments may include (1) anonymising the target identifier by
using pseudonyms; (2) reducing the spatial resolution (e.g. convert 15 Bridge Street, Cambridge
to City Centre, Cambridge); and (3) reducing the temporal resolution. The use of a truth value
(to flag whether the data is correct or falsified) is explicitly prohibited in the requirements document.
The architecture aims to support both request-response (location recipient asks for the current location of a target) or event notification (location recipient wants a callback when an event
of interest occurs). In the latest policy rules draft [116] the working group anticipates that the
location recipient can also provide additional rules to filter out events of no interest (e.g. write
a rule which reduces the temporal accuracy to once an hour).

3.3.5 Certificate-based privacy protection
Hengartner and Steenkiste describe an architecture to protect personal location data based on
digital certificates [49]. The system takes location data from a heterogeneous array of location
sensors or estimators (GPS, WaveLAN and personal calendars) and combines these data feeds
into a people locator service so any entity or location seeker can query location information of
either a user or room by name; users specify user policies which restrict location data given out
for user queries. Users can “own” rooms and therefore set room policies; alternatively, room
policies can be set by central policy. Users can configure the system to modify the data given
8

The length of time the information is valid, not the data retention period.
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to location seekers by either reducing the granularity (for user queries) or by anonymising (for
room queries). Time intervals can also be used to restrict queries to particular hours of the day.
Room policies and user policies can conflict and may require an arbiter to resolve any differences (the paper suggests several possible solutions, including providing preference to user
or room policies, requiring approval from both policies, or attempting policy synchronisation).
Scott et al. describe a similar problem present in managing the control of sentient mobile agents
which can use local resources in conflicting ways [117]; for example, if Alice has a mobile
agent which follows her and plays music out of the nearest available speakers, and Bob likes
peace and quiet, so defines a policy to prevent music playing near him, what should happen
when Bob and Alice meet?
Since location sensors, estimators and people locator systems may be run by different administrative domains, trust is required when transferring data between them. Location policy
and therefore privacy is enforced as follows: (1) services which respond to a location seeker request must perform a location policy check to ensure the seeker has the required access rights;
(2) services receiving requests from other services check the requesting service is trusted; and
(3) services can delegate both location policy and service trust checks to other services (delegation can be used to eliminate redundant checks). Service trust and location policies are stated as
SPKI/SDSI digital certificates and a service attempts to build a chain of certificates from itself
to the location seeker (to demonstrate a valid location policy) or another service (to prove a
service is trusted).
The Hengartner and Steenkiste system is a well thought-out system for controlling access
to location information of users, directly by users. The authors do not discuss how their system
deals with event-based applications or applications not under direct human control (e.g. PEPYS
diary creation).

3.3.6 Notice and consent
Myles et al. describe a location privacy management system [83] based on LocServ (a Lancaster
location server middleware system, currently under development). Users register their privacy
preferences with relevant location servers (e.g. mobile phone company, local hospital location
system etc.). Each user has a number of validators which are software components capable of
making privacy preference judgements on behalf of the user. Example validators include basic
manual user confirmation as well as automatic validators which use some form of user context
(e.g. calendar data stating the user is in a meeting with at least three colleagues) to make an
automated, yet informed decision about the likely desired privacy policy of the user. Validators
may query other validators in order to reach a decision. Therefore a privacy preference policy
for a particular user is a single validator, which may in turn call other validators for help in
making access control decisions.
Applications present signed privacy statements detailing their proposed use of location
data and the location privacy management system consults the relevant validators to determine
whether the application can access the requested location information. Applications are trusted
to adhere to the privacy preferences they provide in a similar way to P3P, 9 which trusts web
sites to adhere to a privacy specification presented to web clients. The privacy specification
is then backed up with legal sanctions (e.g. EU Data Protection Directive or contract law) to
ensure application writers adhere to the privacy statement; this may be a suitable approach for
9

See http://www.w3.org/P3P/
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well known entities (such as applications run by large corporations), but does little to prevent
applications written by obscure or unknown third parties.
Langheinrich developed a similar system called pawS [73] which aims to provide users of
pervasive computing technologies with notification of any privacy invasion which may take
place through sensors and computing infrastructure placed in the user’s current environment.
The pawS system requests user consent for the use of any personally identifiable data required
for the operation of any installed pervasive systems.

3.4

Anonymisation

Anonymity is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “the state of being anonymous”
which in turn is described as “nameless, having no name; of unknown name.” Anonymity can
be used in order to protect privacy by ensuring any information released to an untrusted party
cannot be associated with a real-world entity; then, at least according to the EU Data Protection
Directive, no personally identifiable information is released, and therefore information privacy
is maintained. This dissertation uses the definition of anonymity common in the security community and promoted by Pfitzmann and Köhntopp [98]:
“anonymity is the state of being not identifiable within a set of subjects, the anonymity set.”
The anonymity set is associated with an action or role performed by the members of the set.
For example, in anonymous communications the sender anonymity set is the set of people who
could have written a message which was subsequently intercepted by an attacker; similarly, the
receiver anonymity set is the set of people who could have received a message intercepted by an
attacker. Measuring anonymity with an anonymity set is useful because it allows the definition
of quantifiable metrics for anonymity.
Traditionally the cardinality of the anonymity set has been used as a measure of anonymity;
in this dissertation the phrase a user is “k-anonymous” or “has k-anonymity” means that the
user is one of at least k users within a specific anonymity set associated with a particular action.
Recently, Serjantov and Danezis defined an information theoretic measure of anonymity [119]:
each member ai of the anonymity set A is assigned a probability equal to the (estimated) likelihood that member ai performed the anonymous action. Shannon’s entropy measure [120] can
then be used to quantify the level of uncertainty or anonymity the members of the anonymity
set achieve collectively with respect to their action.
Reiter and Rubin defined six different degrees of anonymity as part of their Crowds system [100] built to anonymise web transactions. The degrees of privacy protection are:
Absolute privacy: an attacker cannot distinguish between the occasions when a sender transmits a message and the occasions when they do not.
Beyond suspicion: from the attacker’s viewpoint, the sender is no more likely to have sent a
message than any other sender in the system.
Probable innocence: from the attacker’s viewpoint, the sender no more likely to have transmitted the message than not.
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Possible innocence: from the attacker’s viewpoint, there is a non-trivial probability the sender
did not transmit a message.
Exposed: from the attacker’s viewpoint there is a only a trivial probability that the sender did
not transmit a message.
Provably exposed: an attacker can prove the identity of the sender to others.
There are two principal difficulties with using anonymity to guarantee privacy in contextaware systems: (1) ensuring communication between the user and the application is anonymous,
and (2) ensure the actual data provided does not reveal the identity of the user. The following
two sub-sections describe the related work in these two research areas.

3.4.1 Anonymous communication
The majority of cryptography and protocol analysis assumes an omnipresent attacker who is
capable of viewing all communication links; such an attacker is only constrained by cryptography which ensures perfect secrecy. Creese et al. point out that while it is sensible to adopt a
threat model which includes the worst case scenario, an omnipresent attacker is not always realistic in the peer-to-peer and ad-hoc environment of ubiquitous computing [20]; decreasing the
perceived power of an attacker’s capabilities may be sensible in some scenarios, and can lead to
the development of new security protocols which otherwise would not have been developed.
Anonymous communication systems have traditionally assumed an omnipresent attacker in
the design and analysis of privacy-preserving networks. More recently, many researchers have
questioned whether this threat model is realistic. The notion of anonymous digital communication was introduced by Chaum [15] in 1981; he proposed a system called a mix network to
provide unlinkability of sender and receiver, which ensures that while an attacker can determine
the sender and receiver are communicating, he cannot determine whom they are communicating
with. A mix network is a store-and-forward network which contains normal message routing
nodes alongside special mix nodes. The sender specifies the route of the message through one
or more mix nodes using a protocol to ensure unlinkability.
A protocol based on public key cryptography is used to ensure the message cannot be
tracked by an attacker as it passes through the network. Consider an analogy of sending a
letter between Alice and Bob where public key encryption is equivalent to placing a message
inside an envelope (the encryption function uses the public key of the addressee written on the
front of the envelope). If Alice wishes to communicate with Bob, she first writes her message
and then places it in an envelope with Bob’s address on the front; Alice then places this envelope inside another envelope with the address of the final mix node on the front. Alice continues
recursively packaging the envelope inside more envelopes until the address written on the front
of the letter is that of the first node in the mix network. Alice then sends the envelope to the first
mix node.
In its simplest form (called a threshold mix) a mix node waits until it collects n messages
as input, removes the envelope to reveal the address of the next mix (or final destination) and
reorders the envelopes by some metric (e.g. lexicographically based on the address) before
forwarding them. Provided all messages are padded to be of equal length the system provides
a measure of unlinkability between incoming and outgoing messages; even an omnipresent
attacker cannot trace a message from its source to its destination without the collusion of the
mix nodes.
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Aside from unlinkability, two other anonymity properties are often required: (1) sender
anonymity where an attacker cannot determine the identity of the sender; and (2) receiver anonymity where an attacker cannot determine the identity of the receiver. The Dining Cryptographers [14] protocol is one famous example of a method of providing sender anonymity. Receiver
anonymity can be achieved by anonymous broadcast (i.e. sending a datagram addressed to an
implicit address to a large number of recipients) and an attacker cannot tell which of the recipients decoded and read the message. Unfortunately the data must be broadcast to a large set of
unintended recipients, possibly causing a communication overhead in order to increase the size
of the anonymity set; this may be acceptable for wireless transmission from fixed infrastructure
to densely-packed mobile nodes.
An implicit address (as opposed to an explicit address) is an identifier known only to the recipient. The implicit address can either be visible (e.g. available in the header of the datagram),
in which case either successive messages to the same recipient can be linked, or the sender and
recipient need to have as many addresses as messages. Alternatively, the implicit address can
be invisible (e.g. encrypt the message data with a public key) in which case every host must
consume resources in an attempt to read the message. Linkable visible implicit addressing can
be implemented quite efficiently, but unlinkable visible addressing or invisible addressing may
consume too much storage or processing resource.

3.4.2 Using implicit addressing to protect location privacy
A mobile phone network must keep track of the cell location of users in order to allow mobile
phones to receive calls. The current GSM implementation keeps track of all mobile phones
in centralised HLR and VLR databases. To increase capacity in GSM, cells are made smaller,
maintaining a roughly constant number of users within the cell whatever the cell coverage area
(a mobile operator wants each cell to contain a similar number of subscribers to maintain a constant load across the network). In UMTS an overlapping cell hierarchy is proposed to increase
capacity (macro-, micro and pico-cells); the number of users in a cell will drop as users progress
down the cell hierarchy (this also results in an increase in location accuracy). Thus the location
information stored in a UMTS network (particularly one with lots of pico-cells) stores more
accurate location data than a GSM network.
Replacing the explicit addressing of a mobile phone with implicit addressing would also
result in UMTS providing less location privacy in comparison to a GSM system (where the
number of users per cell—the anonymity set—is larger). When mobile phones transmit data,
a more accurate location estimate can be determined using the sub-cell location methods described in the last chapter, thus reducing the anonymity set size further.
GSM and UMTS attempt to achieve a modicum of location privacy by preventing a mobile
phone from transmitting its IMSI in clear text over the radio link. Instead the VLR issues the
mobile phone with a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (GSM) or Temporary Mobile User
Identity (UMTS); this temporary address is then used to identify the mobile as it roams through
the network. Unfortunately, in a GSM network a mobile phone can be forced to transmit its
IMSI in clear text when first connecting to the network or when a software error occurs in the
VLR. Devices have been built to exploit these loopholes in GSM and force a mobile phone to
transmit its IMSI in clear text.
Kesdogan et al. proposed removing the HLR and VLR location databases from the operator
and storing the current location of a mobile phone in a Home PC (HPC) [66]. Phone calls
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and location updates use a mix network to route data and thus prevent the network operator
from determining the current location of its subscribers. To prevent an MSC from tracking
the long-term location of a phone (which can be used to infer user identity, see Chapter 4),
implicit addressing of the mobile is required. Kesdogan et al. also provide two pseudonymbased solutions to the location privacy problem presented by GSM. The first proposal uses
temporary pseudonyms, which are changed at fixed time intervals; both the HPC and the mobile
phone know the sequence of pseudonyms used (the paper suggests a stream cipher with a shared
secret key) and the mobile terminal re-registers with the network under the new pseudonym after
each update. The HPC is queried for the current pseudonym of the mobile by the operator when
a mobile terminated call is placed. Location information of the subscriber is revealed when
in-call; to prevent abuse of the HPC by the operator, limits on the look up rate or authentication
of the caller could be required before the current pseudonym is released.
The second proposal removes the need for an HPC. The mobile provides the network with a
hash [128, Chapter 7] of the IMSI, IMSI0 = h(R, IMSI) where R is a random number. The hash
function is designed to result in many phones sharing the same hash value, and thus building
an anonymity set for each group of users under a common pseudonym. The LA of particular
hash values is recorded in the VLR; similarly the presence of hash values at a particular VLR is
recorded in the HLR.
To place a call to subscriber A, the caller provides IMSI0A and invisible implicit address of
the subscriber, KA (N, IMSI0A ) to the network.10 The network pages all LAs which contain a
subscriber matching IMSI0A (determined from the HLR and VLR records). Each mobile handset
with a matching IMSI0 number attempts to decrypt the initialisation value, the succeeding one
can then reveal his identity if he wishes to accept the call.
Jackson describes the development of a location anonymiser for the Active Badge system [59]. The system aims to place minimal trust in the network of badge sensor nodes, and
achieves this by requiring users to transfer their badge identity through a mix network. An address label (anonymous mix message) is transmitted between mix nodes (the first mix node is
the badge sensor); the mix node decrypts the outermost layer of the address label, determines
the next hop to send the data to, encrypts the (possibly already encrypted) location of the badge
with the key provided in the data portion of the outermost part of the address label, and sends
the encrypted location data and the remains of the address label to the next hop. The process is
repeated until the user’s location server eventually receives the location result encrypted multiple times (by prior arrangement the user’s badge and user’s location server must agree on the
keys to be used to encrypt the location information).
Jackson argues that the address label must be changed frequently to prevent a passive global
hostile observer from monitoring all communication links and correlating the address label
components with users. The assumption of unlinkability of successive address labels only exists
for the coarse temporal and spatial granularity of the Active Badge data (and even then, only
if there are many people sighted by the same Badge Sensor). Such a scheme would not work
without granularity or coverage reduction for the Active Bat system.

10

The authors do not elaborate on how callers know the IMSI, R and public key K A ; these could be preexchanged using a secure side-channel (e.g. exchange numbers in person in a similar way to swapping phone
numbers).
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3.4.3 Inference control
A wide variety of organisations collect personal information from individuals in the form of
a survey or census. Inference Control or Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) is the discipline
concerned with the modification of personal confidential data collected from individuals in order
to prevent third-parties using the data (e.g. government departments, academic researchers and
pharmaceutical companies) from determining confidential information about those individuals.
Traditionally data was provided to third-parties in the form of aggregated tables of values,
but increasingly individual data values, called microdata, are used. Statistical disclosure occurs
when data provided for statistical purposes is misused. For example, a sociologist investigating
urban deprivation notices data concerning an (anonymous) 40-50 year old vicar, knows there is
only one such respondent in the geographic area and knows his or her identity; the sociologist
can then misuse the data to disclose potentially sensitive personal data.
SDC techniques can be used to remove some of the information content in the released data
in order to reduce the disclosure risk. Clearly removing all the data removes any disclosure
risk but also prevents any use of data! Therefore there is a trade-off between maximisation of
information content and minimisation of disclosure risk.
Microdata tables consist of one or more rows, representing data collected from different
survey participants (or records), and one or more columns representing the value (or variable)
of an answer given by the correspondent to a particular question. Formally, we define each
column variable to have a domain (a set of values a variable can take). A categorical variable
is a variable which can assume a finite set of values or categories; examples include sex, race
and profession.
Some variables, such as age, income and profit can be considered as continuous, however
these can be categorised by rounding values to the nearest year or one thousand pounds (in such
cases we have potentially lost some information content, however survey respondents rarely
know their own age to the second, or income to the nearest pound, so careful categorisation
does not necessarily represent a large loss in information content). Top and bottom coding is
sometimes used for variables without bounds; a variable whose value is greater or less than a
threshold is placed in the top or bottom category (e.g. a profit/loss variable could have a top
coding of ≥ $5M and a bottom coding of ≤ -$3M).
In some cases it is possible to define a proximity graph on a domain to express the closeness
of particular categories. For example, age has a linear graph structure, profession is often
a hierarchical tree-like graph structure and religion can be represented by a general graph. A
proximity graph can be used to enable automatic recoding of the data, in other words, combining
adjacent categories together to reduce data accuracy.
An attacker analysing microdata will first want to re-identify an individual, and then use that
information to determine a confidential variable (a fact previously undisclosed to the attacker,
but revealed in the microdata).11 Therefore direct identifiers such as name, address, personal
identity number and so on should be removed.
Once direct identifiers are removed, some of the remaining variables may be indirect identifiers, variables which an attacker can use to infer user identity. Determining which variables are
potential identifiers depends on the disclosure scenario, in other words, the data an attacker has
11

It could be argued that if microdata contains no confidential variables, then no disclosure has occurred, publicly
available information is simply being re-distributed; counter arguments to this approach are (1) making data much
more accessible may be considered privacy invasive; (2) the very act of taking part in a survey is often considered
confidential.
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access to. This could be public information, such as phone books, or more personal information such as date of birth or colleagues’ desk locations in an office. To assess the disclosure risk
properly we must take into account what an attacker may or may not know; in security parlance,
a threat model.
An example of an indirect identifier are employee salaries in a small company. Company
salaries are likely to be distinct for most workers, so an adversary armed with a list of employee earnings can use the salaries variable to re-identify individual records, and then use this
information to associate other confidential variables with particular identities. For example an
employee working in the payroll department may be able to determine the identities of workers
in internally published performance microdata (and therefore determine colleagues’ number of
sick days, performance review ratings etc.).
Indirect identifiers are similar to keys in databases (the difference being that the keys do
not have to be unique). Using indirect identifiers to determine values of confidential variables
is called predictive disclosure; predictive disclosure can either be deterministic, by providing a
precise value for the confidential variable, or probabilistic, by representing the uncertainty of
the value of the confidential variable within a probabilistic framework.
Willenborg and de Waal describe several techniques which can be used to reduce the accuracy of variables [147]; the main categories are discussed next:
Global12 recoding: two or more categories of a variable in a microdata file are combined into
one. A proximity graph can be used to select suitable categories to combine.
Local suppression: replacing a variable value by a missing value indicator. Suppression can
be done at a local level (unlike global recoding) so two records with the same variable
value may be treated differently (i.e. one suppressed and the other retained).
Synthesis: rather than releasing actual data, synthetic data is generated from a model fitted to
the real data. A less drastic approach is to replace only a subset of data with synthetic
values; if there exist only a small number of confidential variables, these could be replaced
with synthesised values.
Subsampling: releasing only a subset of records in a microdata set.
Perturbation: adding a random vector to a continuous variable. The random vectors are usually independent and drawn from a continuous probability distribution with a mean of
zero (to prevent any bias of linear estimates drawn from the same data). Noise might not
be readily apparent to the third-party, so rounding can be applied to make it more obvious.
Microaggregation: the microdata set is sorted with respect to a quantitative variable. Groups
of consecutive variables are replaced by the group mean, preserving the grand total of the
variable.
One or more of the disclosure protection techniques can be combined to provide a hybrid
disclosure protection method. A measure of the loss of information would be particularly useful
12

The term global is used here to distinguish it from local recoding, a method which combines categories on
a record by record basis. Local recoding can result in combined records with the same (original) variable values
being placed into different categories; this makes analysis by a third-party statistician hard, and is therefore usually
avoided. Global recoding and local suppression are two common and more restrictive cases of local recoding,
which have better defined semantics.
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in this case in order to guide decisions about which combinations of techniques are preferable.
Entropy can be a useful metric in this context.
Most SDC techniques assume simple microdata, in other words, that column variables are
uncorrelated. There are cases where complex microdata exist; for example, consider microdata
on records containing column variables on disease and sex; there are cases where correlations
may allow us to undo recoding or suppression, e.g. disease = cancer of the womb ⇒ sex =
female, so even if sex = missing, the value of the sex variable can be inferred. In such cases,
general SDC methods fail to work properly, and a solution to the specific problem is often
required [147, Section 1.3]; it turns out that location information forms complex microdata
under certain disclosure scenarios.
In addition to SDC techniques, restricted data queries can be used if third-parties access
the data remotely (e.g. from a trusted database server connected to the Internet) rather than
being provided with the complete microdata set. The US census restrict queries using the “nrespondent, k%-dominance rule” [4, p.175–176]: do not release a statistic when k% or more of
the variable value is contributed by n or fewer records.
Statistical disclosure control for location data
Gruteser and Grunwald describe a method of reducing either the temporal or spatial accuracy of
location information in order to anonymise location data [40]. Location information is recorded
in container format. Spatial resolution reduction merges containers together so that there are
at least k users inside every released container whereas temporal resolution reduction delays
the release of any location events from a particular container until at least k users have visited
the container. Chapter 6 begins with a more detailed analysis of this algorithm and presents a
number of attacks on the original protocol.
Markkula describes a method of reducing the accuracy of location information primarily
for use in anonymising static sets of location data of the type found in census data [80]. The
algorithm converts the location data contained within each record to a container of a fixed size.
Micro-aggregation is then performed on any container with fewer than a threshold of k users by
replacing the actual number of users in the container with the average number of users within
the set of containers present in the surrounding geographical area.

3.5

Summary

There are four methods of regulating the actions of an individual: market forces, architecture,
social customs and law; furthermore, law can be used to influence the market, architecture and
social customs. There is a long history concerning the legal regulation of privacy invasion, and
different countries have adopted different regulatory methods. Privacy protection through legal
means alone is not sufficient to ensure the privacy of citizens.
Technology is not privacy neutral—the architectural design can have a huge impact on the
level of privacy offered to the users of the system. This chapter has analysed the two basic methods of designing privacy-aware systems: (1) access control; and (2) anonymisation. Previous
work relevant to location privacy in these areas has been discussed and past solutions presented.
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Chapter 4
Architecture
“...because the person has to give permission to be traced and the
system is password protected, it’s 100% safe!”
—TraceAMobile.com, 2003.

This chapter starts with a definition of the set of primitives which can be used to maintain
location privacy. Section 4.2 describes four architectures for location-aware computing and provides an analysis of the privacy trade-offs inherent in each of the system designs. Section 4.3
describes some of the benefits of using anonymity over access control to protect location privacy and outlines why anonymisation is not sufficient for many location-aware applications.
Section 4.4 describes a method of using dynamically changing pseudonyms to enable many
location-aware applications to function and still protect user privacy through anonymity. Finally, Section 4.5 describes a threat model for using anonymisation to protect location privacy;
this threat model is then used in the two security policy models presented in the subsequent two
chapters.

4.1

Privacy primitives

There are a variety of factors which can be used to determine the level of location privacy
available to users of a ubiquitous computing application. Some of these factors are used in traditional access control systems, others (such as restrictions by geographical area) are specialised
to location-aware computing; a brief overview of the most pertinent factors are presented below.
Requester identity: the requester’s identity may require explicit authentication where the
identity given is globally unique and associated with a real human or limited company;
alternatively entity authentication can be used where the identity given is not linkable to a
real-world individual; examples of entity authentication include unlinkable pseudonyms
and subject roles where the identity is known to be one of a set of individuals (but not
which person within this set). Access to location data may be limited via the medium
through which data are delivered and the machine the data are delivered to; for example,
only serve data via a secure link to a particular PDA.
Requestee identity: the identity of the owner of the location data. The identity can be an explicit identifier and reveal the real-world identity represented by the location information;
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alternatively, the identity may be a pseudonym, which allows communication between
a location-aware application and the user, but prevents the application from linking the
location data with a real-world entity.
Geographical area: access to location information can be restricted by the physical location of
either the requester or requestee. In particular this restriction can be either absolute (e.g.
“the requester can only see the requestee in the office”) or relative (e.g. “the requestee can
only see the requester when they are within 500 metres of each other”); access control
based on the location of others requires some trust in the system providing their location
information and therefore location information needs to be authenticated by a trusted
party.
Time period: restrict the access to location information for particular time periods. For example, an office worker only allows his boss access to his location between 9am and 5pm.
Frequency of queries: only permit a limited number of queries per hour. This primitive may
be useful in reducing the risk of pervasive tracking of all user movements. If the frequency of queries is restricted per requester identity, then collusion may take place between requesters to maximise the level of privacy invasion achievable. Alternatively, if
the frequency of queries are globally restricted, then a denial-of-service attack is possible
where a malicious requester deliberately issues the maximum number of location queries
in order to prevent other potential requesters from accessing any location information.
Usage limitation: only permit access to data when interacting with particular services; for
example, only reveal location information to the emergency services when calling the
emergency number.
Historical access: information concerning past events can provide useful information to applications which wish to predict future movements of users. Unfortunately, uninhibited
access provides the possibility of huge privacy invasion.
Reciprocity: Mutual exchange of location information and notification. For example, accessing location information of a colleague requires the release of the requester’s location
information as well (like the geographical area primitive, this methodology requires authenticated location information from a trusted party). An alternative reciprocal system
may ensure notification to the requestee of an access request whenever a location query
or event-based callback is made.
Spatial accuracy modification: Location resolution can be reduced to prevent intimate knowledge of the function or task at hand but still allow useful services; for example, accurate
location of a user may allow others to infer the amount of time spent in the bathroom,
whereas coarse location information only allows knowledge of “in the office”. Fake location information may also be generated or location events in specific spatial areas may
be removed.
Temporal accuracy modification: Temporal resolution can be reduced in a similar fashion to
spatial accuracy above. The communication of location information may be deliberately
delayed so as to reduce its value, or permit a user to prevent its publication even after the
location event has occurred.
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Figure 4.1: User-controlled model.

4.2

Architecture

Chapter 2 motivated the need for location-aware middleware, both to encourage code reuse
and to save processor usage and network bandwidth by providing only the location information
required for each application. The control, use and architectural design of the major components
of the middleware can have a large impact on location privacy.
There are four main components in an architecture designed for location-aware computing.
A location generator (LG) is a piece of hardware and related software which uses one of the
physical properties of the environment (for example radio, acoustic or optical medium as described in Section 2.2) in order to produce location information represented by a co-ordinate,
container or proximity event. A location server (LS) takes location information from a (possibly heterogeneous) set of location generators and performs transformations on the location
data to convert location events between different location primitives (for example convert coordinates in one frame of reference into co-ordinates in another frame of reference, or translate
from co-ordinates to containment events); in addition a location server provides access to location information to location applications (LAs) via either a query or event callback interface.
Some architectures have a privacy manager or rule holder (RH) which contains information
concerning the privacy preferences of the owners of the location events.
The manner in which each of these components are owned and trusted can affect the level
of location privacy offered by the architecture to the users of the system. User ownership of all
the components in a location architecture reduces the need to trust third-parties and implement
(potentially complex) privacy restrictions. User ownership of all components of the location
architecture is not always possible or desirable. The next four sub-sections outline four possible
architectures in which a location component is either; (1) user-controlled; (2) trusted and run by
a third-party; or (3) untrusted. Each of these architectural models are suited to different types
of location-aware application and require different approaches to protect location privacy.
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Figure 4.2: User-mediated model.

4.2.1 User-controlled model
The user-controlled model is depicted in Figure 4.1. In this model the location generators are
inside-out location systems and therefore all location data initially reside solely on the tag (e.g.
the Cricket system was designed to operate in this mode in order to minimise trust in thirdparties). Since the user is in control of the tag, this places the user in direct control of any
release of location information. In addition the location server and privacy manager are under
the direct control of the user, and therefore the user can restrict access to location information
to authenticated applications or (after anonymisation) to untrusted applications. In the case
when location applications are also under user control, no trust is placed in third parties and
therefore location privacy is assured if the software and hardware implementation is secure.
Car navigation software driven from a local GPS receiver is one example of a user-controlled
location service.
The user-controlled model is very suitable for personal location applications—the user is in
direct control and, provided the hardware and software is well designed, nobody other than the
user can possibly determine any personal location information. However this model has two
major drawbacks: (1) users can (via applications) locate themselves quickly and efficiently, but
determining their context (e.g. other users or objects nearby) requires the application to know
about, be trusted with and contact every other user’s location server (an overhead a centralised
location server is designed to prevent); and (2) the model needs an inside-out location system
and requires the user to carry around a device capable of deriving location information and
executing the applications. The device may need significant resources if the device must store
and process a lot of data. Therefore this model of location service is more suited to the field of
wearable computing or augmented reality than ubiquitous computing.

4.2.2 User-mediated model
The user-mediated model is depicted in Figure 4.2; in this model the user does not control
the location generators, which can therefore be inside-out or outside-in location systems, but
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Figure 4.3: Third-party model.

instead the user owns and controls only the privacy manager and location server. The privacy
manager and location server could reside on a roaming device carried with the user, or remain
on a home PC connected to the Internet. The optimal position of the location server and privacy
manager is dependant on the likely usage of the location information: a home PC is suited to
location-aware applications used by people other than the owner of the location information
(since its connectivity is likely to be better), whereas a PDA may be more convenient if location
services are to be used by the roaming user.
This model does not support shared applications efficiently since a user’s context cannot
be determined easily. The model does have the advantage of enabling the user to reduce the
amount of resources present on the device which must be transported with him; in case of a
tagless outside-in system, where location information is stored on a home PC and the application
actuators are placed in the environment, the user does not have to carry any device at all. If
implicit addressing is used to transfer location information from the location generators to the
location server (for example, by using the methods developed by Kesdogan et al. and Jackson
and described in Section 3.4.2) then trust does not need to be placed in any particular mix node
or location generator (at least one uncompromised mix node needs to be in operation in order
to provide any level of anonymity).

4.2.3 Third-party model
The third-party model is depicted in Figure 4.3. All the main components of the architecture are
controlled by one or more trusted entities on behalf of the user. The location server and privacy
manager may be run by a collective of friends and family, an independent service provider (e.g.
mobile phone operator) or by an employer. In this model shared applications can be built to
use contextual information based on location information from one or more other users of the
location server; personal applications continue to function efficiently. If the location generators
are outside-in tagless systems and the application actuators are placed in the environment, the
user does not need to carry any special hardware with them. As described in the user-mediated
model above, implicit addressing can be used in order to reduce the amount of trust which must
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Figure 4.4: Hybrid model.

be placed in the location generators.
In this model the user must trust the service provider to correctly configure the required
software and hardware for the privacy manager and location server. At the most fundamental
level the user therefore relies on contract or privacy laws in order to ensure the correct level of
location privacy is provided. Relying on legal protection ultimately requires a reliance on the
government; in other words, if the government grant themselves (and possibly others) exemption from privacy legislation then the user may have to accept invasions in location privacy.

4.2.4 Hybrid model
In some situations a hybrid model is a likely outcome where different location technologies are
combined in an iterative fashion to build a hierarchy of location servers; see Figure 4.4. For
example, some mobile phone users will soon have handsets with built-in GPS and WiFi and in
this case GPS and WiFi location services may act as inside-out location generators; the user can
distribute the resulting location information via the data interface of the mobile phone either
directly to their friends and family (by running a location server and privacy manager on the
phone) or via their own user-controlled remote location server.
Irrespective of the distribution of location information determined from the GPS and WiFi
location generators, the mobile operator can still determine (probably less accurate) location information from the phone using outside-in GSM location techniques (and feed this information
into the mobile operator’s location server). The user may also have the ability to provide a subset of location information from the (more accurate) GPS and WiFi location generators either
directly to the mobile operator or via their own user-controlled location server. In this model the
distribution of location information can be viewed as a multilevel secure system where location
servers form a trust hierarchy and distribute location information adjusted by privacy primitives
to applications or to other location servers with less security clearance.
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4.3

Location privacy through anonymity

The last chapter discussed the two broad approaches available to protect information privacy:
(1) access control, and (2) anonymisation. Access control has been the dominant mode of enabling location privacy for ubiquitous computing in the research present in the literature today.
There are several reasons why access control has been suggested as a suitable mechanism for
enabling location privacy; these include:
• Access control can be used to protect location privacy whatever the type of application. In
contrast, anonymity techniques are not suitable for all location-aware applications since
some location-based queries inherently require knowledge of underlying user identities.
For example, providing the current location of “Alastair Beresford, born on the 22nd December 1977 in Loughborough, UK.” will always require the location service to identify
an individual. This form of location query is important, and must be enabled through
access control.
• Location-aware computing is currently in its infancy and often locating a named individual is the application. Therefore the first requirement for ensuring privacy in such systems
is to protect location-based queries, thus necessitating the development of access controls.
• A lot of research effort in computer science and engineering has been expended on access control methodologies (for example, consider the access matrix, role-based access
control, policy, and digital certificate technologies discussed in the previous chapter).
Anonymisation as a means of protecting communication or information privacy has so
far attracted a much smaller research community.
If access control can be used to facilitate location privacy it is important to ask the question:
why bother with anonymity? There are a combination of factors which make anonymity-based
techniques more attractive than traditional access control methodologies. First, users may accept anonymised location-aware services but shy away from services which require concrete
identity. Typical real-world examples include the use of cash as an anonymous payment method
for sports betting and the acceptance of false details as the norm when visiting a sexual health
clinic.
Second, configuration of access rights is a difficult task for a skilled computer scientist;
the situation may be nearly impossible for an average user. Role-based access control and
well configured defaults may mitigate the worst privacy worries, but these solutions will only
partially solve the problem. A primary aim of ubiquitous computing is to make interaction with
computational devices as easy as possible through the automation of tasks and minimisation
of the cognitive load of human-computer interaction. Anonymity side-steps the configuration
problem by denying an application access to any personally identifiable data, and therefore is
more suited to ubiquitous computing applications than access control.
Third, if applications can be made to work with anonymous location sightings, then the
applications themselves need not be trusted. Any reduction in the trusted computing base of a
system increases our confidence in its correctness; in location-aware computing, removing applications from the trusted domain will increase our confidence in user privacy. Concerns about
programmatic correctness alone (e.g. buffer overflow exploits) would justify this reduction in
the trusted computing base since the vast majority of code will reside in the application layer.
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(Making applications untrusted means that an attacker cannot use, say, a buffer overflow exploit
in a location-aware application to determine the location of a particular person).
Our privacy worries extend beyond concerns about program correctness. As discussed in
the Section 2.2.3, several mobile phone operators have already deployed systems which permit
third-parties to connect to their networks and gain location information of users. Therefore
trusted applications require trusted third-parties. This requires contractual agreements between
mobile phone operators and third-party application providers. In addition, third-parties may
have to adhere to restrictive legal regulations (e.g. EU Data Protection Directive) since they are
handling personally identifiable information.
Distinct, separate identities are common in the real world. Humans are often said to have
separate public and private lives; there is minimal interaction between our General Practitioner,
employer and supermarket—people have a different sense of identity when interacting with
each of these parties. Pseudonyms are a concept citizens are already familiar with, use and
guard closely, and therefore a privacy-enabled system based on pseudonymity should be understandable and acceptable.

4.3.1 Some applications function anonymously
Whilst anonymisation is attractive from the perspective of the user, it can make writing locationaware applications harder. Some location-aware applications will function on anonymised location data (i.e. data with all direct identifiers removed). Example uses of anonymised location
sightings include service planning (e.g. how many users of bus route 12 are there on an average
Monday morning in winter), environmental discovery (e.g. Harle and Hopper detect the layout
of the physical environment based on historical location event data [42]) and control of shared
resources (e.g. automatically opening public doors).
The main characteristic of a truly anonymous application is the one-directional flow of data
from user to application; information flow in the other direction is difficult because the application does not know which user to communicate with. One approach is to broadcast reverse
path messages to all users, but this technique will not scale to large anonymity sets. Applications which interact with users via devices which have an inherent user identity associated with
them cannot provide an identifier for return messages without sacrificing privacy; for example
a mobile telephone or home server cannot provide a telephone number or IP address because
these are considered direct identifiers under many threat models. Therefore many interactive
applications require an unlinkable pseudonym in order to communicate with the user. For the
rest of this dissertation all pseudonyms are designed to be unlinkable except where explicitly
stated otherwise.

4.3.2 Pseudonyms required for user interaction
To demonstrate the need for pseudonyms in location-aware applications, a very simple locationaware application is introduced:
Coffee Shop Alert
A computer scientist with a love of coffee configures his mobile phone to receive
an alert containing the price and brand of coffee of any passing coffee shop. The
application accepts a possibly empty set of configuration parameters to control
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when the alerts occur (e.g. only provide alerts for certain brands of coffee during
work hours and then only if the coffee is cheap).
The coffee shop alert application requires a mechanism for contacting the underlying user
in order to provide an alert concerning the presence of a coffee shop. Since the device (in this
case the mobile phone) is strongly correlated with the user’s identity, the user will effectively
reveal his identity if he reveals his mobile phone number.
One solution to allow the coffee shop alert application to communicate with users requires a
trusted component to replace any direct identifier with a pseudonym before forwarding location
data to the application (and communication data in the other direction). In other words, the
trusted component acts as an anonymising proxy, forwarding relevant location events to applications, and supporting data communication between user and application. 1 If the threat model
anticipates an attacker being able to perform traffic analysis on the communication network,
then a mix network is required.

4.3.3 Static pseudonyms do not protect privacy
Fine-grained location information of the type required for many location-aware services provides a very rich data set of user movement. Users often have one or more regions of space and
time they predominantly occupy; such regions are called home locations. We define the term
simple home location to refer to any home location which can be identified with a single location event (i.e. a single co-ordinate, containment or proximity measurement associated with a
timestamp); conversely, a complex home location requires two or more location events to enable
an attacker to identify an individual. Consider the following examples: the set of people sitting
at a particular office desk for the majority of the working day; people found entering or exiting
a family home at a particular time in the morning; the route (time, speed and direction) taken
by someone to work.
Simply replacing user identity with a single pseudonym is not sufficient to protect privacy.
If an attacker has unrestricted access to fine-grained location information, it is often possible
to determine which underlying identity is represented by any given pseudonym since publicly
available data can be used to correlate pseudonyms with underlying real-world identities. Large
amounts of correlating data are available; examples include the electoral roll, company and
university websites,2 phone books and poorly protected databases connected directly to the
Internet.3
A case study: the Active Bat system
To demonstrate that static pseudonyms do not protect privacy, two weeks of employee location
sightings from the Bat System installed at AT&T Laboratories Cambridge Ltd were recorded.
The raw data set contained just over 3 million location sightings and the data were filtered to
1

In a third-party architecture, the location server can act as the anonymising proxy between applications and
client devices.
2
For example, several departments in the University of Cambridge provide public, web-based access to office
location and phone numbers of staff and graduate students.
3
Many web-based applications connect to large databases containing sensitive data. Scott and Sharp analyse
some of the security threats created by connecting databases to the Internet via web services [118]. Even large
vendors such as Oracle have been vulnerable in the recent past; for example Litchfield discovered multiple flaws
in Oracle 9i [78], leading to CERT Advisory CA-2002-08.
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remove location events from visitors and employees who were away for part of the measurement
period, leaving just over 1.5 million location sightings. It is assumed that the attacker can collate
the following information:
• list of company employees,
• access to pseudonymised location information,
• knowledge of the topology of the building, and
• position of researchers’ desks.
The aim of the attacker is to correctly match each employee with his or her pseudonymised
location information. While the location data set of most employee movements may present
something slightly embarrassing (e.g. number of hours worked or visits to the toilet) it is conceivable a more personal matter could be uncovered by an interested third-party (e.g. the data
could provide evidence of a late night love tryst between two employees 4 ).
Harle and Hopper demonstrate that with raw location data, a fairly accurate topology of the
building can be generated automatically [42]. At the time of the study, some employee office
location information was publicly available on the company website, however relative desk
positions within an office containing multiple employees was not; a knowledgeable insider or
other external data (such as likely employee arrival and departure times from the office, or
email address headers received from lab machines in known positions) are needed to resolve
ambiguities between researchers sharing an office.
Measuring the total time each pseudonym spent at every floor-plan position reveals that
most employees of a research lab spend the majority of time in a small contiguous area centred
around their desk. These data can be extracted from the location information and correlated
with known user desk positions to determine, with high certainty, the underlying user of any
Bat identifier; Figure 4.5 provides one such example.
Many researchers have more than one location which is predominantly used by them; for
example, researchers are sometimes allocated laboratory space as well as an office. Further evidence of user identity can be provided by correlating user pseudonyms against the set of spaces
a user predominately occupies. Let Ti,l define the number of hours during which employee Bat
i is at sighted at location l. We mark position p as a home location of employee Bat e when
ratio of time spent at p by e compared with all the other employees Bats is greater than a threshold value, τ ; or equivalently, when Equation 4.1 holds. Figure 4.6 demonstrates this marking
process for 0.5 < τ < 1.
Te,p
>τ
Pj=n
T
j,p
j=1

(4.1)

All pseudonyms in this study were correctly correlated with their underlying user identities
using these relatively simple techniques. While the user community is small, the ease with
which correlation is possible demonstrates the potential pitfalls of using a single, fixed pseudonym to ensure user privacy.
4

The likelihood of lovers wearing Bats in such circumstances is perhaps small, but a tagless outside-in system
such as EasyLiving could be easier to forget about.
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Figure 4.5: Knowledge of a user’s primary desk location can be discovered by identifying the
place where the Bat resides for the longest period of time; ’H’ marks the user’s home office.

4.3.4 Changing pseudonyms
Replacing user identity with a single, static pseudonym does not guarantee the user any level
of anonymity (and therefore little privacy) if the location data associated with the pseudonym is
of high temporal and spatial resolution. In this case, simply changing pseudonyms frequently
may not be sufficient either: an attacker may be able to “follow the footsteps” of the underlying
users simply by matching a disappearing pseudonym with the nearest (in both the spatial and
temporal sense) newly appearing pseudonym.
Location-aware applications often require much less spatial and temporal resolution and
coverage area than the underlying location system provides (this statement will be justified
further in Section 4.4). For example the coffee shop alert application requires only positive
containment notification in areas adjacent to known coffee shops. This, of course, is the exact
reason why location service platforms provide a reduction in network bandwidth and processing requirements when compared with providing location information of all users directly to
applications.
In order to prevent an attacker from correctly linking two pseudonyms to the same underlying user, the spatial and temporal resolution of the location data must be reduced in order
to introduce confusion about the possible mappings of pseudonyms (i.e. prevent the linking of
pseudonymous “footsteps”). Resolution reduction can be applied globally by reducing the spatial and temporal accuracy of all the location data provided by the location server to the location
applications. For applications that require high levels of accuracy but reduced coverage area,
it may be possible to constrain the resolution reduction methods to regions which are of little
interest to the application.5
In order to guarantee user privacy through pseudonymity we need to limit the amount of
5

As we shall see later, in most cases where applications can be constrained by coverage area and require high
accuracy location information, location information outside the coverage area can be removed completely.
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Figure 4.6: This particular researcher appears to have three home locations: office H1, office
H2 and laboratory seat H3. Comparison against other employee thresholds rules out office H2,
since other users uniquely occupy other parts of this office as well; this anomaly occurs because
the regular user of office H2 was away during data analysis.
information presented to applications to ensure: (1) the information distributed with any given
pseudonym is not sufficient to identify the underlying real-world entity with sufficient certainty,
and (2) different pseudonyms cannot be combined together to form a single pseudonym with
sufficient information to contravene (1). Provided these two statements hold, we can argue,
at least from the Data Protection Directive viewpoint (see Section 3.2.2), that no personally
identifiable information has been made available to the application and thus privacy is assured.
Requirement (1) is perhaps a little too strict—it prevents any application from functioning in
a home location. In some cases this is a necessary restriction since a user have many home
locations and does not wish to reveal which one; in other cases the location of users can be
inferred with high probability without a location system at all (consider the case of researchers
at AT&T Laboratories Cambridge Ltd: users were very likely to be located at their desk during
office hours). In this latter case, applications may be allowed to function at the home location,
and instead applications should be prevented from determining the whereabouts of researchers
when away from their desk.

4.4

Making applications work

It is important to assess which applications may continue to function with reduced temporal
or spatial resolution, or with reduced coverage area. Applications may also need to be altered
to cope with changing pseudonyms (traditionally most location applications assume a static
user identity). In order to make this assessment, applications first described in Section 2.3 are
revisited here to determine whether pseudonymity techniques are likely to be possible.
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4.4.1 Managing changing pseudonyms
Some applications are stateless and are unaffected by a change of pseudonym for each location
event transferred between the location server and the location application. Other applications
require temporary or session state to identify a user for a short period of time in order to distinguish between separate location events from different people. Finally, some applications require
fixed state to operate, requiring the same pseudonym to be provided on each occasion the user
activates the application.6
Often applications can provide basic functionality in a stateless fashion, but require session
or fixed state to provide more enhanced features. For example, the coffee shop alert application
is stateless if the computer scientist is always alerted to the presence of the coffee shop (no
matter what the brand, price or hour of the day). If alerts are delivered based on personal preference, either the mobile terminal must filter the alerts, or a fixed state pseudonym is required
to permit the application to associate configuration parameters with a particular user.
Using a fixed state pseudonym with temporal and spatial resolution reduction alone may
violate users’ location privacy unless the level of reduction is quite severe. If even a single
home location exists in the data set, an identity can be attached to the pseudonym, and any
location privacy is therefore broken. Since it is often difficult to derive the exact threat model
of an attacker (more on this in Section 4.5) it is difficult to assess the likelihood of the existence
of a home location after global recoding. For these reasons, a fixed state pseudonym should be
avoided with all but very aggressive data modification.
Conversely, for a restricted coverage area, a fixed state pseudonym can be less concerning,
provided that the pseudonym remains unlinkable with any other pseudonym and the coverage
area is a public location which is unlikely to possess any home location; the maximum privacy
invasion is then limited to the coverage area required for the application to function. The mix
zone model addresses these concerns in Chapter 5.

4.4.2 Configuration parameters
Other contextual data may need to be associated with temporary pseudonyms so that applications continue to function; the coffee shop alert configuration parameters provide a simple
example. Such configuration parameters may last longer in duration than the temporary identifier itself; for example, tastes in coffee generally change at a much slower pace than the passing of coffee shops! If configuration parameters are retained for longer periods of time than
pseudonyms, then configuration parameters must not uniquely identify individuals (e.g. by using techniques from SDC to anonymise the data, see Section 3.4.3).
A set of configuration parameters can become quite valuable to users (consider the configuration file for your favourite text editor as an example); deleting portions of this data or
preventing updates in order to maintain privacy (as required by SDC) is not without cost to the
user. Inference control can be applied to configuration parameters, provided a large enough data
set is given; however application designers need to be aware of the possibilities of configuration
modification.7 Therefore, permitting client-side event filtering may be a more appropriate so6

Therefore the pseudonym is an example of a pure name [87]: the pseudonym can only be used to test for
equality with other pseudonyms and provides no further information. This is in contrast to the name http:
//www-lce.eng.cam.ac.uk/ which, if it is valid, provides additional information as to the protocol used to
retrieve data, a hint concerning the geographical location of the server and affiliation of the server owner.
7
Application designers often attempt to “lock-in” their users by using custom file formats for user data and
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lution (e.g. permit applications to install sand-boxed filter code on to the user’s mobile phone);
however this uses extra bandwidth and processing power of the user-controlled device.

4.4.3 A taxonomy of location applications
In order to assess how well location applications function with pseudonymised location data,
categorisation of applications is required. The important criteria for assessing the likely performance of a location application with pseudonyms include:
concrete identity vs. pseudonym Some applications require concrete identities; examples include “Where is <person>”? Pseudonyms will simply not function for these type of
applications. Other applications only require a method of communicating with the user
or discriminating among several different users; the appropriate (stateless, session state
or fixed state) pseudonyms are suitable for these applications.
event-driven vs. polled Some location applications poll the location server for location events
whenever data is required (sometimes this includes requesting a stream of location
events), other applications are event-driven and only receive location events when a containment or proximity event occurs.
personal vs. shared This criterion, first derived in Section 2.3, separates applications which
only require location information of a single individual entity compared with applications
which inherently need to locate many individuals. For personal location applications,
a user-controlled location service model may be most appropriate to preserve location
privacy. This is not always the case—an application may require access to extensive (and
possibly dynamic) databases which are too large to replicate on mobile devices.
reduced coverage Some applications only require containment events or high-accuracy location information inside a small coverage area; see Chapter 5 for more detailed discussion.
reduced accuracy Some applications will function with reduced location accuracy. The scale
of reduction is relative to the density of the population: for resolution reduction to be
effective in preserving location privacy, then the detail of location information offered
to an application must be limited to representing more than one possible user for any
particular location event; see Chapter 6 for further information.
Table 4.1 provides an assessment of many of the applications first presented in Chapter 2
against the above criteria. For example, some applications will function with pseudonyms and
reduced coverage in an event driven fashion. The ability of an application to function successfully with sufficient reduced accuracy to guarantee anonymity is dependent on the population
density; for example, location services in a desert with an outside-in location system may require huge (and unacceptable) resolution reduction methods, whereas applications executed
in urban environments may accept temporal and spatial reduction methods readily. Nevertheless there are many existing location-aware applications which are amenable to either coverage
reduction of granularity reduction. Chapter 7 provides some real and simulated anonymity
measurements to quantify the level of resolution reduction required for indoor and outdoor environments.
configuration information. Therefore allowing users to alter, or otherwise interact with application configuration
data may be undesirable from the application writer’s perspective.
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Reduced Accuracy

Shared

Personal vs.

Polled

Event-Driven vs.

Pseudonymity

Identity vs.

Table 4.1: A taxonomy of location applications: which applications are suitable for providing location privacy through pseudonymity? The
criteria used in this table are described in detail in Section 4.4.3.

Description
Augment notes on a field-trip
Automatic retrospective diary creation
Locate a person (e.g. xab, smap)
Tour guide
Intelligent audio-visual control
Relocate desktop
Personal reminders
Collaborative documents
Driving Apps. [40]
Driving Conditions Monitoring
Road Hazard Detection
Navigation [97]
Provide user directions
Where is the nearest?
Find nearest printer, cash machine etc.
How busy is room <X>? Is the meeting room free?
Office Layout [42]
Estimate layout of office furniture

Application
Fieldwork aid [96]
PEPYS [90]
Where is <person>?
GUIDE [16]
Reactive Room [17]
Teleport [106]
Stick-e note [12]

Reduced Coverage

4.5

The location anonymity threat model

Traditional models of access control have typically empowered either a central authority (e.g.
Bell-LaPadula) or users of the system (e.g. discretionary access control). Location privacy is
about empowering the owners of location data with the ability to control the dissemination
of their identity. One instructive example from the field of medicine is the British Medical
Association (BMA) model [4, Chapter 8, p.166-172], which aims to protect private medical
data from careless or corrupt staff. A threat model for location anonymity which is applicable
for both resolution and coverage reduction pseudonymity techniques is discussed next.
The aim of anonymisation is to remove end-user applications from the trusted computing
base. Therefore no assumptions can be made about the behaviour of location applications,
which may collude, and therefore all applications must be viewed as one global hostile observer.
Attackers can also own location objects in the location system, and therefore, in the case of
third-party and hybrid location service models, multilateral security is required and precautions
should be taken to protect individuals from each other.
The location service platform provides an architecture which encourages application programmers to request smaller coverage area(s) and lower temporal and spatial resolution than
the underlying system can provide. The location server is ideally placed to coordinate the location privacy requirements of location event owners, and therefore the two security mechanisms
presented here are executed from the perspective of the location server. Having said this, applications designed to function without any location privacy constraints may fail to work well
with either access control or anonymity methods; instead programmers should take privacy constraints into account when writing programs (and strive for efficient operation with pseudonyms
whenever possible). Chapter 7 analyses data from the Active Bat system to demonstrate the
amount of resolution reduction required to meet particular anonymity constraints in an indoor
office environment.
The aim of the attacker is to request location information from the location service in such
a way as to recover the underlying identities associated with the location events. The aim of the
location service is to prevent this from happening by producing a safe subset of location updates
for a given set of location-aware applications.
In mix networks, dummy traffic is introduced to increase the amount of communication
traffic flowing over the network and therefore improve the size of the anonymity set. Dummy
location events can, in theory, be introduced in location-aware computing, however there are
several drawbacks: (1) a series of location sightings are more complex in structure than encrypted dummy traffic and observant attackers may be able to differentiate between real and
dummy movements (see Chapter 7 contains a more detailed discussion on the difficulty of generating accurate location data); (2) the cost associated with dummy traffic is fixed at the cost
of communication, whereas location events can be used to purchase services, activate machinery or indicate resource usage and therefore can have both cost and correctness problems, for
example:
• A “sentient” scanner receiving dummy location events will scan an empty scanner bed
(producing a blank page scan which is easily detectable by an attacker), wear out the
scanning mechanism more quickly and deny legitimate users the ability to control the
device.
• The cost associated with using dummy users with a tourist guide application may be
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prohibitive if the guide service charges per hour, or per information request.
• A location application which monitors the status of a meeting room may incorrectly mark
the room busy if dummy location events are included in the data feed.

4.6

Summary

Some applications will function with anonymised location data, but many more require pseudonyms to be associated with location information to enable interaction between location-aware
applications and (anonymised) end users. Associating a single, static pseudonym with each
user is not sufficient to guarantee anonymity when the location data is of relatively high spatial
and temporal accuracy. This is because users have many simple and complex home locations
within the data which allow an attacker to correlate publicly available information with location
events and associate a concrete identity with a pseudonym. Different applications (and even
different application functionalities) require different guarantees concerning the persistence of
the association between pseudonyms and users; this chapter has outlined three useful variants,
namely fixed, session and stateless pseudonyms.
A taxonomy of common location-aware applications was developed to demonstrate the suitability of this approach. This chapter identified two typical types of location-aware application:
(1) applications which are only interested in one or more restricted coverage areas, and (2) applications which do not require accurate temporal and spatial accuracy but only one or the
other (or neither). Methods to restrict coverage area and reduce the spatio-temporal accuracy of
location data whilst preserving location privacy are described in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5
The mix zone model
“Every program and every user of the system should operate using
the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.”
—J.H. Saltzer and M.D. Schroeder, 1978. [110]

Chapter 4 described the principal benefits of anonymising location information over using
access control to enable location privacy. The aim of the mix zone model is to prevent tracking of long-term user movements, but still permit coverage restricted location applications to
function. This chapter describes how the mix zone model works, outlines an algorithm for
calculating a quantifiable measure of anonymity (and therefore location privacy) and describes
how the computational complexity associated with providing a quantitative measure of location
privacy can be minimised. The chapter starts with a definition of the security policy for the mix
zone model:
Security policy
1. Application Registration: Applications register interest in one or more coverage areas or
application zones. The location server may refuse to register or modify the registration
of an application zone.
2. User Registration: Users must register with the location server and inform the location
server of any applications they wish to use.
3. Location Service Guarantee: The location server aims to provide the location application
with all relevant location events inside the specified coverage area. The location server
must reduce the coverage area to the level requested by the application; the location server
may reduce the coverage area further than requested in order to protect the location privacy of its users. The location server will attach a pseudonym to each location event to
enable communication between the user and the application.
4. Quantitative Measurement: The location server may provide a quantitative measure of the
level of location privacy available to the user and allow the user to specify what actions
to take when a (user defined) minimum level of location privacy is not met.
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Figure 5.1: Example movement of three people through a simple mix zone. Who went where?
In order to provide location privacy, each user has one or more unregistered geographical
regions where no application can trace user movements; such areas are called mix zones, because once a user enters such a zone, user identity is mixed with all other users in the mix zone.
Since each user may register for a different set of location-aware applications, a mix zone is
represented by the geographical regions not part of an application zone registered by one or
more users. A boundary line is defined as the border between a mix zone and an application
zone.1
Stateless pseudonymity applications receive a new (unused) pseudonym associated with every location event. Session state pseudonyms associate the same pseudonym with each location
event for the duration of the visit to the application zone (a new pseudonym is associated with
the same user for successive visits to the application zone). For a fixed state pseudonym, the
user retains the same pseudonym on successive visits to the same application zone. The location server ensures a different pseudonym is associated with the same underlying user for every
application zone the user has registered with.
The aim of the attacker is to link together pseudonyms and therefore track long-term user
movements. An application observing a sequence of stateless pseudonyms may be able to “follow the footsteps” of the underlying user and link together pseudonyms, effectively converting
stateless pseudonyms into session state pseudonyms. An application zone may contain a home
location for one or more users and users may notice and refuse applications which attempt to
register coverage areas near obvious (e.g. simple) home locations. Nevertheless, more subtle
home locations may still persist and therefore an attacker may be able to associate an identity
with a pseudonym for the duration of a visit to the application zone. A more concerning invasion
of location privacy occurs when an attacker can link together movements between application
zones since this increases the chance that an attacker can find a complex home location; furthermore, if a home location is found then the attacker is able to track user movements over a much
larger area.
An ingress event occurs whenever a user enters a mix zone, and an egress event occurs
whenever a user exits a mix zone. How well can an attacker correlate ingress movements with
egress movements? In other words what measure should be used to quantify location privacy
1

Location is a two-dimensional position in this dissertation, but a more complex model could be developed by
moving to three dimensions and considering boundary surfaces rather than lines.
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Figure 5.2: A sample mix zone arrangement with three application zones. The airline agency
(A) is much closer to the Bank (B) than the Coffee Shop (C); users leaving A and C at the same
time may be distinguishable on arrival at B.

in this model? Figure 5.1 provides a simple example scenario. Provided mix zones guarantee
sufficient mixing, the invasion of location privacy is (at worst) restricted to the coverage area of
the application zone.

5.1

Quantitative measure of anonymity

A strong analogy can be drawn between mix zones and mix nodes in a mix network: users, like
messages arriving at a mix node, enter the mix zone, change identity, and then exit. Therefore
the anonymity set (i.e. the number of users in the mix zone at a given time) appears to be a
likely candidate for providing a measure of the level of mixing in the mix zone. Unfortunately
the anonymity set alone is not a very robust measure; the anonymity set measure of a mix zone
is likely to overestimate the level of anonymity.
Timing-based attacks Mix nodes can (in theory at least) wait for an indefinite period of time
in order to collect enough messages to meet a minimum anonymity set size. Mix zones
on the other hand must deliver location events in near real-time in order for many applications to be useful.2 With large mix zones, there is a non-negligible minimum period
of time taken by a user to move from one application zone to another application zone;
an attacker can use this knowledge to subdivide an anonymity set in two: those ingress
pseudonyms who could have entered the mix zone with enough time to egress and those
ingress pseudonyms who could not. For example, Figure 5.2 provides a plan view of a
single mix zone with three application zones around the edge: an airline agency (A), a
bank (B) and a coffee shop (C). A is much closer to B than C, so if two users leave A
and C at the same time and a user reaches B within a short period, an observer will suspect with high probability that the user emerging from B is not the one who entered the
2

There are exceptions to this: location information can be useful as an off-line resource. For example, updating
an environmental model concerning the whereabouts of office furniture.
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mix zone at C; furthermore, if nobody else was in the mix zone at the time, the user can
only be the one from A. The amount to which users are anonymised by the mix zone will
therefore be smaller than one might believe by looking at the size of the anonymity set.
Location-based attacks The location of the ingress point of a pseudonym has an effect on the
most probable egress point. For example, most people walking down a corridor or driving
down a street continue in the same direction rather than perform a U-turn. This situation
was analysed by Beresford and Stajano for a corridor at AT&T Labs Cambridge Ltd
where the Active Bat system was installed [10]. User movements over a two week period
were analysed and users were found to do a U-turn with probability 0.1%, or continue in
a straight line with probability 99.9%.
Intuitively, the larger the mix zone, the less the likelihood that ingress and egress points are
strongly correlated (since there are likely to be many more paths through the mix zone, as well
as more destinations of interest). Conversely, as the mix zone gets larger, timing-based attacks
become more likely. A useful model is required to take both of these methods into account.

5.2

The mix zone security mechanism

An application zone is represented in the model as a closed polygon. The polygon has three
or more straight boundary lines which separate the application zone from the mix zone. In
order to model user movement, a method of naming the precise ingress and egress positions is
required. It is important to record not just the ingress and egress boundary line, but also the
crossing point on the line since a boundary line can be arbitrarily long and the movement model
may change considerably along its length. A one-dimensional coordinate for the crossing point
can be generated by arranging all the boundary lines lengthwise along the real axis. A precise
crossing point for the spatial domain can then be recorded as a single real value. A boundary
section is defined as a range between two real values; the range of each boundary section does
not overlap with any other, and the combined range of all boundary sections is identical to the
range of all boundary lines. Figure 5.3 provides an example transform between boundary lines
and boundary sections.
The location server can calculate, and the attacker can estimate, a movement matrix 3 whose
indexes are ingress boundary section i, egress boundary section e and time t to move from i
to e (the actual time taken t0 is quantised into t which represents the nearest multiple of the
pre-defined update period τ ). The cells of a movement matrix represent the frequency of users
moving across the mix zone from i to e in t seconds. A mix zone may have more than one
movement matrix associated with it to represent variations of movement patterns at different
times of the day or week. For example, a pedestrianised city centre may have one movement
model for shopping hours (when almost all people are walking) and one to model evening
movements (when cars are permitted in the city centre).
3

Strictly, a movement matrix is not actually a matrix but a 3rd rank tensor (mathematically, the term matrix
should be used to refer to two-dimensional data-structure). In general an nth rank tensor has n indexes and is a
generalisation of a scalar (which has no indexes), a vector (which represents one dimensional data with a single
index), and a matrix (which represents two-dimensional data with two indexes). A more accurate description would
therefore be “movement tensor”.
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Figure 5.3: Example layout of two application zones and the projection of their boundary lines
onto the real line. The lengths of the boundary lines are preserved in the projection. The eight
boundary sections are defined by the ranges b1 , . . . , b8 .
In general, making the movement matrix larger (i.e. reducing the size of the boundary sections or quanta of time τ ) increases the accuracy of the movement model; however there are
fundamental limits which prevent the movement matrix from becoming arbitrarily large:
Location system accuracy The time period τ cannot go below the update period of the underlying location system and the length of a discrete section cannot go below the spatial
accuracy of the underlying location system.
Sampling accuracy Intuitively, the greater the number of samples for each cell in the movement matrix, the more accurate the estimate; therefore if the discretisation is too small,
our estimates of user movement are likely to be inaccurate.4
Computational cost There is a computational cost associated with increasing the accuracy of
the movement matrix; this is discussed further in the next section.
The attacker can observe the times, coordinates and pseudonyms of all these ingress and
egress events and can use analytical movement models or historical data from nearby application zones to infer likely user movement across the mix zone. The location server can use
historical location data of user movement across the actual mix zone in order to provide a more
accurate estimate of the movement matrix than the attacker can generate. The attacker’s goal is
to reconstruct the correct mapping between all the ingress events and the egress events. This is
equivalent to discovering the mapping between new and old pseudonyms. An efficient method
to compute the most likely mapping and provide a measure of confidence in the best mapping is
developed in the next section. A practical implementation and quantitative analysis of the level
of mixing obtained in indoor environments is presented in Chapter 7.
4

More precisely, the central limit theorem states
√ that, as the size of a random sample n increases, the distribution
of the sample mean X̄ tends toward N (µ, σ/ n), where µ and σ are the mean and variance of the underlying
population. Therefore increasing the number of samples, n, reduces the variance on our random sample mean, X̄,
and therefore X̄ becomes a more accurate predictor of the underlying population mean.
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5.3

Computational complexity

This section describes how an attacker can use the movement matrix described in the last section
to estimate the most likely mapping between ingress and egress pseudonyms. It then develops
an information-theoretic measure of how certain the attacker can be in his guess. Calculating
this measure of uncertainty turns out to be computationally intractable in the general case;
therefore a method to calculate a lower-bound on the measure of uncertainty is developed.
In the last section it was observed that an attacker receives the times and coordinates of
pseudonyms entering and exiting the mix zone and the aim of the attacker is to discover the
correct mapping between ingress and egress pseudonyms. How many plausible mappings are
there? During the period of observation, assume there are i ingress events and e egress events.
The attacker observes i old pseudonyms going in, and e new pseudonyms coming out, often
with some interleaving. Without loss of generality, assume i ≥ e, then there is a total of
ie = i!/(i − e)! = i(i − 1) . . . (i − e + 1) mappings. Many of the mappings can be ruled out
because:
• a user cannot exit a mix zone before they enter it,
• users cannot move between two non-connected mix zones without passing though an
application zone (and therefore being sighted), and
• portions of boundary lines containing walls or other impassable objects prevent users
entering or exiting at these locations.
These temporal and spatial restrictions are represented in the movement matrix as zero value
cells and therefore the movement matrix is likely to be sparse.
The mapping problem faced by the attacker can be viewed as a weighted bipartite graph
B = (X ∪ Y, E), with ingress vertexes X and egress vertexes Y such that all edges E =
{(x, y)|x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ Y }. A bipartite graph is balanced if |X| = |Y |, otherwise it is unbalanced. Weights are associated with each edge via a cost function c(x, y) and represent the
probability two distinct pseudonyms describe the same underlying person. The cost function
can be estimated from the movement matrix by normalising the frequency count in each cell
with the total number of movement sightings; edges with zero weight are removed from the
graph. The maximum-cost maximal match5 of this bipartite graph represents the most probable
mapping of incoming pseudonyms to outgoing ones, assuming, of course, that the behaviour of
any user is independent of any other, and the likelihood of their movement can be accurately
represented by the movement matrix.
Galil surveys the past work [37] in finding maximal matchings of bipartite and general
graphs, of which the Hopcroft and Karp algorithm [52] for finding a maximal matching in an
unweighted graph is perhaps the most famous. Finding the maximal-cost perfect match of a
weighted bipartite graph is an example of the linear assignment problem, in which n items (e.g.
jobs) are assigned to n machines in an optimal way (e.g. the match which minimises the sum
total cost of getting the jobs done). Burkard and Çela provide an extensive survey of the linear
assignment problem and solutions presented in the literature [13].
5

A maximal match in a bipartite graph occurs when the maximal number of vertexes are each connected by at
most one edge; a match in which every vertex is connected by precisely one edge is called a perfect match. The
maximal match with the highest summation of edge weights is the maximum-cost maximal match.
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Kuhn developed the first well-known polynomial time algorithm to the linear assignment
problem [70]. More recently, Jonker and Volgenant surveyed the existing solutions and presented the LAPJV algorithm [62], which has a uniformly lower computation time than the best
implementation of other algorithms. A C implementation of this algorithm is adapted by the
author and built into a Python-C module for use in this analysis. The LAPJV algorithm finds the
minimum-cost perfect match. A maximal-cost perfect match can be found by negating the edge
weights. Finding the maximum-cost maximal match when m 6= n represents the case when
more users have entered the mix zone than those who have exited. One method of adding the
appropriate vertexes and edges to the graph in order to determine who is most likely to remain
within the mix zone is outlined next.

5.3.1 Maximal matching in an unbalanced bipartite graph
First, some standard graph theory definitions. A path is a sequence of vertexes connected by an
edge and an elementary path is a path which visits each vertex at most once. A Hamiltonian
path is an elementary path which visits every vertex exactly once. An elementary circuit is an
elementary path with the exception that it starts and ends at the same vertex and a Hamiltonian
circuit is an elementary circuit which visits every vertex exactly once. A match in a bipartite
graph is a set of edges where each vertex is connected to at most one edge.
An augmenting path is a path in a bipartite graph with respect to a match and contains an
odd number of edges with the property that every even numbered edge is assigned in the match
whereas every odd-numbered edge is unassigned in the match. By replacing the even edges of
the augmenting path with the odd edges, the number of edges in the match is augmented by
one. An alternating path in a bipartite graph with respect to a match is an elementary path with
an even number of edges where every odd (or even) edge is assigned in the match and every
even (odd) edge is not assigned in the match; swapping edges in the match with edges not in
the match results in a new match of with the same number of edges. An alternating circuit is
an alternating path with the exception that it starts and ends at the same vertex.
Let G = (X ∪Y, E) be a bipartite graph and let the cost function c(x, y) represent the cost of
traversing the edge (x, y). We are interested in calculating the maximum-cost maximal match
when |X| 6= |Y |; assume without loss of generality that |X| > |Y |. Let Y 0 = {v1 , . . . , v|X|−|Y | }
(i.e. create |X| − |Y | new vertexes) and G0 = (X ∪ (Y ∪ Y 0 ), E 0 ) where E 0 = E ∪ {(x, y 0 )|x ∈
X ∧ y 0 ∈ Y 0 } and the cost function c0 is defined as:

0
if y ∈ Y 0
0
c (x, y) =
c(x, y) otherwise
In other words, G0 is a balanced version of the unbalanced bipartite graph G with the necessary
extra vertexes Y 0 connected to every vertex in X with zero weight edges.
T HEOREM 1 Let M represent the maximum-cost maximal match of P
G and M + represent
the maximum-cost maximal match of G0 . Let the function cost(E) =
(x,y)∈E c(x, y); then
+
cost(M ) = cost(M ).
P ROOF Let M 0 = M + \ {(x, y)|x ∈ X ∧ y 0 ∈ Y 0 }. If M = M 0 then cost(M ) = cost(M + )
since cost(M + \ M 0 ) = 0. If M 6= M 0 then consider the graph D = (X ∪ Y, M ∆ M 0 );6
6

A ∆ B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A) [symmetric difference]
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M ∆ M 0 must contain at least one edge. Each vertex in D can have a degree of at most two
(one edge from M and one edge from M 0 ). Therefore edges in M ∆ M 0 form elementary
paths of one or more edges. Along each path, edges are alternately members of M then M 0
(otherwise a vertex must have been assigned to two edges in either M or M 0 ). Each path must
be of even length (since otherwise the path is an augmenting path and one of the matches is not
maximal). For all paths in M ∆ M 0 the first edge must belong to M (or M 0 ) and even numbered
edges, which are in M 0 (M ), can be swapped with the odd edges which are in M (M 0 ) to form
a new match. Any new match cannot cost more than the original match in M (M 0 ) since
otherwise the original match was not a maximum-cost maximal match. If, starting from M , all
paths in M ∆ M 0 are swapped, we end up with match M 0 (because M 0 = M ∆ (M ∆ M 0 ))
and therefore cost(M ) ≥ cost(M 0 ). Similarly, starting from M 0 , and swapping all paths in
M ∆ M 0 ensures cost(M 0 ) ≥ cost(M ). Therefore cost(M ) = cost(M 0 ) = cost(M + ), since
cost(M + \ M 0 ) = 0.

Therefore an unbalanced bipartite graph can be transformed into balanced bipartite graph
by adding the appropriate new vertexes and edges; T HEOREM 1 guarantees that LAPJV will
still return a maximum-cost maximal match.

5.3.2 Measure of confidence
The maximum-cost maximal match represents the most likely de-anonymisation of the underlying users passing through the mix zone. The value of the maximum-cost maximal match
represents the absolute probability of users progressing through the mix zone in the manner
described by the match. This value is not as useful as it might sound: instead the attacker needs
a measure of confidence in the quality of this result. Consider an example mix zone event with
1
1
1
, 150
, 150
} rethree possible matchings M = {m1 , m2 , m3 } with the following probabilities { 100
1
spectively. Knowing the most likely event P (m1 ) = 100 is not sufficient; what is really required
is knowledge of how much more likely this match is when compared with the rest; one of these
matches must have occurred because these are the only matches which explain this pattern of
ingress and egress pseudonyms, at least according to the model. This conditional probability
can be calculated as:
P (mj )
def P (mj ∧ M )
(5.1)
P (mj |M ) =
=P
P (M )
j P (mj )
in this case because mj ∈ M .
The level of uncertainty in the set of possible matches mj ∈ M can then be measured by
using Shannon’s classic entropy measure [120]:
X
h=−
P (mj |M )logP (mj |M )
(5.2)
j

If every match is equally likely, entropy is maximal and the level of uncertainty is log i e .
The level of uncertainty for user movements across the mix zone is likely to be much smaller
than this upper bound since the movement matrix is likely to be sparse for the reasons outlined
at the beginning of this section.
The problem with this technique comes in calculating P (m j |M ): the probabilities of all of
the possible matches must be calculated, and this is not computationally tractable because there
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P
are ie of them. Instead of calculating P (M ) = j P (mj ) directly, lazy evaluation can yield
a lower bound Pl (M ) ≤ P (M ) by iterating through only maximal matchings in the bipartite
graph (an efficient algorithm to do this is discussed in Section 5.3.3).
The number of maximal matches cannot be pre-computed, and there is no guaranteed polynomial bound on computation time before the last match is found (since there could be as
many as ie matches). Therefore the lazy evaluation of Pl (M ) is a lower bound;Pits value cannot diminish because every new maximal match adds one term to denominator j P (mj ) and
probabilities are always in the range [0, 1]. Each time a new match is found the entropy or level
of anonymity offered by the mix zone can be recalculated and can only go up. Proof of the
guaranteed increase in entropy is non-trivial and is therefore given in the Appendix. As lazy
evaluation of Pl (M ) progresses one of three outcomes can occur:
• The level of anonymity in the mix zone rises to meet the minimum level specified by all
the users as part of the security policy. The level of privacy requested by the user has been
met and the algorithm is terminated.
• The lazy evaluation terminates (i.e. all possible matches have been found), so P l (M ) =
P (M ). If the level of anonymity in the mix zone is still not sufficient, the identities of the
users could be compromised by an attacker.
• Computation time runs out (i.e. computation has gone on as long as practicable), therefore
Pl (M ) ≤ P (M ). If the level of anonymity offered by the mix zone is still not sufficient it
is unknown whether a sufficient level of anonymity will ever be reached for this mix zone
(but, given similar computing power, the attacker is uncertain of the quality of his guess
as well).

5.3.3 Algorithm design and optimisation
This subsection describes an algorithm to perform the lazy evaluation of the level of anonymity
available in a mix zone. This work is based on the work of Itai et al. who developed an algorithm
for lazy evaluation of matches in an unweighted bipartite graph [57]. The algorithm is extended
here to deal with weighted bipartite graphs representing movements across a mix zone. The
algorithm developed uses a heuristic to maximise the measured level of anonymity in the mix
zone given a fixed amount of computational power. All theorems and algorithms which are the
work of others are attributed.
An algorithm is required to lazily iterate through all possible maximal matchings of a
bipartite graph B = (X ∪ Y, E). A function to find the maximum-cost maximal match,
find maxmatch(), can be implemented using the LAPJV algorithm introduced in Section 5.3.
Given one match, subsequent new maximal matchings can be found by searching for alternating
paths or alternating circuits in the graph with respect to the match.
L EMMA 1 A perfect match M is unique if and only if there exists no alternating circuit. [by
Itai et al.[57]]
P ROOF Let M and M 0 denote two distinct perfect matchings in a bipartite graph B = (X ∪
Y, E). Consider the graph D = (X ∪ Y, M ∆ M 0 ). Since M 6= M 0 , there must be at least one
edge. Each vertex in D can have a positive degree of at most two (one edge from M and one
edge from M 0 ). There cannot exist a vertex v with positive degree one (since otherwise there is
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Algorithm 5.1 Find a circuit in a directed graph [derived from Tarjan [130]]
Require: start: set of vertexes on which exploration has begun
Require: end : set of vertexes on which exploration has ended
Require: path: path of vertexes from start vertex
1: proc find ac(G, M )
2:
V, E ← build auxgraph(G, M )
3:
for all v ∈ V do
4:
if v ∈
/ start then
5:
p ← visit(0, 0, v) //assume vertexes numbered from 1
6:
if p 6= ∅ then
7:
return p
8:
return ∅
9: proc visit(c, v1 , v2 )
10:
start ← start ∪ {v2 }
11:
path ← path ∪ {(c, v1 , v2 )}
12:
for all {v 0 |(v2 , v 0 ) ∈ E} do
13:
c0 ← cost(v2 , v 0 )
14:
if v 0 ∈
/ start then
15:
visit(c0 , v2 , v 0 )
16:
if v 0 ∈
/ finish then
17:
return v 0 , path ∪ {(c0 , v2 , v 0 } //circuit in path edge list starting from v 0
18:
finish ← finish ∪ {v2 }
19:
path ← path \ {(c, v1 , v2 )}
20:
return ∅
only one edge in M ∆ M 0 which is incident on v; let this be in M ; then it does not exist in M 0 ,
and therefore M 0 does not have an edge incident on v and it is not a perfect match.) Since every
vertex of positive degree must be of degree two, M ∆ M 0 must consist of one or more disjoint
alternating circuits.

L EMMA 1 states that given a graph and a perfect match, another perfect match exists if
and only if there exists an alternating circuit (no alternating paths can exist). An algorithm for
finding alternating circuits in a graph and match can be simplified by constructing an auxiliary
graph A = (X, F ) for a given bipartite graph B = (X ∪ Y, E) and perfect match M where F =
{(x, x0 )|∃y.(x, y) ∈ M ∧ (x0 , y) ∈ E \ M }. The resulting auxiliary graph is a directed graph
where every elementary circuit in this graph represents an alternating circuit in the bipartite
graph B with respect to the match M . A function find ac() to find a circuit in the auxiliary
graph (and therefore find an alternating circuit in the bipartite graph) is shown in Algorithm 5.1.
(The algorithm shown keeps track of the edge weights, a detail which can be safely ignored for
the moment; its use becomes important later.) The algorithm is based on a method developed
by Tarjan [130] to find all strongly connected components 7 in a directed graph. The algorithm
7

A strongly connected component is a subset of vertexes in a directed graph with the property that from any
one vertex in the subset, all other nodes can be reached by traversing one or more edges. Tarjan later extended the
strongly connected components algorithm to determine all elementary circuits in a directed graph [131]. More re-
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Figure 5.4: Figures (b) and (d) show two possible perfect matchings for the bipartite graph
shown in (a). Note the existence of an alternating circuit between v 1 , v5 , v3 , v7 , v2 and v6 which
can also be found as a circuit in the directed auxiliary graph derived from (b) and shown in (c).
presented here is adapted to return the first circuit found in the graph, rather than using the
existence of circuits to determine all the strongly connected components.
An example bipartite graph and a perfect match are shown in Figures 5.4(a) and (b) respectively. Figure 5.4(c) shows the auxiliary graph derived from the bipartite graph and perfect
match; a circuit exists in the auxiliary graph and this can be used to derive another matching
which is shown in Figure 5.4(d). Itai et al. developed a method of finding alternating circuits
in a graph with respect to a perfect match in an organised fashion in order to lazily iterate
through all the possible perfect matchings in a bipartite graph [57]. The function next ac() in
Algorithm 5.2 performs this operation. It takes as input a bipartite graph B, a match M and
an alternating circuit C; the initial value of R is the empty set ∅. First the algorithm returns
the next available match by applying the alternating circuit C to the match M to yield a new
match. The algorithm then selects an arbitrary edge which exists in both the match M and the
alternating circuit C and explores two possibilities (by recursive function call): (1) the selected
edge is not present in any more matches and is excluded from the graph, and (2) the selected
edge is included in all future matches (and is passed as a required edge in the variable R). Itai
et al. provide a proof of correctness for this approach.
If a matching M is maximal but not perfect, then there exists at least one exposed vertex z
where no m ∈ M is incident upon it and therefore has degree zero. Let (z, y) be an edge in the
bipartite graph B. There must exist an edge (x, y) in M (since M is a maximal match); such a
pair of edges is called the M -transposition path (x, y, z). Given a match and an M -transposition
(x, y, z), a new match can be generated as (M ∪ {(z, y)}) \ {(x, y)}.
L EMMA 2 A maximum match M is unique iff there exists no alternating circuit and no M transposition. [by Itai et al.[57]]
P ROOF If there exists no M -transposition, then L EMMA 1 proves a maximal match M is unique
iff there exists no alternating circuit. (If an M -transposition (x, y, z) exists, then an alternate
maximal match (M ∪ {(z, y)}) \ {(x, y)} exists.)

cently Nuutila and Soisalon-Soininen improved Tarjan’s algorithm to handle sparse graphs and trivial components
(containing only one node) in an efficient manner [91].
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Algorithm 5.2 Find another match & search for more acs [by Itai et al.[57]]
1: proc next ac(B, M, C, R)
2:
Mnext ← M ∆ C
3:
output Mnext ∪ R
4:
(x, y) ∈ M ∩ C //select an arbitrary set member
5:
Bex ← B \ {(x, y)}
6:
Cex ← find ac(Bex , Mnext ) //returns ∅ if there are no alt-cs left
7:
Min ← M \ {(x, y)}
8:
Bin ← Bex − {x, y} //remove vertexes x and y from the graph
9:
Cin ← find ac(Bin , Min )
10:
if Cex 6= ∅ then
11:
next ac(Bex , Mnext , Cex , R)
12:
if Cin 6= ∅ then
13:
next ac(Bin , Min , Cin , R ∪ {(x, y)})

Algorithm 5.3 Find maximum-cost M -transposition
Require: B = (X ∪ Y, E)
1: proc find mtrans(X, Y, E, M )
2:
mtrans ← ∅
3:
c←∞
4:
for all x ∈ X do
5:
if unmatched (x) then
6:
for all y ∈ {u|(x, u) ∈ E} do
7:
z ← v|(v, y) ∈ M //since M is a match, only one v exists
8:
cnew ← cost(x, y) − cost(z, y)
9:
if cnew < c then
10:
c ← cnew
11:
mtrans ← (x, y, z)
12:
return mtrans
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Algorithm 5.4 Iterate through all maximal matches [by Itai et al. [57]]
1: proc All Solutions(B)
2:
M ← find maxmatch(B) //using LAPJV
3:
output M
4:
if (T ← find mtrans(B, M )) 6= ∅ then
5:
next mtrans(B, M, T, ∅) //using Algorithm 5.5
6:
else
7:
if (C ← find ac(B, M )) 6= ∅ then
8:
next ac(B, M, C, ∅) //using Algorithm 5.2
Using L EMMA 2 and given a maximal match M in the bipartite graph B another match
can be found by searching for an alternating circuit C as before with the perfect match case
(i.e. by finding an elementary circuit in the auxiliary directed graph). In addition a new match
can also be found by searching for an M -transposition (x, y, z); the algorithm to do this is
shown in Algorithm 5.3 and works by iterating through all exposed vertexes x ∈ X. (The
algorithm actually finds the maximum-cost M -transposition, a detail which becomes important
later). If the algorithm finds an M -transposition, then a new match can then be generated as
(M ∪ {(z, y)}) \ {(x, y)}.
If no alternating circuit or M -transposition is found, then the match is unique. Itai et al.
presented an algorithm for iterating through all maximal matches in an unweighted bipartite
graph one at a time by first lazily iterating through all M -transpositions of a match with respect to a graph and when no more M -transpositions exist search for any remaining alternating
circuits [57].
Algorithm 5.4 describes the overall approach and relies on two sub-routines next mtrans()
and next ac(). The function next mtrans() is shown in Algorithm 5.5 and takes as input
the bipartite graph B, match M , an M -transposition (as calculated by find mtrans()) and a
variable R initially set to ∅. The algorithm first returns the new match made possible with the
M -transposition, and then explores two possibilities (by recursive function call): (1) the edge
(x, y) is not present in any more matches and is excluded from the graph, and (2) the edge (x, y)
is included in all future matches (and is passed as a required edge in the variable R).
Maximum-cost maximal matches
The lazy evaluation of matches developed by Itai et al. was designed to function on unweighted
bipartite graphs, and, as such, can work unmodified on weighted graphs. Recall that edge
weights in the bipartite graph B = (X ∪ Y, E) correspond to the probability that the ingress
pseudonym (a vertex in X) and egress pseudonym (a vertex in Y ) represent the same underlying
user. Ideally the iteration through matches in a weighted graph would proceed in order of
match cost from the maximum-cost maximal match (corresponding to the most likely mapping
between ingress pseudonyms and egress pseudonyms) to the minimum-cost maximal match
(the least likely mapping between ingress pseudonyms and egress pseudonyms). This ordering
is desirable in order to ensure that, given a fixed computation time, our estimate of P l (M ) is
maximised (since there could be as many as ie mappings there may not be time to compute all
of them). To achieve this goal, algorithms for find maxmatch(), find mtrans() and find ac()
must be defined to recursively select the next best match.
The maximum-cost maximal match can be found with the LAPJV algorithm as discussed
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Algorithm 5.5 Find another match and search for more M -Transpositions
1: proc next mtrans(B, M, (x, y, z), R)
2:
Mnext ← M ∪ {(z, y)} \ {(x, y)}
3:
output Mnext ∪ R
4:
Bex ← B \ {(x, y)}
5:
Tex ← find mtrans(Bex , Mnext ) //returns ∅ if there are no M -trans left
6:
Min ← M \ {(x, y)}
7:
Bin ← B − {x, y} //remove vertexes x and y from the graph
8:
Tin ← find mtrans(Bin , Min )
9:
if Tex 6= ∅ then
10:
next mtrans(Bex , Mnext , Tex , R)
11:
else
12:
if Cex ← find ac(Bex , Mnext ) then
13:
next ac(Bex , Mnext , Cex , R)
14:
if Tin 6= ∅ then
15:
next mtrans(Bin , Min , Tin , R ∪ {(x, y)})
16:
else
17:
if Cin ← find ac(Bin , Min ) then
18:
next ac(Bin , Min , Cin , R)
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V4

V2

1
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3

V1

V5

(a)
Maximum-cost
maximal match

1
−4

−2
V3

(b) Aux. graph

Figure 5.5: Figure (a) provides an example of a maximum-cost maximal match; two M transpositions are available: (v1 , v4 , v3 ) and (v2 , v5 , v3 ). Neither of these M -transpositions leads
to the next highest-cost maximal match, which is {(v2 , v4 ), (v3 , v5 )}. This fact can be confirmed
by searching for the maximal-cost path starting from an exposed vertex (in this example v 3 ) in
the auxiliary graph depicted in Figure (b).
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earlier. Unfortunately strict ordering of matches from maximal- to minimal-cost within the
function find mtrans() cannot be achieved; Figure 5.5(a) provides a simple counter example.
In the counter example, two M -transpositions are required to get to the second most costly
maximal match. The M -transpositions available for a given bipartite graph B = (X ∪Y, E) and
a match M can be displayed in an auxiliary graph D = (X, F ) where F = {(x, x 0 )|∃y.(x, y) ∈
E \ M ∧ (x0 , y) ∈ M } and the cost function c(x, x0 ) = c(x0 , y) − c(x, y). Figure 5.5(b) provides
an example auxiliary graph for the bipartite graph and match shown in Figure 5.5(a). Using the
auxiliary graph, the next best combination of M -transpositions can be found by searching for
the maximum-cost path which starts from any exposed vertex.
T HEOREM 2 Finding the maximum-cost path in a weighted graph is NP-Complete. 8
P ROOF Determining the existence of a Hamiltonian path in a graph is NP-Complete. 9 Let G =
(V, E) represent an instance of the Hamiltonian path problem. An instance of the maximumcost path problem can be constructed as follows: let G0 = (V, E) and assign a weight of one
to each edge in E. If the maximum-cost path has cost c = |V | − 1 then we have found a
Hamiltonian path in G; otherwise c < |V | − 1 and there exists no Hamiltonian path in G.

Therefore it is not computationally tractable to iterate in order of cost from the maximal-cost
M -transposition to the minimum-cost M -transposition in the bipartite graph. A similar problem
occurs when attempting to find the alternating circuit which returns the next best maximum-cost
maximal match. The alternating circuit which provides the next best-cost match is represented
by the maximum-cost circuit in the auxiliary graph A described in the last Section and used to
simplify the search procedure used by find ac() in Algorithm 5.1. Calculating the maximumcost circuit in a weighted graph is also NP-Complete10 (this immediately follows from T HEO REM 2).
Given that it is not computationally tractable to iterate from the maximum-cost maximal
match to the minimum-cost maximal match in strict cost order a good heuristic is required.
One solution to this problem is to replace the recursive function calls at lines 11 and 13 in
Algorithm 5.2 and lines 10, 13, 15 and 18 in Algorithm 5.5 with insertion operations onto a
priority queue. The queue is ordered by the cost of next match made available by the M transposition or alternating circuit which was found (if no further M -transposition or alternating
circuit is found, no element is added to the queue). The head of the queue (containing the
largest-cost maximal match) is explored next (and any new M -transpositions or alternating
circuits it generates are inserted back into the queue); this is an example of a greedy algorithm
since the queue ensures the next best candidate match available is explored.
8

Thanks go to Anuj Dawar for providing the key insight in this proof.
Cormen et al. prove that determining the existence of a Hamiltonian circuit in a graph is NP-Complete [18].
Let G = (V, E) represent an instance of the Hamiltonian circuit problem. An instance of the Hamiltonian path
problem can be constructed as follows: let v represent an arbitrary vertex v ∈ V and define G 0 = ((V \ v) ∪
{v1 , v2 }, E 0 ); for every (u, v) ∈ E then (u, v1 ) ∈ E 0 and (u, v2 ) ∈ E 0 (similarly for (v, u) ∈ E) and if (i, j) ∈ E
and i 6= v and j 6= v then (i, j) ∈ E 0 . A Hamiltonian path exists in G0 iff there is a Hamiltonian circuit in G.
Therefore determining the existence of a Hamiltonian path in a graph is NP-Complete.
10
Interestingly, the cost of the mean maximum-cost circuit, (in other words the circuit which, on average, costs
the most per edge node in the circuit) can be computed in polynomial time. Karp describes the first polynomial
time solution to this problem [63]; Dasdan and Gupta provide a recent survey of work in this field and present some
incremental improvements [22]. Unfortunately, the mean maximum-cost circuit solution is not applicable to the
problem at hand since the mean maximum-cost circuit does not necessarily equate to the maximum-cost circuit.
9
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Table 5.1: Movement matrix for τ + 1 and τ + 2.
Since this algorithm is only a heuristic, there will be cases where this results in a non-optimal
ordering of matches, however in many cases the order matches are discovered in are close to
optimal. Providing a definitive assessment of the performance of a heuristic is often difficult.
The performance of the heuristic was assessed on 10000 bipartite graphs with a uniform distribution of the number of vertexes in the range 5 ≤ |X| ≤ 10 and |X| ≤ |Y | ≤ 10. Edge
weights are selected to have a bimodal distribution in one of two ranges (1) range (1000,10000)
is selected with probability 0.1, and (2) range (1,100) is selected with probability 0.9.
A bimodal distribution of edge weights increases the disparity between the optimal and
sub-optimal ordering of matchings; bimodal or multi-modal distributions are likely to exist in
the dataset since the are often strong correlations between ingress and egress positions in the
mix zone. The worst heuristic performance found during the test is shown in Figure 5.6; the
performance of all the test cases is shown in Figure 5.7. Overall the priority queue performs
well, selecting near optimal ordering of matchings in the majority of cases.
Using a queue to prioritise the search transforms the algorithm from a depth-first search to
a breadth-first search. The memory requirements for the breath-first algorithm are higher than
the depth first-search since the depth of the search tree is at most O(|E|) whereas in the worst
case the breadth of the tree grows linearly with the number of iterations of the algorithm. Since
it is anticipated the algorithm will run out of computation time in the case when there are i e
mappings this limitation does not constitute a major problem.

5.4

Real-time anonymity measurements

Interestingly, the level of anonymity received by a group of users moving through the mix zone
can change even after some users have left the mix zone. Only when every user has left is the
exact value of the level of anonymity in the mix zone known.
To illustrate this, consider the following simple scenario: a mix zone with four boundary
lines, north (n), south (s), east (e) and west (w) is illustrated in Figure 5.8. To simplify the
example, boundary lines are quantised coarsely so that each boundary line is represented by a
single boundary section in the movement matrix; furthermore any user entering the mix zone
is guaranteed to have left after either one or two time periods. A movement matrix for this
example is given in Table 5.1.
Consider the movements of two users u1 and u2 who enter the mix zone at the same time τ ,
one from n and one from e respectively. If u1 exits at time τ + 1 through s and u2 remains in
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Figure 5.6: The worst performance of the heuristic in all of the runs of the heuristic algorithm;
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Figure 5.8: Entropy of the mix zone is dependent on the exit taken by u 2 .
the mix zone, what level of mixing has occurred?
The measure of uncertainty is dependent on the exit taken by u 2 in the following time period
τ + 2. If u2 goes west, the possible matches are {n → s, e → w} and {e → s, n → w}. Of
these, according to the probabilities encoded in the movement matrix, the first is much more
likely. If, on the other hand u2 goes south, then the possible matches become {n → s, e → s}
and {e → s, n → s}, whose probabilities are identical. So, when u 2 goes south the attacker is
much less certain about what happened and u1 is much more anonymous (1 bit) than if u2 had
exited through west (0.47 bits).
Given a movement matrix for a mix zone, the location server can calculate a lower bound
on the level of mixing for a particular user u (who is still in the mix zone) by assuming all the
other current users leave the mix zone in the most probable manner. A lower bound on the level
of mixing u experiences can then be calculated for each possible exit from the mix zone.

5.5

Individual anonymity

The entropy measure used up until now calculates the level of uncertainty present in the attacker
determining the complete mapping between ingress pseudonyms and egress pseudonyms. If an
attacker is interested in tracking the movement of a particular user or subset of users, the entropy measure described in this chapter so far provides an over-estimate in the level uncertainty.
For example, consider users u1 , . . . , un whose occupancy in the mix zone overlap temporally.
There may be many mappings between ingress pseudonyms i1 , . . . , in and egress pseudonyms
e1 , . . . , em , and yet every mapping connects pseudonym i1 to pseudonym e1 . In this scenario,
the level of mixing experienced collectively may be very good, however the level of mixing
experienced by the user represented by pseudonym i1 is poor (since the attacker can determine
with a high degree of certainty that user i1 ≡ e1 ).
Therefore a model is required to take into account the variation in uncertainty for each
ingress pseudonym and egress pseudonym. A crude measure can be constructed by calculating
the anonymity set for each egress pseudonym ej ; in other words, the set of ingress pseudonyms
connected by an edge to the egress pseudonym ej in at least one of the matches m ∈ M .
A better model should take into account the likelihood of the occurrence of each of the
matchings P (m|M ). One way of achieving this is to estimate the probability of the mapping
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between ik to ej for a particular match m ∈ M as:

P (m|M ) if (ik , ej ) ∈ m
m
pik →ej =
0 otherwise

(5.3)

Therefore each egress pseudonym ej has a probability distribution defined over the set of
possible ingress pseudonyms ik as:
X m
j
pik →ej =
pik →e
(5.4)
j
mj ∈M

Entropy can then be used to measure the uncertainty in determining which ingress pseudonym matches a particular egress pseudonym. For example, an estimate of the level of uncertainty in the previous identity of egress pseudonym e j can be calculated as:
X
H ej = −
pik →ej log pik →ej
k

Intuitively, the entropy metric Hej is related to the number of possible ingress pseudonyms
which could have generated the egress pseudonym e; in other words, if entropy is measured as
b bits then one of 2b ingress pseudonyms could have generated the egress pseudonym.
This model of likely user movements across a mix zone is not the only way of providing a
quantitative metric of anonymity; however it does:
• take into account the likely movement of all the users in the mix zone to provide an
estimate of the collective movements of all users;
• use the collective movement model to infer the likely individual movements within the
context of the movements of others.
Intuitive user feedback is now possible, allowing the user to decide whether to suspend
certain location-aware applications or take a detour if the level of privacy offered is too low. For
example, the level of anonymity gained in a mix could be displayed as an “anonymity strength”
readout on the location device (e.g. mobile phone). A more futuristic approach might use virtual
reality goggles or a micro-optical display to annotate the user’s view of the surroundings with
details of the level of mixing obtained through exiting the mix zone in different directions.

5.6

Partial evaluation of occupancy

The number of users currently inside a mix zone is not necessarily known by an attacker; furthermore, busy mix zones may never empty of people, and therefore the bipartite graph modelling the ingress and egress of pseudonyms continues to grow indefinitely as more users move
though the mix zone. In many situations the number of users staying within the mix zone for
long periods is low (for example, see the analysis of Active Bat data in Chapter 7) and therefore
mixing can be estimated by assuming all users leave within a certain time period. This assumption allows the bipartite graph to be pruned in order to remove pseudonyms who are very likely
to have exited the mix zone.
Figure 5.9 provides a graphical representation of the pruning technique. The bipartite graph
is truncated to remove all vertexes representing egress pseudonyms who exited the mix zone
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Figure 5.9: The solid black vertexes remain after pruning, whereas the dashed grey vertexes are
removed. The solid red lines depict the edges remaining in the bipartite graph for estimating the
mapping between ingress pseudonyms and egress pseudonyms; the dashed grey lines represent
edges removed from the graph.
more than t seconds ago; all vertexes representing ingress pseudonyms which are not connected
by an edge to an egress pseudonym vertex are also removed. Since all users are assumed to
leave the mix zone within time t, then the oldest possible ingress pseudonym considered must
have entered the mix zone at most 2t seconds ago.

5.7

Summary

This chapter introduced the mix zone model to enable location privacy through anonymity. The
model functions by reducing the coverage area(s) of location information presented to untrusted
applications and therefore prevents malicious applications from tracking the long-term movement of users. Limiting the tracking of user movements reduces the chance an attacker can
correlate a pseudonym with a home location and thus infer the pseudonym’s real-world identity.
Calculation of the level of anonymity received in the mix zone model is difficult and in the
worst case (i.e. fully connected mapping between i ingress and e egress users) requires O(i e )
calculations. A method of calculating a lower bound on the level of mixing has been developed;
ensuring an optimal lower bound for a given computation time was shown to be NP-Complete
and a heuristic-based approach was developed. Methods of providing individuals with feedback
concerning the level of mixing within the mix zone was discussed.
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Chapter 6
Variable quality model
“Every axiom is a security weakness.”
—Fred B. Schneider,1 2003.

Chapter 4 described the principal benefits of anonymising location information over using
access control to enable location privacy. The aim of the variable quality model is to reduce
the spatio-temporal quality of location information in order to guarantee a minimum level of
anonymity (and therefore location privacy). This chapter starts with a description of one method
of using variable quality reduction to increase location privacy. Section 6.2 describes some
failure cases of the Gruteser and Grunwald granularity reduction method and presents a new
algorithm to provide safe spatially and temporally reduced location information.
Temporal and spatial granularity reduction achieves location privacy by ensuring multiple
location events overlap in both spatial and temporal domains. Therefore granularity reduction
introduces uncertainty about the identity of users. Let us consider a simple application which is
amenable to granularity reduction:
Find a Coffee Shop
A computer scientist with a love of coffee is in desperate need of a cappuccino.
Therefore he requests a list of nearby coffee shops from his mobile phone together
with a map of the local area. The application accepts a possibly empty set of
configuration parameters to control which coffee shops are suitable (e.g. only select
open shops with certain brands of coffee costing less than a specified amount).
The “Find a Coffee Shop” application will readily accept a reduction in spatial quality,
however the application needs to be responsive, and therefore only a very short degradation in
temporal quality is tolerable. For applications which are not interactive, reductions in temporal
quality are possible. For example, Gruteser and Grunwald describe a road hazard detection
application which monitors vehicle braking sensors to detect near-accident situations [40]. The
application requires high spatial accuracy (to accurately locate areas of the highway which are
accident-prone) however exact temporal data is not required (just enough to determine whether
it was day or night time and associate the accident statistic with relevant weather data).
1

Part of Fred Scheider’s presentation at an Advanced Summer School on Mobile Computing (http://www.
mobilecomputing.list.it/) in Pisa, Italy which the author attended in September 2003.
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Provided the location information returned to the application is spread over a large enough
temporal or spatial domain to conceivably originate from many users, an attacker will have
difficulty in determining user identity. There are two overall approaches to reducing the quality
of location information offered to applications in order to protect privacy:
Constant reduction: reduce the level of accuracy over a particular geographical region or time
domain by a constant factor. This has the advantage of knowing a priori what accuracy
can be offered to applications; however users may be exposed in certain locations (although suitable and relatively infrequent granularity adjustment should prevent long-term
tracking). Assessing the level of privacy protection received is difficult.
Variable reduction: dynamically adjust the resolution provided to always ensure some lowerbound on anonymity is met for each location event released. This approach is potentially
safer for the users; however applications must cope with varying levels of location accuracy.
This chapter concentrates on the latter technique, taking a similar approach to Gruteser and
Grunwald. Their work is extended here to permit session state pseudonymous applications to
function and allow multiple applications to request location information with both spatial and
temporal granularity reductions without compromising location privacy (even in the presence
of collusion). The analysis in the next section discusses a flaw in the spatial reduction algorithm
employed by Gruteser and Grunwald; an enhanced algorithm which enables these extensions
and corrects the flaw is also presented in the next section. Discussion begins with the security
policy:
Security policy
1. Application Registration: Applications must register with the location server and express
their preferences with regard to spatial and/or temporal granularity reduction.
2. User Registration: Users must register with the location server and inform the location
server of any applications they wish to use.
3. Location Service Guarantee: The location server aims to provide the location application with all the relevant location events. The location server must reduce the temporal
and spatial resolution to ensure the minimum level of anonymity requested by a user is
attained; the location server may reduce the resolution further than requested in order to
protect the location privacy constraints of other users. The location server will attach
a pseudonym to each location event to enable communication between the user and the
application.

6.1

Quantitative measure of anonymity

In the variable quality model, a location event is represented by the triple:
hpseudonym, location container , time period i.
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Figure 6.1: Three spatial areas at different time offsets t are marked with their anonymity set
size (either k or k + 1). One interpretation of the changing set sizes is that a single user is
walking from bottom to top and all other users are stationary. The likelihood of this prediction
depends on the relative probabilities of users moving as opposed to staying stationary.

The location server can adjust the size of the location container and the time period of the
location event in order to increase location privacy; such adjustments may result in a degradation
in performance of the location-aware application (e.g. the “Find a Coffee Shop” application
may have to list a greater number of shops than would be necessary if a precise location of the
computer scientist is known).
In the mix zone model, the attacker gained precise knowledge of user movement within the
application zone; this knowledge could then be applied to improve estimates of possible user
movements across the mix zone. For this reason the anonymity set is not a good measure for the
level of anonymity gained within the mix zone model. In the variable quality model the location
server can enlarge the location container and increase the time period associated with location
events to ensure every user is k-anonymous; in other words, ensure that at least k distinct
users are represented by location event triples with identical values for both location container
and time period . Provided the user pseudonym changes on every location update, an attacker
viewing the location event triples released by the location server cannot directly measure the
movement patterns of users from the data. Therefore the anonymity set measure is a suitable
quantitative metric of location privacy for the variable quality model.
Since each individual location event is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 others there can
exist no simple home locations; however it is still possible that a complex home location (e.g.
route to work) could reveal the identity of a user. For example, there remain scenarios where
an attacker, together with a model of possible user movement may be able to link pseudonyms
together (a prerequisite for a complex home location attack); for example see Figure 6.1. The
value of k can be increased to make a complex home location attack progressively more difficult.
Session state applications do not work if the pseudonym representing a particular user must
change with every new location event. If the pseudonym does remain constant, the user can
be tracked and anonymity (or more accurately pseudonymity) relies solely on there existing
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no complex home locations in the data set. If an attacker can determine the true identity behind a pseudonym, tracking is limited to the length of the session. Pseudonyms kept constant
for session state application interaction should be excluded from the anonymity measure since
otherwise an attacker has access to movement models of some of the users in the anonymity set.
The location server can choose how to reduce the spatial and temporal quality of the location
events in order to ensure the k-anonymity property holds. Since some applications may prefer
spatial quality reduction whereas other applications may prefer temporal reduction both these
approaches are explored next. These techniques can be considered as independent security
mechanisms which enforce the security properties of the variable quality model.
Section 6.2 analyses possible attacks on these two security mechanisms and examines how
a location server may safely provide temporally reduced location data to one application, while
revealing spatially reduced location events to another. This is non-trivial since, under the threat
model (see Section 4.5), applications are untrusted and therefore may collude and share information.

6.1.1 Spatial resolution reduction
Location data is normally indexed by coordinates, containment or proximity (see Section 2.1.4).
In order to apply spatial quality reduction, coordinate and proximity primitives are transformed
into containers.2 It is not sensible to centre containment on the user’s true location since averaging the container extent will reveal a more accurate estimate of user location; therefore
container boundaries must be constrained to boundary lines common to all users.
In order to achieve variable reduction in spatial quality, a hierarchy of successively less
accurate containers is needed. A tree data structure can be used to describe the containment
relation, where a node represents a location container and the boundary lines of any child nodes
are within the boundary line of their parent; in other words containers should be arranged so
that the boundary line of any given node in the tree is larger than, or equal to, the convex
hull of all its child node boundary lines. Ideally, containers should tessellate to ensure each
location coordinate lies within exactly one container at every level in the tree; this ensures that
any location event can be represented at every level of spatial quality. For a two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system, an R-tree structure of rectangles is applicable. (Section 6.2.4
describes the benefits of the R-tree data structure in greater detail.)
At a particular time, spatial quality reduction can be achieved for the current set of location
events by placing the location events at the nodes in the tree representing their spatial containment. Initially each location event is likely to be located at a leaf node in the tree since leaf
nodes represent the most accurate spatial containers for each location event. We can ensure
k-anonymity holds for all location events by moving each of the location events progressively
up the tree (and therefore reducing their spatial accuracy) until every location event has at least
k − 1 other location events sharing the same node in the tree. An efficient algorithm to do this
is discussed in the next section.
2

Container information can be transformed into proximity or coordinate formats after resolution reduction has
been achieved if applications prefer to receive events in these formats.
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6.1.2 Temporal resolution reduction
Temporal reduction of location events is achieved by increasing the time period over which the
location event could have occurred. In order to ensure users are k-anonymous, the location
server buffers consecutive location events received for each spatial container. When k location
events are recorded from k distinct users, the time period of all the location events are adjusted
to span from the time the first location event occurred to the time the last location event occurred. The location server can then attach a unique pseudonym to each location event and
release the data to the application. Since none of the location information for a particular spatial region is released until at least k distinct users have visited the spatial region, an attacker
cannot determine any details of the path taken by a user through the containers.
Buffering of k location events for a particular spatial container will often take more than
one location update period of the underlying location system. (Of course, if there are at least
k users simultaneously located within one spatial container, only one update period is needed.)
Therefore a user may pass through several containers while the location server is buffering
enough location events to ensure the k-anonymity property holds. It is important to ensure that
a user, who may visit a particular spatial region more than once before the k-anonymity property
is met, is only counted once in each spatial region.

6.2

Ensuring correctness

The last section described two security mechanisms to enforce the variable quality model
through either reduction in the temporal quality or reduction in the spatial quality of a location event. Some applications may prefer spatial quality reduction whereas other applications
may prefer temporal reduction. This section describes a method which enables a location server
to offer applications both spatially reduced and temporally reduced location data whilst maintaining the location privacy of its users. The section begins with a description of three attacks
which are made possible by allowing applications to choose whether to receive location events
with either spatial or temporal reductions in quality. This section then outlines a solution to
prevent these attacks from occurring.
In this section a basic quantum of space-time is represented by a cuboid c whose x and
y axes measure x1 to x2 and y1 to y2 and represent spatial coordinates; similarly, the z axis
represents time from t1 to t2 . For example, if a location event occurs at location (x,y) and time
t, it is contained within cuboid c if x1 ≤ x < x2 ∧ y1 ≤ y < y2 ∧ t1 ≤ t < t2 .
Spatial quality reduction is represented by grouping together two or more cuboids which are
spatially adjacent (as defined by the containment relation in Section 6.1.1) and are constrained
within one particular quanta of time zi to zi+1 . Similarly temporal reduction is achieved by
grouping together two or more cuboids adjacent in time along the z axis and are all part of a
particular basic quanta of space xj to xj+1 and yk to yk+1 .
When two or more cuboids are combined together by the location server to form a larger
container, the attacker does not know the number of users within each cuboid; instead he only
knows the total number, m, of users within a given set of cuboids. Let c 1 , . . . , cn represent
the number of users within each cuboid numbered 1, . . . , n. If all n cuboids are combined
by the location server in order to ensure each user is at least k-anonymous then the location
server is providing the attacker with the following information, (which is in the form of a linear
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Algorithm 6.1 Gruteser and Grunwald’s algorithm for spatial reduction of p u
Require: P : Set of people (initially all people located in the world)
Require: |P | ≥ k
q ← quadtree root
qprev ← quadtree root
while |P | > k do
qprev ← q
q ← get sub quad (pu , q) //select the sub-tree of q which contains pu
P ← members of (q)
output qqprev
equation):
c1 + . . . + cn = m ≥ k.

(6.1)

Note that each equation variable represents (an unknown) number of users within a cuboid,
and the equation defines a composition of cuboids which forms a container representing the
location events given to the attacker. According to the threat model, an attacker is a global
hostile observer and will therefore receive a set of linear equations describing all the location
events which the location server has made available. Since the location server may provide both
spatial reductions in quality and temporal reductions in quality to different applications, the
number of users in some of the cuboids ci may occur in two linear equations (once for temporal
reduction and once for spatial reduction). Under the assumptions of the variable quality model,
location privacy is broken if the attacker is able to conclude:
0

0

c1 + . . . + c n < k

(6.2)

for any combination of cuboids c1 + . . . + cn .
0

0

6.2.1 Worked example: the Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm
Analysis is conducted on a location privacy algorithm by Gruteser and Grunwald, where location data is anonymised by reducing either the spatial or temporal accuracy of location
events [41]. The algorithm uses the size of the anonymity set as its quantifiable metric of
location privacy. The spatial reduction algorithm uses a quad-tree data structure [111] to represent the containment relation of a hierarchy of progressively larger spatial containers. The
algorithm presented in the paper is described in Algorithm 6.1 and takes a single user’s position
pu and the location of other users p1 . . . pn ∈ P as input and returns the minimum spatial container for user pu which still meets the anonymity set size k; it does this by keeping track of the
current container q and the parent container qprev in a quad-tree representing successively more
accurate spatial containers.
The original attack presented in the Gruteser and Grunwald paper is now described in terms
of cuboids and linear equations. Figure 6.2 provides a graphical representation of the location
of users within the cuboids. Using Algorithm 6.1 on this data with k = 3 returns the following
location event triples:
hi1 , a, ti hi2 , a, ti hi3 , a, ti
hi4 , c, ti hi5 , c, ti hi6 , c, ti
hi7 , d, ti hi8 , d, ti hi9 , d, ti
hj, a+b+c+d, ti
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Figure 6.2: Example erroneous case of Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm with k = 3 as presented in the original paper. The algorithm returns quad-tree areas a, c, d and A = a + b + c + d,
leaving the user j exposed in b; an attacker can deduce that a single user occupies b because he
receives three sightings from a, b and c and one from the larger area A.

The location event triples represent the following set of linear equations:

  

1 0 0 0
a
3
 0 0 1 0  b   3 

  

 0 0 0 1  c  =  3 
1 1 1 1
d
10
which have four variables and four non-collinear equations. The attacker can break the anonymity introduced by Algorithm 6.1 through Gaussian elimination and infer a single user with
pseudonym j is located in the spatio-temporal region b (region b may be a home location, and
thus the privacy offered through pseudonymity to user j is potentially violated).
The anonymity methods proposed by Gruteser and Grunwald suffer from several problems:
• in certain cases the spatial reduction method described in Algorithm 6.1 does not ensure the set of released location events preserve location privacy (since the k-anonymity
requirement does not always hold);
• the quad-tree hierarchy which allows progressive reduction in spatial quality does not
take into account physical constraints of the environment (e.g. walls) which affects which
cuboids should be combined together to form larger containers;
• the methods proposed by Gruteser and Grunwald do not consider the potential for an
attacker to combine temporally reduced data with spatially reduced data in order to break
the location privacy offered to users; and
• shared location-aware applications require knowledge of the movement of other users of
the location server, and therefore efficiency can be improved by calculating the spatial
reduction of all the location events in one iteration through the quad-tree.
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6.2.2 Possible attacks on released location events
Section 6.1 demonstrated that the anonymity offered by a security mechanism which enforces
the variable quality model is broken if an attacker can produce an equation of the form shown in
Equation 6.2. Therefore the location server must ensure that any set of spatial containers (equations) built from cuboids (variables) do not allow the attacker to infer a container (equation)
which contains less than k location events.
Given a set of linear equations describing the released set of location events, any combination of subtraction or addition of equations is permissible (representing addition or subtraction
of cuboids which form different containers). Three possible ways of combining linear equations
which lead to possible attacks are described next.
Subtraction attack
If all the cuboids in container A are also cuboids present in container B then, in the case where
B 6= A, B \ A contains at least one cuboid. Subtracting the linear equation representing the
container A from the linear equation representing container B may result in a new container
(represented by a linear equation) with less than k location events. For example, the data released by the Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm for the scenario shown in Figure 6.3 is:
hi1 , a, ti hi2 , a, ti hi3 , a, ti
hj, a+b+c+d, ti
which is represented by the linear equations:

a


 

1 0 0 0 
 b = 3
1 1 1 1  c 
4
d


In this case the attacker can infer that j is alone and contained within the cuboids b+c+d,
since subtracting the first linear equation from the second produces the new linear equation
b+c+d = 1; this violates the constraint required in Equation 6.2 to ensure the variable quality
model provides k-anonymity.
Negation attack
An attacker can also use the absence of any location information to infer that someone is not in
a home location. For example, if a user has a simple home location covering a spatial region
which is absent from the released dataset then an attacker can infer the user must be present
elsewhere—the lack of any information from a spatial region allows an attacker to infer information concerning the location of individuals; this type of attack is especially important if a
user was supposed to be at a particular location (e.g. office desk) and an attacker (e.g. employer)
can demonstrate they were not. An example is shown in Figure 6.4. The data released by the
Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm for this example is:
hi1 , a, ti hi2 , a, ti hi3 , a, ti
hi7 , b, ti hi8 , b, ti hi9 , b, ti
hi4 , c, ti hi5 , c, ti hi6 , c, ti
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Figure 6.3: The Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm with k = 3 returns quad-tree areas a and
A = a+b+c+d, leaving the user j exposed in d; an attacker can deduce that a single user
occupies either b+c+d because he receives three sightings from a and one from A.

and this results in the the following set of linear equations (the last equation is implicitly derived
from the lack of any information for the cuboid d):
   

3
a
1 0 0 0
 0 1 0 0  b   3 
   

 0 0 1 0  c  =  3 
9
d
1 1 1 1
and from this the attacker can infer that d = 0.
Linear inference attack
If there are at least as many variables (cuboids) as equations (sets of cuboids released as containers) then an attacker can deduce the number of users within each cuboid which may potentially
result in pseudonyms being less than k-anonymous. If the scenario depicted in Figure 6.5 results in four containers a+b, c+d, a+c and b+d and the following dataset (not possible in the
Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm, but may occur with a more generalised algorithm):
hi1 , a+b, ti
hi01 , a+c, ti
hi4 , c+d, ti
hi03 , b+d, ti

hi2 , a+b, ti
hi02 , a+c, ti
hi5 , c+d, ti
hi05 , b+d, ti

hi3 , a+b, ti
hi04 , a+c, ti
hi6 , c+d, ti
hi06 , b+d, ti

then, when viewed as a set of linear equations, the attacker can use Gaussian elimination to
deduce the number of users in each cuboid. Note that the released datasets overlap—this may
occur as a result of multiple applications having different preferences for the type of spatiotemporal granularity reduction employed. (Recall that under the location anonymity threat
model (see Section 4.5) all applications are viewed as one global hostile observer).
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Figure 6.4: The Gruteser and Grunwald algorithm with k = 3 returns quad-tree areas a, b and c;
if d represents a simple home location, an attacker can deduce that the user who predominantly
occupies d is currently located elsewhere.
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Figure 6.5: If four containers a+b, c+d, a+c and b+d are released in an attempt to meet the
anonymity constraint k = 3 then Gaussian elimination can be used to infer the number of users
in each cell. For all meaningful values of k (k ≥ 2) then this scenario represents a successful
attack.
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Viewing the formation of cuboids into containers as linear equations allows careful analysis of the possible attack space; three methods have been presented which allow an attacker to
combine location events in different ways in order to infer a new container which contravenes
the location privacy criteria expressed in Equation 6.2. Since Equation 6.2 is a necessary precondition for breaking the k-anonymity property, a security mechanism which prevents these
three types of attack enforces the variable quality model and therefore protects location privacy.

6.2.3 Container constraints
The linear inference, subtraction and negation attacks can be avoided by constraining the shape
of containers the location server generates. A simple and effective measure is to force each
variable to appear exactly once in any linear equation; in other words every cuboid is contained
within exactly one container, so no containers can overlap either spatially or temporally with
each other. This is difficult if two applications require access to the same underlying location
data, with one preferring temporal quality reduction and the other preferring spatial quality
reduction.
In order to permit multiple applications which have different spatial and temporal accuracy
requirements to function, multiple views on the same dataset can be constructed. A view is
simply a set of containers which make use of each cuboid at most once. If every view uses a
different set of pseudonyms to represent the same underlying users the following constraints on
any released linear equations prevent an attacker from applying one of the attacks presented in
the last section:
1. no linear equation shall contain only the variables of another (no subtraction attack),
2. the set of linear equations is under-constrained (no linear inference), and
3. the set of linear equations for each view of the dataset contains every variable (no negation
attack).
These three rules translate into spatio-temporal restrictions on containers:
1. all containers must be at least partially disjoint from one another,
2. the number of containers positioned over any spatio-temporal region must be less than
the number of cuboids used to construct the containers, and
3. for every view, each cuboid must be present in exactly one container.
One convenient and safe arrangement of containers built on top of cuboids is to permit only
two types of resolution reduction:
Spatial reduction: a set of non-overlapping containers which (1) contain at least three cuboids,
and (2) every cuboid in a container is in the same time period (t i , ti + 1);
Temporal reduction: a set of non-overlapping containers which (1) contain at least two
cuboids, and (2) every cuboid within a container is located in the same spatial region
(xj , xj+1 ), (yk , yk+1 ).
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(a) Space-time region

(b) Spatial containers

(c) Temporal containers

Figure 6.6: One valid arrangement of spatial and temporal container views. Figures (b) and (c)
provide two views on the same underlying data contained within the space-time segment shown
in (a).

Note that spatially reduced containers cannot overlap with other spatially reduced containers
(nor can temporally reduced containers overlap with each other); however temporally reduced
containers may intersect spatially reduced containers. Provided the spatially reduced containers and temporal reduced containers both cover the entirety of space-time, then the following
container constraints meet the three rules described above:
1. All containers must be at least partially disjoint from one another. Intersection is only
possible between temporal resolution reduction containers and spatial resolution reduction containers. This intersection is only ever partial, since temporal containers must be
at least two units of time long, and spatial containers can only ever be one unit of time
long.
2. The number of containers positioned over any spatio-temporal region must be less than
the number of cuboids used to construct the containers. The smallest size temporally
reduced and spatially reduced containers can be optimally packed as shown in Figure 6.6
which contains two spatially reduced containers and three temporally reduced containers placed on top of the same underlying user data. In this configuration there are six
unknown variables (cuboids) and five containers (linear equations), so the problem is
under-constrained. Decreasing the spatial resolution (i.e. adding one or more cubes in
the same time period to a spatial container) or temporal resolution (i.e. adding one or
more cubes in the same spatial area to a temporal container) introduces more unknown
variables (cuboids) than linear equations (containers), so a linear inference attack is not
possible for larger-sized containers.
3. For every view, each cuboid must be present in at least one container. Both spatially
reduced containers and temporally reduced containers cover all of space-time (at least all
of space-time which is representable in the model), so this rule is satisfied.
The spatial reduction and temporal reduction views meet the three spatio-temporal restriction rules outlined earlier and therefore ensure the three attacks presented earlier are not possible. However whilst the spatial and temporal views do not lead to an immediate attack, it is
possible for an attacker to position an observer within one or more cuboids at carefully chosen
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times and use the information gained about underlying user positions to provide enough data to
mount a substraction attack, negation attack or possibly a linear inference attack. Therefore giving away more than one view on a location dataset increases the power carefully placed hostile
observers may pose to the system. There are two approaches to reducing this risk: (1) increase
the minimum number of cuboids which make up the spatial or temporal containers and therefore decrease the ratio of linear equations to variables; and (2) increase the value of k in order to
reduce the likelihood of an attack leading to an actual invasion of location privacy (i.e. inferring
the real-world identity of a pseudonym).

6.2.4 Modelling environmental constraints
Defining spatial reduction is more difficult in built-up areas (e.g. inside offices or streets) than
open spaces because the environment restricts the movement of users due to the existence of
obstructions. Progressive reductions in spatial accuracy must combine areas which are logically
adjacent rather than necessarily physically closest. For example, combining location events
based on Cartesian coordinates alone is not sensible if users in portions of two different rooms
are combined together in preference to all users of one room. For this reason a simple quadtree data structure representing successive refinement of spatial accuracy is not appropriate
in environments with obstructions. Instead, containment should take into account the logical
connectivity of spatial regions.
Samet describes in detail several spatial data structures [112], including the R-tree data
structure (a generalisation of the B-tree data structure where every node in the tree has at most
two children). An R-tree of the order (m, M ) contains between m ≤ dM/2e and M entries
for each node in the tree except for the root node which has at least two entries (unless it is a
leaf node). Each node in the tree represents a rectangle which is a tight spatial bound on all the
containers within its subtree.
An example (2, 10) R-tree for the first floor of AT&T Labs Cambridge is shown in Figure 6.7; note that rooms undergo adaptive subdivision in order to increase the spatial accuracy
within a room; the leaves of the tree contain a list of cuboids which define the outline of the
relevant portion of the room (not drawn on the diagram to aid clarity of the rest of the figure).
The R-tree has been constructed to demonstrate one interpretation of logical adjacency of rooms
on the first floor.
Samet describes several methods of performing insertion and deletion of spatial containers
into an R-tree as well as methods of determining the set of containers any given location position
is a member of. Since rooms and groups of rooms are not always rectangular, the bounding
rectangles represented by nodes in the R-tree may overlap. A room, or portion of a room
can only appear in one subtree. So, when we wish to determine the hierarchy of containers a
room (or area within a room) is in,the search may involve following more than one subtree.
Therefore, if there are n nodes in the R-tree, the worst case search cost is O(n). Foley et al.
describe a method of providing a unique address to each leaf node, based on the path from root
to leaf in a quad-tree [35]. This technique can be extended to an (m, M ) R-tree with n nodes and
a maximum tree depth of N by assigning n addresses in the address space M N . For example,
room 107a in the graph shown in Figure 6.7 is addressed as 001; the first digit determines which
edge to choose from the root node to a secondary node; the second digit determines the edge
from the secondary node to the tertiary node, and so on.
A location event described in Cartesian coordinates can be converted into a cuboid by thresh103
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Figure 6.7: Figure (a) gives a direct view of the R-tree representing the spatial containment
relation of the rooms on the first floor of AT&T Labs Cambridge, which is shown in Figure (b).
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Algorithm 6.2 Spatial reduction
Require: k = anonymity size
Require: L = set of location sightings as (pseudonym, address) pairs
proc process region(address, subtree)
if leafnode(subtree) then
found ← ∅
while address of (head (L)) = address do
found ← found ∪ {pop(L)}
return found
else
regions ← ∅
k anon ← true //remains true iff all subregions have ≥ k pseudonyms
for all c ∈ children(subtree) do
r ← process region(address of (c), c)
regions ← regions ∪ {r}
if |r| < k then
k anon ← false
if k anon then
return regions
else
reduce ← ∅
for all (pseudonym, old address) ∈ regions do
reduce ← reduce ∪ {(pseudonym, address)}
return reduce
proc Reduce Granularity()
r ← process region(∅, R−tree)
if |r| < k then
return ∅
else
return r
olding. A matrix representing the mapping from cuboids to the correct position in tree (represented by the address procedure described above) can be used to find the position of the location
event in the R-tree in O(1). Using the matrix data structure increases the performance of determining a cuboid’s position in the R-tree at the expense of memory usage (which scales linearly
with coverage area).

6.2.5 Combining container constraints and spatial models
Efficient computation of temporal and spatial container regions is much easier for the variable
quality model than the mix zone model. Applications can express interest in location data
with either a fixed spatial resolution or fixed temporal resolution. Temporal reduction can be
achieved by combining cuboids in the temporal domain to build a new container which contains
at least k users and meets the minimum number of cuboids required to build a container. Spatial
reduction can be done by combining multiple containers together using the R-tree as a guide
for adjacency. In order to ensure the minimum number of cuboids exist in any spatial container
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Figure 6.8: Figure (a) shows the raw location data of the users in the world together with the
R-tree which describes spatial proximity. Figure (b) shows the result of running the reduction
algorithm on the raw location data.
a leaf node in the R-tree should contain the minimum number of cuboids.
The matrix mapping scheme can determine the position of l location events in the R-tree
with n nodes with complexity O(l). The location events can then be sorted (ordered by unique
address) in O(l log l) time. Algorithm 6.2 processes an ordered list of location events to produce
a list of spatially reduced location events in O(l + n) time. The algorithm works by processing
the R-tree describing the physical environment in a top-down fashion. At node d, the algorithm
recursively visits all its children to calculate the number of location events in each container.
If the visited node d is a leaf node, then the location events contained within its spatial region
are at the head of the list of location events (provided that the ordering for sorting the list and
recursing the R-tree is the same); these location events are removed from the list and returned to
the calling function. If the visited node d is not a leaf node and each child node contains at least
k users, then the container addresses of the location events are returned to the calling function
unaltered; otherwise the container addresses are updated to the address assigned to the current
node d.
To aid understanding of the algorithm, consider the simple example shown in Figure 6.8(a)
where k = 3 and the minimum number of cuboids within a spatial container is 4. For this
example the elements of the sorted list are:
L=

[h1, 00i, h2, 00i, h3, 00i, h7, 1xi,
h8, 1xi, h9, 1xi, h4, 20i, h5, 20i, h6, 21i]

The algorithm starts at the root node (labelled xx) and recurses to node 0x followed by 00 which
(since it is a leaf node) returns three the location events [h1, 00i, h2, 00i, h3, 00i] from the head
of the list L. The function then recurses to node 01 and returns no location events. The location
events received from its children at node 0x are now processed; one child (namely 01) does not
provide k-anonymity (in this case 01 provides no location events) so the address labels of all
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the location events within this subtree are relabelled with 0x before being returned to the calling
function. Processing of the remaining two branches from the node xx continues in a similar
fashion, resulting in the spatial reductions depicted in Figure 6.8(b) and shown below:
L0 =

6.3

[h1, 0xi, h2, 0xi, h3, 0xi, h7, 1xi,
h8, 1xi, h9, 1xi, h4, 2xi, h5, 2xi, h6, 2xi]

Summary

This chapter introduced the variable quality model to enable location privacy through anonymity. The model works by reducing the spatio-temporal accuracy of location information in order
to ensure users are at least k-anonymous. This technique prevents an attacker from determining
home locations associated with the data and therefore prohibits malicious application writers
(who may collude) from correlating a pseudonym with a real-world identity.
The major flaws of the spatio-temporal reduction algorithms of Gruteser and Grunwald
were discussed. The attack strategy was formalised using a set of linear equations in order to
demonstrate how the flaws could be successfully removed. A method of performing (correct)
spatio-temporal granularity reduction which scales O(l log l+n) in complexity with the number
of users l and number of containers n in an R-tree hierarchy was developed.
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Chapter 7
Implementation
“[W]hile technology infrastructures tend to persist for
generations, laws and policies can change overnight. . . . If we do
nothing, new technologies will give the government new automatic
surveillance capabilities that Stalin could never have dreamed of.”
—Phil Zimmermann,1 1996.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 described two different security mechanisms for enforcing location
privacy through anonymity. This chapter demonstrates how these techniques can be applied to
real data gathered from the Active Bat system. The chapter starts with a discussion on the
quality of location data available and then analyses the performance of the mix zone model and
variable quality model using these data.

7.1

Available location data

An empirical analysis of the performance of the mix zone model and variable quality model
requires access to a large body of location data concerning the movement of individuals in their
environment. It is expected that the behaviour of both schemes will depend on the movement
patterns and density of the user population. Detailed movement data are available from the
Active Bat system and this can be used to assess the levels of location privacy available in
a fairly constrained indoor setting. Unfortunately information concerning the movement of
individuals in wide area outdoor scenarios is scarce. This is partially because the dominant
source for fine-grained outdoor location data is currently GPS, which is an inside-out location
technology, and therefore there is no central repository of movement data of all GPS users. 2
Location data from mobile phone network operators is still not of sufficient quality to offer
fine-grained location-based services, although this will undoubtedly improve as more advanced
techniques to increase the accuracy are deployed (see the discussion in Section 2.2.3).
An alternative approach is to use simulation of user movement to estimate the effectiveness
of the mix zone model and variable quality model. Micro-models of the movement of crowds
within buildings, stadia and city centres has received attention from researchers investigating
the movements of people during emergency situations. Research often focuses on modelling
1
2

http://www.cdt.org/crypto/current_legis/960626_Zimm_test.html
From a privacy perspective one might regard this as a good thing.
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how people react to a fire within a confined space; these models are then used to improve the
design of emergency exits. Helbing et al. describe a method of simulating the movement of
pedestrians as a many particle system [48] where each individual pedestrian is represented by
an individual particle (often called microscopic simulation). Pedestrians are assigned a desired
velocity and sociological and physical constraints (e.g. walls) are modelled as forces which
affect the movement of the individual. The movement of users is described by a set of coupled
differential equations where the velocity of the individual is modified by the interaction forces
of other individuals and physical constraints. Gloor used this method to produce a simulator
called PedSim3 which models the movement of hikers through Alpine terrain [39].
Teknomo provides a detailed description of the various microscopic pedestrian models
present in the literature [132] and develops a computer-aided method of measuring the movement of people across the field of view of a camera mounted vertically above a street. The
collected movement data was then used to validate several movement models. Teknomo has
published the pedestrian simulator developed as part of his PhD work on the Internet. 4
The current generation of microscopic simulators assume pedestrians have simple goals; for
example, simulating panic and attempts by individuals to exit from a burning building. More
complex models representing the likely long-term goals of shoppers and tourists present in a
city centre are needed in order to ensure realistic movement models can be generated. Accurate
long-term goal models (e.g. “visit shop X to buy book, stop for coffee at cafe Y, go to bus stop”)
are a prerequisite for using simulated data to estimate the likely level of location privacy in
the mix zone model and predict the levels of accuracy reduction in the variable quality model.
Therefore this dissertation uses data from the Active Bat system to enable analysis of the mix
zone model and variable quality model.

7.1.1 Active Bat data
The data used in this chapter were collected from an installation of the Active Bat system
at AT&T Labs Cambridge during January and February 2002. This dataset was chosen in
preference to more recent data gathering activities within the Laboratory for Communication
Engineering because: (1) the coverage area at AT&T was much larger; and (2) a greater number
(and larger percentage) of employees at AT&T wore their bat consistently whilst in the office.
The raw dataset contains over ten million location events. Several filters were applied to
remove location events which are: (1) from Bats not attached to personnel; (2) recorded outside
weekdays between 9am and 5pm; and (3) outside the constraints of the first floor of the building.
A plan view of the building can be seen in Figure 7.1. The figure also depicts three types of
spatial containers which are used to create four event-based location services:
Teleport desktops: when a user enters a computer zone and clicks a button on their Bat, their
current desktop is moved (via VNC) to the computer associated with the computer zone.
Gym card reminder: when a user collects a (physical) corporate gym card the user clicks on
the gym card reminder service button positioned in hallway 1W. The reminder service
then commands the Active Bat to play an audible beep (similar to a mobile phone ring
3
4

http://pedsim.silmaril.org/
http://people.revoledu.com/kardi/
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Figure 7.1: Layout of the mix zone. Each coloured area represents an application zone; all other
areas represent the mix zone.

tone) every thirty minutes until the token is returned. The user will not notice the audible
signal whilst at the gym,5 but will be reminded on return.
Sentient scanner: a user can click one of several buttons positioned in hallway 1E to control
a “sentient” scanner. Controls allow selection of sheet feeder and image format; the
scanned data are then delivered to the user via email.
Automatic door opening: when a user approaches the (locked) internal door between the stairwell and main corridor, the automatic door application detects their presence in the doorway zone and unlocks the door.

7.2

Mix zone model performance

By using the location server as an anonymising proxy each of the event-based applications
described in Section 7.1.1 can be modified to function without knowledge of the true identity of
the user generating the location information. Some applications require session state to function.
For example, the sentient scanner is controlled by several buttons in hallway 1E and it requires
session state pseudonymity over the region of all these buttons (the application zone) in order
to correlate successive button clicks of the user. If the user wishes to retain the same scanner
5

Bat audio feedback is controlled centrally via a radio interface from the controlling system to the Bat. Therefore when the Bat is not locatable, or when placed in a specially designated “quiet zone” it will not provide any
audio alerts.
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settings between visits, then a fixed state pseudonym is required. When a user interested in
using the sentient scanner enters the scanner’s application zone, the location server assigns a
pseudonym to the user’s location events and passes these events via an event-based callback
mechanism to the application. The application processes these location events (effecting the
appropriate controls on the scanner hardware) and emails the user any scanned images using
the location server as an anonymising proxy to forward the email addressed to the pseudonym
to the correct underlying user identity.
Using pseudonyms to anonymise location information prevents applications from directly
discovering user identity. However other information (particularly in the content of scanned
documents or computer desktops) will provide further information which may enable an attacker to link a pseudonym with an underlying user (this issue was first discussed in Section 4.4.2); some of the information contained within the stream of data transferred between
these applications and anonymising proxy might be more privacy invasive than the release
of the current mapping between user identity and pseudonym (consider the scenario where a
VNC desktop is currently displaying a user’s hospital appointment or on-line banking details).
Notwithstanding that, the choice of applications here may not be ideal, but the availability of
the data at least permits a demonstration of how the mix zone model can be applied to a real
dataset.
Some of the computer zones shown in Figure 7.1 are also simple home locations. For
example, the location of the computer zone in Room 111 contains the home location shown in
Figure 4.6. These home locations are preserved in the location privacy analysis which follows
since user movements are affected by the presence or absence of location-aware applications;
removing the application zones does not remove their effect on the underlying data patterns.
An untrusted application is able to determine (with a high degree of certainty) the mapping
between a pseudonym and employee if the pseudonym is positioned within a home location. A
more advanced location server could use the techniques presented in Section 4.3.3 to prevent
application zones from being registered in home locations. However, complex home locations
may span multiple application zones, and therefore removal of all home locations is a very difficult task. The number of complex home locations in the dataset may be reduced due to the
spatial restrictions imposed by the requirement for the registration of (relatively small) application zones. Nevertheless some complex home locations may remain, and detecting them in an
automated fashion is difficult. Thankfully, restricting the coverage area of an untrusted application limits the scope of the privacy invasion to the geographical limits of the application zone,
provided that an attacker cannot link together movements of users between application zones.
Chapter 5 argued that the anonymity set is an inadequate measure of the anonymity in the
mix zone model (and therefore a poor measure of location privacy). This deficiency can be
demonstrated using the AT&T February 2002 data. The update period of the bat system was
adjusted by post-processing the movement data to assess user location at 1, 10 and 60 second
intervals. Figure 7.2 provides a bar chart of the cardinality of the anonymity set for the mix
zone (all areas which are not application zones in Figure 7.1) for the measurement period. The
size of the anonymity set suggests fairly low levels of anonymity for users passing through the
mix zone. The event-based location-aware applications presented in the previous section would
not function with a location update period of 10 or 60 seconds, however it does demonstrate
that quite drastic decreases in update rate do not significantly increase the level of anonymity
offered to the user; this is because the mix zone is quite large and there is a small population of
users present on the first floor of the laboratory.
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Figure 7.2: Size of anonymity set for different update periods of the location system. The mix
zone for this dataset consists of the areas not defined as application zones in Figure 7.1.

The modelling techniques described in Chapter 5 can be applied to these data. Figure 7.3
describes the distribution of the time periods spent inside the mix zone by AT&T researchers
during January 2002. A significant number of users spend less than two seconds in the mix
zone; given the geographical layout of the application zones, it was initially expected that few
sightings would result in time periods of less than five seconds. The cause of these movements
can be attributed to: (1) user movement near the edge of computer zones where researchers
regularly move from typing at their keyboard to reading or writing at their desk; (2) location
sensor error in which the direct line of sight between a Bat and the matrix of ceiling receivers
is obscured—instead a location event is calculated based on a reflection of the ultrasonic pulse
from a flat surface in the environment (a computer monitor is a common reflector); and (3) since
the Bat transmits an unencoded ultrasound pulse, occasionally ultrasonic transmissions present
naturally in the environment are detected instead of an (obscured) Bat ultrasound transmission.
Analysis of the movement data for the mix zone reveals strong correlations between incoming and outgoing movements, particularly for short time spans; this is as one might expect from
a mix zone with an appreciable distance across it. Figure 7.4 provides a view of the movement
matrix for several shorter time periods constructed from the movements across the mix zone;
note the strong correlation between the ingress and egress events from the same computer zone.
Since strong correlations are present in the data the movement matrix provides a tighter
bound on the level of anonymity experienced by the users moving through the mix zone
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of times taken by users to cross the mix zone.

than is possible with the anonymity set measure. The February 2002 dataset can be analysed with the mix zone model to measure the level of anonymity available in the mix
zone. For this comparison a movement matrix was generated using data from January 2002.
The movement matrix consists of ingress and egress positions represented by the application zones depicted in Figure 7.1; the temporal components are grouped into five ranges
[0, 2), [2, 5), [5, 10), [10, 30), [30, ∞].
Since the mix zone is quite large, it rarely empties completely, and therefore the bipartite
graph representing the movements of users into and out of the mix zone is partially evaluated
by assuming all users leave within four minutes of entry (see Section 5.6 for more details).
Location movement data were replayed so that the number of bipartite matches found (using
the heuristic described in Algorithm 5.4) was limited as if location events had occurred in realtime.
One week of the February 2002 dataset was analysed with the mix zone model using a movement matrix constructed from data recorded in January 2002. More than 83% of movements
across this mix zone were successfully followed by selecting the most likely ingress pseudonym
for any given egress pseudonym using the methods described in Section 5.5. On many occasions more than one successive movement by the same underlying user could be successfully
predicted. A bar chart of the number of (non-zero) successive correct correlations of ingress
pseudonym with egress pseudonym is shown in Figure 7.5.
The level of location privacy afforded by using the mix zone model with the application
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zones outlined in Figure 7.1 is poor. This is because the user population is low and fairly
static, and therefore making predictions concerning the movement of individuals is relatively
easy. Large numbers of successive correlations of ingress pseudonyms with egress pseudonyms
increase the likelihood that an attacker can determine a complex home location for the user
being tracked.

7.3

Variable quality model performance

In this section the performance of the variable quality model is assessed using location data
available from the Active Bat system for February 2002. In order to apply the variable quality
model to these data the coordinate data provided by the Active Bat must be transformed into
container-based location information. Therefore the Bat data were preprocessed to reduce the
update period of the location events to 1 second with spatial containers of 10 cm × 10 cm.
Therefore our basic quanta of space-time, or cuboid, measures 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 second.
Spatial accuracy reduction is performed as described in Chapter 6 using Algorithm 6.2.
Since the user population is quite small, only the very upper levels of the R-tree appear in the
released dataset. Figure 7.6 shows the portions of the R-tree which appeared in the spatially
reduced dataset together with a bar chart which depicts the level of spatial reduction applied to
meet the anonymity set size constraint of k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. (A very small fraction of location
events were released under the containers Room 112, Hall 1E, Room 101 and Hall 1L. These
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do not do not feature in the bar chart in order improve clarity of presentation.) In a small number
of cases there were less than k people on the entire floor and therefore a reading of “no data”
was recorded.
The level of accuracy reduction required to achieve k-anonymity is quite severe. Some
applications, such as “Where is the nearest working printer?” still work, however other applications may not function. Such severe spatial reduction occurs because the user population is
sparse; in particular, the prevention of a negation attack (see Section 6.2.2) requires large spatial
reductions even when several people are in close proximity.
Temporal reduction was performed on the data for anonymity set sizes of k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}.
Figure 7.7 shows the mean value of temporal reduction required to meet the minimum level
of k-anonymity for different spatial regions. The minimum level of temporal reduction was
just under two hours when k = 2; the maximum time taken for temporal reduction was 19
days. Some portions of the environment do not receive any sightings and therefore there is no
coverage in those regions whatsoever.
The temporally reduced data can be used to provide some useful applications. For example,
the data might be used to maintain a model of the position of obstacles in the environment. In
the office environment, furniture is not stationary; chairs, tables and cupboards are occasionally
moved by occupants. Therefore the world model which catalogues the position of these objects
needs maintenance. Harle and Hopper demonstrate techniques to detect the position of office
furniture [42]; data subject to moderate temporal reduction still support this technique. The
availability of particular routes or pathways through the building can also be detected. Harle and
Hopper describe [43] how a Voronoi diagram [6] can be constructed using movement data from
Bat location data. Such a diagram could be used to aid the movement of autonomous robots
around the building or deliver fire escape directions to visitors in the case of an emergency.

7.4

Summary

This chapter has applied the variable quality model and the mix zone model to location data
from the Active Bat system. The level of location privacy available through the mix zone model
is low; this is because the population of users within the first floor of AT&T was small and the
movement of users is low, since researchers spent the majority of time in front of their desks.
For this reason the level of spatial and temporal reduction in the variable quality model is also
high.
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Figure 7.6: The upper portion of the R-tree used to represent the hierarchy of spatial regions for
the first floor of AT&T. The bar chart of the level of spatial reduction applied to location events
is shown in Figure (b).
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temporal reduction for k = 5.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
“You have zero privacy anyway—get over it.”
—Scott McNealy,1 1999.
This dissertation has explored the feasibility of using anonymisation to enable location privacy in ubiquitous computing. Using anonymisation to protect location privacy has been shown
to possess a number of potential advantages compared with access control: (1) users may prefer
to remain anonymous when interacting with certain services; (2) configuration of access control parameters can be difficult and error prone and thus run counter to the aims of ubiquitous
computing (namely that of exhibiting low cognitive load and automation of tasks whenever possible); and (3) anonymising location places applications outside the TCB and therefore increases
our confidence in the protection of location privacy.
Not all applications can be written to use anonymised (or indeed pseudonymised) location data; therefore access control methods are still required in particular instances. However
anonymised location data can enable a large class of location-aware applications. A significant
subset of this class of applications can also provide services to the user with reduced temporal
or spatial accuracy of data. Two typical types of location-aware application which are suited
to location privacy protection through anonymisation were identified: (1) applications which
are only interested in one or more restricted coverage areas, and (2) applications which do not
require accurate temporal and spatial accuracy but only one or the other.
The mix zone model was developed to enable location privacy through anonymity for applications which function with restricted coverage areas. A metric based on information theory
was developed to measure the likelihood an attacker could track the movement of users between
application zones and therefore invade the location privacy of users.
The variable quality model was developed to enable location privacy through anonymity for
applications which continue to function with either temporally or spatially reduced accuracy.
Location data are released under the condition that every user shares the temporal and spatial
parameters of the location event with at least k − 1 other users. Therefore the value of k, the
size of the anonymity set, is used as the metric of location privacy.
The mix zone model and variable quality model were applied to location-aware applications
using the Active Bat system. The level of location privacy obtained was low, however the
analysis demonstrated that the mix zone model and variable quality model can be applied to
real-world data.
1

http://www.wired.com/news/politics/0,1283,44255,00.html
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The difficultly with using anonymisation to protect location privacy is in the very act of
data anonymisation itself. In short, anonymisation is hard. This is, in part, because a model
of the knowledge of an attacker is required in order to anonymise information successfully,
yet providing an accurate model is often difficult. Therefore it is necessary to overestimate
the power of an attacker in order to provide a reasonable assurance of safety. In addition,
it can be hard to remove subtle clues as to the underlying user identity represented by highaccuracy location data; for example, removing complex home locations from a dataset is very
problematic in the general case. Finally, even relatively simple security models can quickly
become computationally intractable, and therefore reliance is necessarily placed on heuristics
and lower-bound estimates.

8.1

Future work

Location privacy through anonymity has the potential to be more successful for users in outdoor
regions than indoor areas since the user population is larger and more mobile outdoors than in an
indoor environment. Currently, quantifying this difference is difficult—access to fine-grained
location data of users moving through a large outdoor region is not yet generally available. This
situation will change. Fine-grained location information is likely to be available to operators
of mobile phone networks in the near future; it would be interesting to apply the techniques
presented in this dissertation to this dataset.
Providing a quantitative measure of anonymity for the mix zone model or variable quality
model currently requires a trusted location server which receives location events for a specific
group of users; a user’s anonymity is then measured with reference to the location events of
all other users in the group. In an user-controlled or user-mediated architecture, location data
concerning the movements of other users in the near vicinity may not be available to the location
server. However, some people may not wish to place trust in any one third-party entity and may
want to use a user-controlled or user-mediated architecture. A method of enabling a quantitative
measure of location privacy in this scenario is desirable.
Enhancements to the mix zone model could enable a location server to use historical movement data to estimate the likely change in the level of mixing if the registration of a new application is accepted; similar techniques could be used to provide feedback to users when registering
new application zones (for example, if a user wishes to register for a new application then the
location server can use data detailing their past movement records to tell the user what the likely
levels of mixing obtained between their existing applications and the new application are going
to be).

8.2

Outlook

Computing systems of the future are going to gather an ever increasing amount of personal
information in order to automate tasks for people and reduce the cognitive load placed on users.
Much of the personal information required is considered by many to be private and therefore
users will not want it to be made publicly available, or at least not publicly attributable to them.
Therefore there appears to be a clash between the need for personal data in order to manage the
growing complexity inherent in ubiquitous computing and the need to preserve the privacy of
users of ubiquitous computing technologies.
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Technology is not privacy neutral—the design of the architecture to support ubiquitous computing applications will have a large impact on the privacy available to users. Privacy, like security, is hard to retrofit to a design, and therefore in order to preserve user privacy it is critical
that the design of the architecture to support ubiquitous computing is carried out carefully.
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Appendix A
Entropy for collective mixing always
increases
Measurement of the level of collective mixing in the mix zone model may consider as many as
ie possible matches between i ingress pseudonyms and e egress pseudonyms. The algorithm
presented in Section 5.3.2 iteratively determines all possible matchings m 0 , m1 , . . . , mn−1 . Let
pk represent the probability of the kth match, P (mk ). The algorithm presented in Section 5.3.2
guarantees that p0 is the most probable match (since the LAPJV algorithm always returns the
most likely match) and all matches found have a non-zero probability, therefore:
p0 > pi > 0 where i = 1, . . . , n − 1.

(A.1)

Since the probability of the kth match represents the absolute probability of e ingress pseudonyms exiting as e egress pseudonyms with respect to match mk then:
n−1
X
i=0

(A.2)

pi ≤ 1

On the kth iteration of the lazy matching algorithm, an upper-bound estimate of the probability of the mapping between ingress and egress pseudonyms is calculated as:
pj
= Pk

(k) def

qj

(A.3)

i=0 pi

Therefore the entropy of the mix zone on finding the kth match is:

Hk

X pj
P
= −
j

= −

X

i

pi

(k)

log



(k)

qj log qj

p
Pj
i

pi



j

T HEOREM 3 For all values of k in the range 0, . . . , n − 1, Hk < Hk+1 .
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(A.4)

P ROOF The theorem can be proved by induction. First, start with the base case:

−

p0
log
p0



H0 < H 1



1
X
pj
p0
pj
< −
log
p0
p
+
p
p0 + p 1
0
1
j=0


1
X
pj
pj
0 < −
log
p + p1
p0 + p 1
j=0 0

which is true since the constraints in Equations A.1 and A.2 ensure p 0 and p1 are in the range
(0, 1). Step case:

−

k
X
j=0

Hk < Hk+1
k+1
X
(k)
(k)
(k+1)
(k+1)
qj log qj
< −
qj
log qj
j=0

<

(k+1)
−qk+1

(k+1)
log qk+1

−

k
X

(k+1)

qj

(k+1)

log qj

j=0

Therefore in order to demonstrate Hk < Hk+1 it is sufficient to show:
(k)

(k)

−qj log qj

(k+1)

≤ −qj

(k+1)

(A.5)

log qj

for all j in range 0, . . . , k. Note that the less than operator becomes less than or equals because
(k+1)
(k+1)
there is an additional (positive) term −qk+1 log qk+1 in Hk+1 not included in the term by term
comparison in Equation A.5.
We can prove Hk < Hk+1 by rearranging Equation A.5:
(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

−qj log qj

(k+1)

≤ −qj

(k+1)

(k+1)

log qj

(k+1)

qj log qj
≥ qj
log qj
pj
p
j
(k+1)
(k)
≥ qj
log
qj log Pk
P
pk+1 + ki=0 pi
i=0 pi
k
k


X
X
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
(k+1)
p i ) ≥ qj
− qj log pj
pi ) − qj log(
qj
log(pk+1 +
i=0

i=0

Since log(pk+1 +

Pk

i=0

pi ) > log(

Pk

i=0

log(

pi ):
k
X

pi ) ≥ log pj

i=0
k
X
i=0

pi ≥ p j

which is true since, due to the constraint in Equation A.2, p 0 > pj for all j in 1 . . . k.
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